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lhls has been a
deliberately planned
movement on the part of the Chinese
government to expel all foreigners. The
decrees
printed In the Imperial gazette
prove this. The movement has been
practloally successful since every foreigner In
the interior has been
obliged to seek
refuge In the treaty ports. The Imperial
government merely utilized the Boxers as
convenient accessories to Its schemes.
‘‘Ihe relief of Pekin Is
merely an Incident of the crisis. The
really important
work remains'to be done.
Marquis Ito,
probably the best informed man alive on
eastern politics, said to me that the
present was the greatest crisis In the
history
of China and that all
eastern
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REIGiV OF TERROR

questions sank Into significance beside it.
Are civilized nations to yield to
the
Chinese conceit of their
own superiority?”
Mr. Kookhill and other
In
officials
like the public
Shanghai
are
utterly
(Copyright 1900 by the Associated Press.) ignorant of the oourse
of diplomatic and
Shanghai, September a.—Mr. William military events In
The consuls
£Pekin.
Woodvtlle Kockhlll, special commission- of the various
sent
governments have
erof the United States government to infrequent telegrams to their respective
and
on
conditions
in
report
vestigate
ministers bat have been unable to
get
China, in an interview with a representareplies. It is suspected that the official
tive of the Associated Press emphasizing
messages are
tampered with between
the importance of the harmonious action
Shanghai and Che Foo.

of self deof the powers as a measure
The attitude of the southern viceroys in
fense, said:
protecting foreigners commands confi“If the Chinese government is able to dence
in their good faith and negotiabreak the concert of nations and to bring tions will
probably be conducted through
about a disagreement on the part of any them.
There is a financial panlo In
government in such a w ay as to secure Chinese business circles here.
Probably
my relaxation of the joint demands. J all an
Important factor is the money rate
to foreigners In China may as well pack which is
now 88 per oent per month. The
op and leave.
trailers are trying to get^ the ear of the
“This is the very best opportunity to
officials.
settle for all time the status of foreigners
.La
In
Hung Chang still remains
is China. If that matter is not settled
Shanghai. He Is thoroughly discredited
but is Intriguing to get the foreigners to
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FIVE DOLLARS

Of course wo have no objection to
11 your pay ing more money for a better
11 chair, if you Want to.
11 We have them all the way up the line
to lwemy fire dollars.
! |
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Very
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Still

Prevails
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Parts of

luzou Island.

i Frank P. Tibbetts &

Natives

Not

Dare

Friendly to

Be

Americans.

Any Withdrawal

of

Troops

Will

Have Terrible Results.

the tracks on the ground that
the wouldbe assassin had followed him
up river in a
canoe, followed up the shore
until he
came to a favorable
spot from which he
fired the shot.
A strong wind was
blowing at the time
the attempt to murder him
was male
and the canoe was
pitching badly. This,
it is thought, was
the only
thing that
saved Templeton’s life.
Had the bullet
struck him it would have
passed through
his skull as the would-be assassin
such short range.
lempleton has not the remotest idea
who the guilty parties are,
and cannot
think of anyone who has hatred
enough
against him to prompt a deed like that.
The guides have formed a combine
among
themselves, and promise they will try to
discover the guilty party,
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Insurgents

More Active

Arrival

Recently.

of

BAR

to arrive.

As the American camp lies in
the German cencession the demand will
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complied

with

and

a new

Orders received from Washington direct that the 5,000 American troops be

In

Spite

of

War

Prosperous

Island More

Than Ever.

Admiral Farquhar’i Ships
There.

west of Bar Harbor, at one o'clock this
afternoon after a day and night run in
clear weather, from Newport.
The

flag-

ship was accompanied by the auxiliary
gunboat Scorpion, Lieut. Commander
Nathan Sargent. The other
ships comprising the squadron to arrive tomorrow
are

arriving and all that
being rapidly forwarded to

are now

is necessary
is
Pekin. It is
understood here that United States Minister Conger insists that Li Hung Chang
shall bo allowed to proceed to Pekin for
a conference.

THE WEATHER.

lot of

Highland Pottery
heavy Dutch
sort,—its more tho weight of fine
porcelain. These quaint shaped jugs,
a

just landed.

Not tho

glaze, their witty proverbs inscribed
thereon, aro as delightful to the eye,
of

Burns

Washington, September 2.—Forecast
Monday, fair and warmer. Local
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Karely does a day
garrisoned towns.
without an encounter between th 0
pass
United States troops and the insurgent 8

There is evidence that the in
surgents have come into possession o:
new rifles and that they wish to annihimonth.

late some small’Americangarrlsons. Conditions in the Visayans continue virtu

ally unchanged.
Nevertheless the imports for the Iasi
quarter and a half were greater thar
during any equal period of the Spanish
The internal revenue collection
regime.
is a third greater than made by Spain.
This is due to an honest system of ac-

commission will lirst organize
municipalities in the provinces, with the
idea of establishing a central civil govnext
during the
ernment
eighteen

thunder storms and cooler months.
Monday night or Tuesday, fresh southerTwelve Americans including two caphave been
tains and two lieutenants
ly wiuds.
the past two weeks.
Boston, September 2.—Forecast: Fair killed during

showers

or

weather Monday and probably Tuesday;
light to fresh southerly winds.

T XI J3

Northern
status quo
is fairly weli maintained. But in Southern Luzon conditions are far from satisfactory. Life there is not safe outside the
In

The

for

BURBANK,

the

counts, to a lack of favoritism and to impartial enforcement of the law. The military authorities will turn over $6,000,000
Mexican to the commission and this will
probably he expended in pnhlio improvements, notably In harbor developments,

mugs, cups and teapots, with their
nut brown and old yellow under-

as aro the tales and
poems
to the mind,

Lu2on

or ladrones resulting In casualties. Ther 3
divided between rekin, Tien Tsin and are 18, 000 troops in tnat district.
Tin 5
Taku for the winter.
Abundant supplies activity of
the enemy increased las ;

~-1
Here’s

be

camp for the United States troops will
be established outside the city.

ATTEMPTED murder.

temperature, 66;

mean

temperature, 66;
S; precipi-

maximum wind velocity, 12
tation—24 hours, 0,

WEATHER OBSERVATIONS.
The agricultural department
weather
bureau for yesterday, Sept. 2, taken at 8
p. m., meridan tune, tho observation for

Thirteen

the

Persons

and Over

Probable

HEAD.

Republican Ticket

In

New York.

AT

Train at Hatfield, Pa.
Reports

Are

ConUietingr

bilily

V

o

mL

of opinion here tonight makes
up fhe Republican state ticket as follows:
For governor,Benjamin, B,
Odell, Jr.,
of Orange; for lieutenant
governor,Timothy L. Woodruff or Kings;
for comptro.ler, William J. Morgan of Erie; for
secretary of state. John T. McDonough

Unknown Mai* Trie* to Slioot
la Maine

Bingham,

n

Guide

Woods.

September 1.—An attempt

to murder Herrnon Templeton, a guide
in the Moosehead lake region, is repor ted
by sportsmen who have recently come to
this place. The alleged attempt was made
but not until now
ago,
several days
have the facts been made publio.
Templeton is one of the best known
In addition to
guides in these regions.
being a guide he is a game warden. He
to
has been so vigilant In efforts
stop
poaching that he has incurred the enmity
of some of the guides in the section he is
licensed to work in.

As To

for

state

engineer,

Pa.,
September 2.—
Thirteen passengers killed and over thirothers
ty
injured is the appalling record
of a rear-end collision between an
excursion train and a milk train on the Bethlehem branch of the
and

liobert Miller, 21, Soutn Bethlehem.
Bichard
Bachman, 22, South Bethlehem.

Waitt and Bond’s

Responsi-

BLAGKSTONE

Botlilehem.
With fifteen
doctors and
half a dozen nurses a
special train was
sent
from
Bethlehem but before it
reached
the scene .of the wreck it was
signalled to return to Bethlehem as a

Blackburn, Ambler.
Eandls, Hatfield.
Askermann, Philadelphia.
Harold

Michael J. Tighe,
rushed aDd burned.
Abraham Transue,

Allentown,

Known

legs

Jr., South Bethlej. em, deep scalp wounds, back and interinjuries.

Mrs. William Burkhardt, South Beth1 ahem, lniured intornaliv
Miss Uertude Burkhardt, South Bethlehem, both legs broken.
John lielchley, South
Bethlehem, In-

ternally Injured.
Miss Carrie Bachman, chest crushed.
W. H. Kosenberry, jaw broken and in-

ternally injured.

demolished,
Nine persons
killed In the first two cars and the
others
in
these coaches were
badly
maimed. As soon as the crash came, a
terribly cry rose from the smashed cars
ind those who had not been
injured
luickl/ crawled from the cars and went
to the assistance of the injured.
Many
ivere pinned down by the wreckage and
nad to be freed by the liberal use of axes.
With three or four exceptions, the dead
were killed instantly the others dying on

completely
were

;he way to the
All the Inhospitals.
ured were first taken to a shed at the
fatfleld station and the dead were reJ uoved to a barn.
Messengers were sent
1 io the nearby villages for a physician and
i relief train was telegraphed for from

Everywhere.

QUALITY

relatives away from the
inju red on the
train so that the doctors
gathered from
near Hatfield
could
attend
to the
wounded.
The special train arrived at

and It was with great
difficulty that the
were removed to the
waiting
ambulances
and other vehicles which
them to the hospitals. All
conveyed
during the day people from Allentown,
Gatasaqua and other places came pouring
into Bethlehem and confusion
reigned
throughoat the day.
The second section
of the excursion
made up of
persons
from towns other than Bethlehem and

L&sattmsg

Wo Lonetre
in the vw&rtea.

I

COUNTS.

SCHOOL SHOES.
We have

good wearing shoes, just
thing for Boys and Girls, being
strong, serviceable and comfortable.
the

$1.00

injured

hours
of labor, reform in milk train, were almost instantly killed
tenement houses and sweat shops,
the Fortunately there were very few passenerection of consumptives hospital, protec- gers on this train.
The excursion train was a picture of
tion of the forests, improvements to the
indescribable horror.
The
locomotive
agricultural land.
Fifth, non-committal plank regarding was a mass of bent and broken iron and
the canals, saying that there is now be- firmly held the bodies
of its engineer
its
ing made a preliminary survey
author- and firemen beneath
great weight.
ized by the last legislature for the pur- Behind the
engine six of the ten cars
The first
pose of accurately determining the cost of were also a mass of wreckage.
their enlargement and that the Republi- car was broken in two and the other
can party will not favor any large expen- five cars were thrown on their sides,

improved.
Sixth, an endorsement of the national
his section being given in this order:
Republican ticket.
The returning
sportsmen state that
Temperature, direction of wind, state of
Although nearly every politician of
weather:
Templeton was on the west branch of the prominence in Republican state politics
the week, and as he
is here, the day has been strangely devoid
Boston. 76
degrees, SW, dear; New Penobscot during
Philadel- wished to make rapid progress, was pad- of conference, the only gathering of leadYork, 76 degrees, S, clear;
When a short distance ers being one held to discuss a roug h
phia. 76 degrees, S, clear; Washing- dling his canoe.
draft of the proposed platform.
ton, 78 degrees, SE, clear; Albany, 80
from the shore he heard a loud report of
So far as can be learned, the full ticket
degrees, SW, clear; Buffalo, 83 degrees,
SW, clear; Betroit, 78 degrees, S, clear; a rifle, aud then felt a peculiar sensation has been decided upon, and it Is Intithere will be an
Chicago, 74degrees, SW, cloudy; St. Paul, at the back of his head and a pain in his mated tonight that
66
unanimous endorsement of Mr. Woodruff
degrees, NW, clear; Huron, Bakota, back.
66 degrees. NW, clear; Bismarck, 66 defor a third rerm as lieutenant governor
He dropped flat In the canoe in which even if he fails to
grees, NW, cloudy; Jacksonville, 78 deacquiesce, prior to Wedhe had been standing and as he saw the nesday.
grees, E, cloudy.

The

J

William. Ehret, 22, South Bethlehem. Bethlehem at
11.30 and was met by fully
Ira Ehret, 20, brother of
William, South 5,000 persons all clamoring to
get a bit
Bethlehem.
of news of the wreck or
Joseph Mordaunt, 22, Sguth Bethlehem. whether loved ones were trying to learn
among the vicCharles Mclionlgle, Allentown.
tims.
The news of the wreek
had
Thomas Bay, Allentown.
reached
Bethlehem at 8 o’clock and
Miss Mamie Kaelin, 14, Telford.
like
spread
wild-fire.
All the people
Godfrey Kaelin, father of Mamie.
of the town were gathered at the
station
William

Edward

diture unless it is certain that as a result
of the enlargment of their capacity, the
condition of all ciasses of the people and
all section of the state will be materially

regiment

Massachusetts Heavy Artillery; Captain
VV E Lombard of
battery 13; Serge; nb
Cole, Cornorals Smith,Thresher, Goddard
and Private Tom Anderson and
Sergeant
Major W. D. Huddleston, all of Boston,

CICAR

The wrecked train consisted of ten
day
A. Bond of Jefferson; for attorney gener- coaches and was the first section of a
excursion
John
made
C. Davies of Oneida; for state large
al,
up of people from
Bethlehem
and Allentown to Atlantic
treasurer, John ±\ Jaekel of Cayuaga.
So far as obtainable tonight, because City.
This section carried only those
over some sections of the
platform, there
people
is still debate, the resolutions have been who lived in Bethlehem and Allentown
and
left
the
deoided upon
Union depot in Bethlehem
which will first, indorse
strongly the administration of President I at 6.05 a. m. exactly 35 minutes behind
The
latter train conMoKinley,vigorously upholding the estab- the milk train,
lishment
and
continuance of the gold sisted of two milk cars and two passenstandard.
ger coaches and had stopped at every
Second, a strong endorsement of the station on the road from Bethlehem en
At 5.54 the milk
government policy in Cuba and Porto route to Philadelphia.
Rico and a statement that the Philip- train drew up at the milk platform at
pines are ours by every right
and
that Hatfield and in less than two minutes,
if it can
be
called expansion then the the special excursion train, running at
party in New York state is for expansion. the rate of 35 miles an hour, crashed into
an indorsement of the admin- the rear of the milk train.
The locomoThird,
tive plowed through the two
istration of Theodore Roosevelt as goverpassenger
coaches and crushed them as If they were
nor of New York.
Fourth, an endorsement of the legisla- egg shells—the milk oar immediately in
ture of 1900, specifically calling attention front was also badly wrecked. Four perto the tax rate of 1,96 mills, the solution sons,
Godfrey Kaelin, his daughter
of rapid transit for New York, the proHarold
Landis and William
Mamie,
tection of New York city's water supply, Blackburn on the passenger car of the

Albany;

r^r
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a rest today.
The
will be resumed at the different
ranges tomorrow morning and it is expected that during the week there will
be some high class
shooting done In the
several contests which are to be decided.
The ranks of the shooters were considerably augmented today by tne arrival of
regulars and stato militia men who are
entered In the Interstate matches in the
programme, It is now certain that there
will be no International
contest for the
Palma or centennial
trophy, as the Canadians will not send a team this
year.
Among the arrivals today were Lieut.
Sumner Paine, battery A, 1st

For Disaster.

Philadelphia,

al

consensus

of

TH R ER

Sergeant Hale of Light Battery A with
ether men is expected to morrow and
the
New Englanders will take
part In the
regimental and company teams contests.
Pennsylvania Is well represented and
the
Philadephians are in high feather
over the victory of
Willliam
Deveaux
EoulKe, in the shoot for the Wimbledon
cup yesterday. His work on the 1,000
yards was very fine and all the more creditable from the fact that he has had no
practice at such a long range. In last
year s shoot Foulke was a contestant bub
he could not find the
target in hl3 first
five shots,

special carrying nearly all the injured
Texas, indiana, Massachusetts, Beading railway this Philadelphia
morning at Hat- had started for the hospital at that
fleld, Pa., 27 miles north of this city.
On the run from Hatfieled to the
place.
The killed are:
three of the injured died. Great
hospital
Miss Annie Sherry, 21, South Bethletrouble was experienced m
keeping the
hem.

AT THE

S AT-Alntrn

K
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Mass.

Killed

Excursion Train Runs Into Milk

The seriously injured:
John Bavid, Philadelph ia,
engineer of
club on Wednesday night, the function
{ xcurslon train, skull
fractured, critical.
will not be public.
Only those invited
Albert J. Wagner, Philadelphia, forewill be admitted. There has been a thick
uan excursion
train, contusions of ches
fog off shore all day.
This may
delay t nd legs.
the arrival of the other vessels.
Wilson Crossland, South
Bethlehem,
---t aggagemaster of milk
train, head iace1 ated.
ODELL

The

Were

Thirty Injured.

shortening

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Sept. 2, 1900. —The local
weather bureau records the following:
8 a. m.—Barometer. 30 30.3;
thermometer, 68; dew point, 68; rel. humidity, 100:
direction of the wind, W; velocity of
the wind,3 ; 6tate of weather, foggy.
8 p. in.—Barometer. 80.130; thermometer, 70; dewpoint, 64; rel. humidity, 81;
direction of the wind, SW; velocity of the
wind, 10; state ol' weather, clear.
Maximum temperature, 74; minimum

■Passenger Cars Crushed in Terrible
Collision on Reading Road,

HARBOR.

1

^

IV.

lay marksmen enjoyed

Bar Harbor, September 3.—The United
States cruiser N ew York, the
flagship ot
the North Atlantic
squadron, Hear Admiral Norman H.I'arquhar, commander
in chief, anchored in the outer
harbor

j

4 and 6 Free St.

t

■

shooting

was at

|

\

MAIL MATTKIL (

an

discharged

_

probably

Co.,

i CLASS

*

hand,

his revolver, another shot
unknown source. This
time he was not able to return
the shot
but pressed toward
6hore, being in hopes
to flnu hi6 would-be
assassin.
When he reached shore and
examined
the ground he could find
nothing but the
prints of a moccasin and a
from

cartridge. He was ablo to trace the tracks
several miles, andflinaliy learned
through

garrisoned towns.
Any change of policy involving the
the Associated Press.)
(Copyright
1900,
j
withdrawal of the United States troops
Tien Tsin, August 29, via Taku, August without
,
substituting for them an adeI i d0.—The Germans have formally demandquate offensive force, is certain to result
in fearful retaliation at the expense cf
i ed for themselves all the buildings and
the
friendlies.
T he approaching patriaI grounds of tho
of
the
United
camp
2 1 States, explaining that these will be tion of the volunteers tends to Influence
needed by the large German forces soon the situation unfavorably.
1
i I
(
d

Respectfully.

1900

several times in that direction.
As soon
as possible he went to the
shore and as
soon
as
he took his paddle in his
came

<

!
f

*

sticking out from the
discharged his revolver

quarrel among themselves.
Kentucky and Kearsarge. The later ship
Today he
told
American and English diplomats (Copyright 1900 by the Associated Press.) arrived at Northeast Harbor
yesterday
that the Russians had promised to withManila, September 2.—The peace com and is now anchored in Southwest Hardraw from Pekin regardless of the polibor. The U. S. S.« Dolphin, now on surmissions announcement of its
assumption
of power yesterday has met with vey duty off Lamoine, the new coaling
cy of other nations. His statement is not
believed, on the contrary it Is thought childish comment at the hands of
thb station live miles north of this place also
probable that he Is
simultaneously asHear Adand foreigners who jealously may join the squadron here.
suring the Russians that the Americans Spaniards
and .British have promised to withdraw. sneer at
the new arrangement. A ma- miral T’arquhar will order all his vessels
LI HUNG SEES FRENCH CONSUL. jority of the islanders desire peace and to anchor outside Bar Island, leaving the
the
resumption of business under the inner harbor clear for the guests, the
Shanghai, Septembr I.—Li nung Chang
Americans but they are so cowed by a British
squadron, which is expected to
visited the French consul this morning
series of murderous atrocities and arrive Tuesday
morning at 10 o’clock.
long
and had a long interview with him. The
destruction
of property by their armed The reading room,
hotels, stores and
subject matter of the conference has not countrymen that they dare not
are gay with British and Ameriactively cottages
been divulged.
cans flags.
Bear Admiral
A genuine
show their feelings.
John
H.
reign of
Is
terror
exercised by Insurgents and Upshur (reti red), and the resident comFI11ED AMERICANS OUT.
ladroces over peaceful country folk In mittee, are completing arrangements for
These MORRIS eh Airs are excellent ^
reception to the officers of both
order to collect the revenues and recruits the
Wfcolog chairs but they are so comtort- t
On account of the
The War Lonl’a Troops Running
their operati as require and widespread squadrons.
small
sble and soothing to every part ot the
t I
for the ball at the Kebo
I i
*I
vengeance is wreaked In the vicinity of quarters
Valley
Things at Tien Tstrn.
that
body
you’re apt to doze before
• you’re finished the first
chapter.
I
You can secure all this comfort with
(’ the accompany lug nap for

a.

rifle

having dropped

preceding

Expel Foreigners.

(I

PRESS.

~

—

>vm
u«
encouraged to
persist in their [ present 1
policy uml the
powers will have the whole trouble to
thresh
over again
every two or three
I believe that all of the
years.
governments are impressed with this
truth and
I believe most of them realize
that a delinite and permanent
settlement
of the
status of foreigners and the establishment
of freedom of trade are
more important to
them now than the
of terri-

oL I ILIV.

MAINE.
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?stion Should

Eastern

FATT7'
1LAND’

39.

DAILY

buy good shoes for children. See
$t,ti5 shoes for Misses' wear.
Our Boys’ shoes are fine trades at
$1.50, as are Youths’ shoes at
$1/25.
can

our

Ladies’ Spring Ilcel Shots
tho trade of a life time at
$‘2.00.

are

Allentown,

left after the first
section,
but was flagged before it reached Hat
field.
As It could not get
through on
account of the blocked tracks, it was returned to Bethlehem and there was
great
'ejoicing at the narrow escapes of its
from
a
iccupants
catastrophe.
The
coroner of
Montgomery

CENTER &
539

MCDOWELL,

Congress

St.

FOOTWEAR FITTERS.

county

wLeua.

ana

spent; the
entire day at the scene.
He at once directed the removal o£ the dead to JLansdale, a short distance south of Hatfield.
He
promises a vigorous
eariy

into the horror.
There are conflicting

W h

t a

HAT

investigation

stories as to

satisfaction

the

responsibility for the accident, one version is that the engineer of the excur-

it becomes

Campaign

is

shape.

bat a self satisfaction

when you
you paid only what you
ought to pay for a hat with quality
that will not disappoint.
are sure

The Fall

dent. Fifteen hundred tickets had been
sold for the excursion to the seashore and
it was to have been the last of the season,
Wellington H. Kosenbery of Hansiale,
a representative
of the
Pennsylvania
legislature was on the milk train. He
had his jaw broken and was also internally injured. His condition is serious.

ALL DONE BUT

you have when you know

you,—has a tailor-made
undeniably the right

effect and

sion train hai been warned at
Souderton,
the station above
Hatfield, that a milk
train was a few minutes ahead of him.
Another story is that the train
despatcher s office in
Philadelphia was at fault'
The trainmen refused to talk of the acci-

The Vermont

a

Hats are

Styles in Derbys
ready for you.

and Soft

IKE HATTER,

J

197 Middle Street

Geo. A. Coffin, M’g’k.

VOTING.
Ended

DROWNING

Satur-

day Night.

may be a
for such

pleasant death, but few ready look
pleasure.
Still., there are REAL
pleasures that'seme never look fur, so lose
much happiness.
with

Montpelier, Vt., September 2—The
close of the campaign in Vermont came
last night with political
gatherings in
nearly every city and town in the state.
will be election day, and the
Tuesday
result is anxiously awaited by the leaders
of the two great parties.
Both Republicans and Democrats have
worked out to its final act an elaborate
plan of campaigning, through flag rais-

lifh

BAGB 10e AT ALL

GROCERS.

(TALK. Ho. 280.)

NO INDICATIONS.
Glasses are no longer considered an
indication of age.
That time has
past. Rots of children wear glasses
constantly, while many elderly people
wear none at all.
Glasses are simply
worn to correct defects, or weakness
of the eyes, no matter what the age.
It is true, of course, that nearly every
normal eye ought to have assistance
In close work, after the age of rortyfive, but normal eyes are scarce.

ings, platform addresses and distribution
of literature.
This year the canvass has not been
quite as vigorous as that of four years
ago, although the Democrats have done a
larger amount of work. The national
committee sent in outside speakers, but
the details of the
generally speaking,
campaign plan were worked out by local
committees. The senatorial fighters, and

Every person should wear lenses just
they will add to the comfort or whenever it Is injurious to do
without them. I will be glad to advise you at any time regarding your

ihe license issue will enter into the ballot to some extent. The legislative fight

as soon as

precipitated by the candidacy of
W. Grout and
Jongressman William
ivas

lormer Governor William P. Dillingham
'or United States senator.
The
Republicans it Is understood do

eyes,

I

want

you

questions about them.

to

ask me any
I will make a

careful examination of your eyes and
tell you whether you need glasses or
not.

lot figure on receiving the plurality of
10,000 which they secured four years ago
tnd in their loss, the Democrats count

A. M.

;heir gain.

WENTWORTH,

Practical

RIFDE SHOTS COMPETE.

Girt, N. J
September 2.—After
1 ;wo days' firing on the ranges of the New
Jersey Rifle association, the military and

»AL,

be

Sea

5A6 1-5J

*

Optician,

Congress St.

act In concert with Russia with a view
a settlement and that
tnerefore it is
probable Germany will follow Russia and
withdraw her troops from Pekin.”

SAVAGERY.

to

OFFICIALS RETICENT.

of Russian

Awful Stories

Steyn May
Leave Country.

Cruelly in China.

Frpm Pekin.
2.—As far as

Washington, September

im-

be ascertained there were no

can

developments
today. The

situation here

officials main-

In diplomatic
prevails that none of

tained unusual reticence.
circles the
the

opinion

great powers

have

yet reached

as

_

Chinese

the

in

portant

and

final determination as to the course

a

they
_

Natives Killed

in

Pure

will pursue.
An interesting bit of

gaidiug

Wantonness.

Robbery, Ravishing and Murder
Common on Every Wand.

information re-

Empress Dowager

the

came

to

It was to the effect
Washington today.
that the British government had reoelved
word that the Empress was going from
Tyan Eu in the province of Shansi to
which place she had fled after her escape
from Pekin, to Hainan Fu.
Tyan Fu is
farther away from the Chine se capital.

Old

Men

Drowned.

Messenger published the following
dated Pekin August 20, from

Prince

has

Cliing

been

appointed regent
but is afraid to return unless the foreign
Ten
envoys will guarantee his liberty.
dignitaries remaining in Pekin have consequently resolved to petition the diplothe interest of an

mats in

amelioration

of the situation to invite Prince
to

return

Pekin

and

to

give

Ching to
explan-

ations.”

Reports

Which

Are Almost Too
GEORGE

ACCEPTS

Horrible to Relieve.

FRED’S

CHAL-

LENGE.

Richmond, September 1.—Gov. M. W.
West Virginia, who picked
up the gauntlet thrown down by George
Fred Williams of Massachusetts, in his
Portland speech, said, tonight:
Press.)
“If the Republican state committee
Atkinson of

(Copyright

1900 by the Associated

Taku, August 30,

via

Shanghai, Sep-

in the Pei Ho
■valley are paying dearly for the folly of
the river and
their government. Along
tember 3.—The

Chinese

the roads travelled by the foreign troops
between Tien Tsin and Pekin an orgie
or looting and destruction continues with
much useless slaughter of unoffending
inhabitants.
The conditions prevailing leave little
ground for the favorable comparison of
civilized warfare with Chinese methods.
ravishing and murder are so
Kobbery,
that every responsible person
contributes stories from permeets

common
»

one

sonal observation.
Fires are started daily although the
shelter will be much needed if the troops
the country during the winare to hold
‘‘fine
The
soldiers are having
ter.
sport” in using natives who creep back
to their houses, or attempt to work in
The Russians are
the Helds, as targets.
the chief actors in this style of conquest
but the French are remarkably conspicuous, considering their small numbers.
From the beginning the conduct of the
Russians has been a blot on the campaign. When entering Pekin correspondents of the Associated
Press saw Cossacks smash down Chinese women with
the butts of their guns and pound their
heads until they wire dead. TheJCossacks
would
pick up children barely old
enough to walk, hold them by the ankles
and beat out their brains on the pavement. Russian officers looked on without
While Genei*al Chaffee was
a
protest.
watering his horse at a stream under the
wall of Tung Chow, the Russians found
a feeble old man hidden in the mud,
except his nose, and dragged him out by his

of Maine

sanctions

my

I will be

act

pleased to accept George Fred Williams’ challenge.
I have the questions
in

mv

asked

to

questions

Mr

Williams

was

answer, and those are the
I want him to reply to.
I

don’t know
the

which

nop.kp.t

North is

what
in

political etiquette in
regard to accepting a

Shanghai Report that War Lord Will
Withdraw From Prklu.

London, September 3, 4 a. m.—The
publication of the text of the Russian
proposals has intensified rather than
diminished the suspicion entertained by
England of Russia's proceedings. The
rupture of the European concert is considered as an accomplished fact.
Opinions differ,
however, as to the way in
which the powers will now group themselves.
The Daily Telegraph which expresses
“has
regret that President McKinley
committed the
United States to follow
the Russian lead" considers, howe^fer,
that Japan will throw in her lot with
Russia and will be reluctantly followed
by France.
The Times feffs perfectly clear, it says,
that neither honor nor the interests of
England will permit her to follow Russia s example.
It trusts that Germany
will refuse to leave Pekin.
Most of the other morning papers express similar views.
Li Hung Chang had a long conference

yesterday morning

with Mr. William
Woodville Rockhill, U. S, special commissioner.
Earl Li’s party is said to be jubilant at
the present aspect or affairs.
The Shanghai
correspondent of the
Times wiring yesterday says:
“Li Hung Chang has received a telegram from the Chinese minister in Berlin asserting that Germany is prepared to

Train.

Pretoria, Setember 1.—Mr. Kruger and
Mr. Steyn have gone to Barberton. It is
that they are preparing
believed
for
flight. The general opinion is that the
near the
war is now
very
end, but
should the Boers construct strongholds
or
in the bush on the veldt,
elsewhere,
and begin a system oi raids the British
require further large supplies of

would
horses.

Ceneral

Buller

moved fourteen miles
along the Bydenburg

northwestward
road and
crossed the Cjocodile river to
Badfonteln. He found the Boers concenin the Crocodile
mountains.
trating
A force of Boers under
Commandant
Ehron broke through the
British lines
and captured and burned a supply train

but in my home in the Southaud we never let such an opportunity

THE GOLFERS.

Miss

Frances

A.

Grlscom

Is tire

New

Champion.
Shinnecook Hills Golf Cub, Southamp-

pass.”
ton, L. I.. September 1.—Miss Frances
A prominent Maine republican said: C. Grlscom of the Merlon
Cricket club
“The Republican state committee will, of
won the
women’s
Philadelphia,
without a doubt, give Gov. Atkinson all golf
championship of America today,
the latitude in

the

world.

The Gover- defeating

Miss

Magaret

Curtis of the

bully, bluffer and braggart. Essex club, Boston, by 5 up and 4 to
Miss Grlscom’s play was the best
His handsome, manly face shines with play
southern honor.
He is a gentleman in she has done in the whole championnor

is

no

No better
every sense of the word.
man could be picked to make Williams
take back water.”
RETURNING IN STEERAGE.

Berlin, September 2.—Owing to the
westward
unusually heavy
passenger
traffic as well as to the interruptions in
sailings, owing to Fne Hoboken disaster,
and to the chartering of passenger steamers by the German government for use In
Chinese waters, many American citizens
have
recently b8en compelled to take
in returning to
the
steerage passage
United States.
The physicians of the North German
Lloyd steamship company have Insisted
all these to meet the
upon vaccinating
requirements of the United States laws.
Recently an American filed strong objections with Mr. Henry W.
Diedrich,
United States oonsul at Bremen, wbo
wrote to Washington for
instructions,
meanwhile forbidding the physicians in
question to vaccinate Americans in the
steerage on the ground that the law was
intended to apply to immigrants only.

discourteously to state representatives at
the exposition. In speaking of the story
that Mr. Peck had secretly worked to
prevent Mrs. Manning and Mrs. Poter
Palmer
from being
decorated by the
French government, he said:
“That is impossible
for I know how
such things are done.
The name for the
legion of honor are handed in and passed
their merits.

I know that Mr. Peck
of Mrs. Manning,
Mrs. Potter Palmer and Michael
De
As to there being
Young for the order.
criticism over being so many representatives from the United States,
and the
difficulty of supplying all with Invitations to entertainments, all that I can
say is that here always is trouble when a
on

presented the

names

big enterprise like the

exposition,

is

under way. There are certainly
many
officials from this country to the exposition.”

CRONJE DOING WELL.

York, September 2.—The British
steamer Masconomo, one of the
Hogan
line of steamers, arrived
today from
South Africa, stopping on the
way at St
New

Helena and

St. Lucia.
The Masconomo
took out to South Africa a cargo of
supplies for tlio British army from St. John,
N. B., and has been engaged

aboufcthree

months in that service.
Returning home
the Masconomo stopped at St. Helena to
make a few repairs to her engine.
While
there Captain Mann visited the
of
the

Boor

Cronje

prisoners.

He

saw

camps
General

and Col. Sbeele and other notable
prisoners. Captain Mann says there are
4,000 Boer prisoners at St. Helena.

West Newtield, Maine.
September 1,
i 900. One of the prettiest home weddings
* f the
season
was solemnized at high
loon, August 29th, at West Newtield,

laine, where Miss Grace Cummings
Javis and Pred Carlton Mitchell were
mited in marriage by the Rev. W. P.
j Cottage. Th8 bride, one of Newfield’s
i airest daughters, a graduate of G. N. S.
98 and a student at the JJoston conservaory of music, was becomingly gowned in
vhite muslin and carried a large boquet
>f sweet peas, Miss Gertrude Davis was
naid of honor and wore pale blue and
vhite, the groom a graduate of U. of
d. 1900, is at
present principal of the
i iigh School at Port Pair field, Maine,
i dr. Arthur Wescott of Portland
was
i jest man. The ceremony was performed
jn the lawn beneath an arch of evergreen
tnd clematis, after the ceremony a brief
■eception was followed by a wedding breakast.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell left amid
ihowers of congratulations and rice. The
jresents were numerous and beautiful
L’he groom’s gift^was a pin of enamel
md gold.

*

ROOSEVELT IN CHICAGO.
2.—Governor
September
lloosevelt arrived In Chicago today. He
was
met by a committee representing
about 160 labor uni. ns, under whose auspices he is to speak at Electric Park tomorrow.
An understanding was arrived
at by which the program, as far as Governor Roosevelt is concerned, is to be carfled out as announced. The
Governor
will make the first address In the afternoon so as to enable him to reaoh the
train for Saratoga, where he is to make
a speech on September 6th,
opening the
campaigning New York state. His west
ern campaigning tour will
then be begun, consuming praotically six weeks.

New York,
1.—Richard
September
Croker was filled with wrath yesterday
and the man servant of the Tammany

leader,

as

well as

the

attaches of

005B0000 x—10
00 0— 2
0001 01

Batteries,
and Grady.

Dineen
X

the

Democratic

Croker. He said:
“I have never talked with Patrick H,
Keahon or any one
else about such a
The
man who invented the
subject.
should write a tank drama and
story
then fall in the water some night by accident. If that fellow came to Harlem
I would like to duck him in the river.”
The story of the fight asrainst Kichard
Croker is
said to have been started by
friends of
the new Tammany leader,
Patrick H.
Keahon, to injure John F.
Carroll,
A few days before the primaries, John

F. Carroll sent for several politicians in
the seventh district and asked them to
side with James W. Boyle in the factional fight.
A few
politicians agreed to
comply with John F. Carroll’s wish.
Others refused and informed ex-Alderman Keahon that Mr.Carroir was workfourth time
the latter has triea for the ing against him.
After his victory exMiss Grlscom is one of the best Alderman Keahon is said to have sought
honor.
some way to
revenge himself on Mr.
exponents of the round swing
with a
Carroll, and the publication of the story
fine
follow through and on form and of Carroll’s
gattempt to depose Kichard
was easily
the superior of her 17-year- Croker, was spread for that purpose.
old antagonist. She is the daughter of
THE CASE OF MRS. MAYBRICK.
Mr. Clement L. Grlscom of the American Navigation company and is about 21
(Copyright, 1900, the Associated Press.)
old. She fully deserved her vicyears
London, September 1.—A tangible result of the recent visit to Mrs. Florence
tory.
trains from
Morning
Southampton Maybrick at Aylesbury prison of l)r.
Drought in a large number of people who- Clark Bell of New York, the prisoner’s
had come to see the finals between MIbs counsel, and a representative of the AsCurtis and Miss Grlscom. The fact that sociated
Pres3, was the discovery of a
for the first time
since the champion- hitherto
unknown letter from the late
was
ship
inaugurated the champion Baron Russell of Killowen, Lord Chief
would come from outside the
Metropoli Justice of England, to Mrs Maybrick,
tan district did not seem to abate the inhis belief in his client’s interest of the Metropolitan
players, for the reaffirming
attendance was large and the players had nocence and vigorously declaring his
cona
enthusiastic
following of
admirers viction that she had been unfairly conwho tramped around the course in the
demned. This^letter^has since been made
hot sun
and applauded
vigorously and the basis for a new memorial
without partiality every good play
praying
of
either contestant.
for Mrs. Maybriok’s release,and so strong
Miss Curtis was a favorite In the morn- is Mr. Bell’s belief
in the force of this
ing and several wagers were made at document that a copy of it has been sent
odds of 8 to 5 that the Boston girl would
to Sir
Matthew White Ridpersonally
win
the championship. Her opponent,
ley.the secretary of state for the home demaking a good score yesterday, did nrvrfcnient,. Jit; Ills Rummer hnma In iVnrhh
not seem up to Miss Curtis in the
long umberland, accompanied by the request
game and the indications were that one that he give It his earliest consideration.
or the other of the players would be able
Mr. Bell started for the continent toto defeat her opponent in less than the
day, more than satlslied with the effects
full
18 holes.
The rlav w:w
u,
of his
visit to England.
Be has not
anti warm, and there was
nothing in the only succeeded in
his client for
conditions to warrant the expectation of the first time sinceseeing
her incarceration,
other than good play.
but has since secured for Mrs May brick
an
interview
with
her
HITCHCOCK WON.
mother, Baroness
Koues.
The
dlsoovery of the Bussell
Newport, R. I., September 1 —Finals lettBr is regarded as important, not befor the President’s cup in the
many people doubted his sincerity,
Newport cause
but because it is couched in such terms
Golf tournament were played,
today and as to preolude
any question of his beresulted in the victory of Charles Hitch- lief that
she was unfairly tried. Mrs.
of
Point
Judith
and Yale, who Maybrick’s
cock, Jr.,
frlands say Ur. Clark Bell
defeated C. Tiffany Richardson of Shin- feels the mysterious influence of opposition somewhere, which hinders a sucnecook and
Harvard by a score of 4 up
cessful result. The late Mr. Bayard eviand 2 to play.
The match was for 36 dently felt
this when h& declared the
holes and
at the end of the
morning case had reached the end of diplomacy,
and
ambassadors also met
subsequent
round
Hitchcock was 2 up.
The play
it.
But many recent evidences of leniin the afternoon was very close, but the
the prisoner Incline her
ency toward
Yale man managed
to add
two more friends to believe that her incarceration
holes to his credit, winning in the 36th will not be
prolonged.
hole.
Hitchcock
has thus
—won tw o
open tournaments in
succession, Narra- SLAUGHTER OF DEERS BEGUN.
gansett Pier and N#wport.
Bangor,September 1.—The game season
VARDON AND
FINDJUAY.,
in Maine opened today. Under the
liMass
Allston,
September l._Harry cense law residents
may kill one deer, to
Vardon met his old opponent, Alec Findbe consumed at the camp
where killed,
lay, in a 36-hole exhibition match on the
fee of ?4, and nonupon payment of a
Allston links today
and as usual won residents
have the same privilege upon
out by 5 up and 4 to play.
The course payment of $0. This Is the second
year
is a short one, 2,063 yards, and both
pro- of the September license law and It is reiessionals had no difficulty in
the
beating
garded as a success, for while no more
Bogey of 39. Vardon went further and deer are killed than before the
passage of
lowered the record both for 9 and 18 holes
the law, the stato gets something for its
afternoon
going out in the
in 33 and
in 32, and it is
coming in
lively that game.
his score of 65 will stand for some
The duck shooting season also began
time.
The scores were:

ship, and Miss Curtis, who was generally expected to win, after her defeat of
Miss Hoyt yesterday, was no match, after
the hard strain of the week,
for Miss
Griscom’s
experience, this
being the

today.

(Forenoon.)
THE PEERLESS ALABAMA.
Vardon—Out, 35; in, 35;'total, 70
Washington, September 1.—The Navy
Findlay—Out, 36; in, 86; total, 7±
Department has rec9ived a letter from
(Afternoon.)
Captain Brownson, who wjll comman d
Vardon—Out, 33; in, 32; total, 65—135
the Alaoama when she
goes into comFlnylay—Out,37; in, 36; totals, 73—145. mission
October
that the

Business than

More

Do

Now

a

chance to visit

AWAY

one

SENSATION.

in

(ho

EACH

WEEK.

DAY

of the most

Brilliantly L'ghted

Billiard Parlors in the world.

SEE THE LARGEST ELECTRIC SIGN IN MAINE

20 of the Finest
BAL.LY HOO

RUBBER.

Tables in the World.

BFY AGAIN.

New York, September
1.—Bally Hoo
Bey and. “Tod” Sloan duplicated their
with Philadelphia today by outplaying success in the futurity one week ago, by
the visitors in all departments. McGin- winning the Flatbush stakes today, the
nlty was in rare form and the fielding feature of the card at
Sheepshead bay.
behind him was of the sensational order. Tommy Atkins, the odds on favorite,was
head and, at
Attendance 2000. The score:
second and only beaten a
Philadelphia, 00001010 1—3' the weights, was unquestionably the best
00121010 x—5 horse in the race.
Brooklyn,

Brooklyn, September 1,—Brooklyn

the rubber

in

the

won

series of five games

marred the
An unfortunate incident
event which had a direct bearing in the
outcome. Only four horses started and
duel bethe race was conceded to be a
tween the Whitney and Keen candidates,
Atkins.
Tommy
Bally Hoo Bey and
They were sent off on the second break
to a good start and Smile and Bally Hoo

running, but not more
Bey made the
than a length separated the four for the
first half mile. At this point Sloan took

score:

Pittsburg,
St. Louis,

100000000
010000000

Philippini and

Batteries,
Young and Criger.

1—2
0—1

his mount back so that Smile showed in
front a neck before Tommy Atkins, who
distance before Alard
was the same

Sohriver;

Scheck and Bally lloo Bey. They came
into the stretch necks apart with Smile
on the
on the rail and Bally Hoo Bey
outside.
When straightened out and almost at the last furlong pole a bad mix
up occurred which fortunately did not re-

CHICAGO WON TWICE.

Chicago,
two

September

1.—Chicago

won

well

deserved games from Cincinnati, today. Both games were hotly contested and it was not until the last man
was out that the game was safe.
Garvin
held [the visitors down to three hits in
the iirst and Menefee secured the decision
in the second on
account of excellent

OUR EXHIBIT
—OF—

NEW FALL GOODS
We
is the finest wo have ever shown.
have everything a man of taste could
desire for

sult in a serious accident. Smile swerved
on the
out and Bally Hoo Bey bore in
other two and for a second the crowd on
the grand stand held its breath expecting
to see one, if not all, go down in a heap.
fielding. Attendance 3000. The scores:
the favorite
This did not happen but
(First Game.)
The first of the new
was knocked out of his stride.
Spencer
00010000 1—2
Chicago,
or four
had to pull np
three,
losing
00000010
0—1
Cincinnati,
lengths. By the time the tangle was
Batteries, Garvin and Donahut; Hahn
straightened out Sloan had rushed Bally are
and Kahoe.
always to be seen here.
Hoo Bey to the front and
was settling
We search for the best and Belect
(Seoond Game )
hands
down and riding him out with
goods of undoubted style and merit for
02001021 x—6 and heels.
Chicago,
our customers.
01 100002 0—4
Cincinnati,
When Spencer'got Tommy Atkins going
Batteries, Menefee and Donahue; Phil- again, he set sail for the flying leader
to
lips and Kahoe.
who was some three or four lengths in
FORT PEEBLES. 14; CUMBERLAND
front and with whip and spur rode a
CENTRE, 13
desperate final finish. Foot by foot the
A very
exciting game of ball was game Tommy Atkins crept up until It
played at Cmnberland Centre on Satur- was only two lengths then
one length,
day afternoon between the strong Fort then a neck, but the finish line was too is acknowledged by smart dressers to be
Preble team and the local club.The former close and amidst the wildest excitement absolutely perfect.
The goods in our display are not exteam started in with a rush and Secured
the judges were passed with Bally Hoo
celled in beauty or quality by any in the
a
big lead in the first two Inningsowing Bey a head in front. Alard Scheck was
city.
to the wildness of pitcher Jenkins
who third a
length and a half away. Spencer
three bases on balls and hit two claimed a foul but it was not
gave
allowed, albatsmen.This with only two hits and seviiiiuugii Liit? Btcv>ttiUh iilku mi iuur juuitHjrb
eral errors gave the Fort boys seven runs, in the stand hat ore
giving their decision.
After this the Cumberland pitcher stead- The
feeling was divided as to who was
ied down and pltohed a fine game. Ray
responsible between Smile and Bally Hoo
nor the big first baseman being the only
Bey and it looked from the stand as if
man who could do much with him, th< 1
both were partly to bl ame.
local men batted finely and gradually
The Ocean
went to Voter in

Fall Suitings and

Overcoatings.

FALL

Our

TKOUSEKINGS

i?Isidc

Order

CLOTHING

REUBEN

K. OYER,
Merchant Tailor,

handicap

crept up but could

375

FOR E,

not
quite pull oui > fast time.
Rush, the
favorite, with
Near Foot of Exchange St.
ahead, One feature of the Cumberlant L Sloan
up, was beaten off,
showing no I
TELEPHONE S12-4.
septldtf
boys are the rour Burnell brothers all lini » speed at any part of the journey.
The following Is th< 1
young players.
The summaries:
score :
The Flatbush, seven
furlongs, Bally
123456789
Innings
Hoo Bey, 12U, Sloan, 3 to 2 and
1 to 3,
Fort Prebles, 25001330 0—p
won; Tommy Atkins, 115, Spencer, 15 to
O. Centre,
03132002 2—1 i 20 and 1 to
4, second; A lard Scheok, 115,
Struck out by Jenkins, 10; by Bow
Burns, 30 to 1 and 4 to 1, third. Time
dura, 4; three base hits, Kaynor 2, Bow
1 26, Smile also ran.
dum 1; two base hits, Moulton, Jenkins
Eli Burnell; passed balls, Bartlett 1, P
The Ocean, handicap, one mile, Voter,
Burnell 1.
130, Spencer,3 to 1 and 6 to 5, won; Vulvain,113, Burns. 7 to 1 and 5 to 2, second;
THE WlMBBETON CUP.
Martlmas, 114, Boland, 20 to 1 and 8 to
Sea Girt, N. J.,
September 1.—Tfc< > 1, third. Time, 1.39 2—5. Kamara, ChaWlmbleton cup was won today by
Belle
Wil
rentus, Knight of Rhodes, Kush,
liam D. Foulke of the Philadelphia lilfli > of Lexington and Musette also ran.

association from a field of

petltors. Foulke's
a possible 150, the

score

thirteen com
140 out o

THE WINNER INJURED.

was

same score which woi
the cup last year but five less that he rec
ord for the cup, made by
Farrow
o f
Dr. W
Washington several years ago.
G. Hudson of C company, 4th regiment
N. G. N. J., with a
score of 129, wai
second, while the third place was fillet l

|

by Captain] Hotart Tuttle, A. D. C.
1st brigade staff, N. J., with a score o f
92 points and allowance of 18 for using
the military rifle, making in all
Hi )
points. The fourth man was Captaii (
Walter F. Whittemore, Co. C, 4th N. G.
N. J,, with 87 and an
allowance
of 1!
for using
the military
rifle
whicl (
brought his total up to 105.
Among
the others who contested were Major G
B. Young, first regiment, District of Co
lumbia, 80, handioap 18, total 98.
EXPERIMENT STATIONS IN 1IA WAI! [

New York, September
1.—The World
will 6ay:
William C. Whitney's Bally Hoo Bey, who won the Flatbush stakes at Sheepshead
bay, was cut
omorrow

down and may not run again
this season if ever. McJoynt, who caused the tnjury to Bally Hoo Bey,was suspended for
the remainder of the meeting.
Foxhall
Keene

Sloan
with
fouling
Atkins and declared ho
would
not start another horse at
the meeting
and tried to scratch Voter in the Ocean
too late.
Sloan
handicap but was
charged that the accident was a jockey’s
conspiracy to beat him.

charged

Tommy

THE FOX HUNTERS.

Newport,

K. I., September 1.—The second fox hunt of the Boason under the direction of the Monmouth
County club
with P. F. Collier for master, took place
thl s afternoon. The meet was on Indian
avenue near the Third Beaoh, and a dozen riders
started, but the number was

Washington, September 1.—Dr. E. C,
Stubbs of the Agricultural Department
has returned from a trip
to
Hawai l
where he went to investigate the agrlcul
somewhat reduced
tural conditions of the island.

As a re

before the “kill.”
The run was made across stiff
country,
Bull’s
farm.
ending at Congressman
Several ladies followed the hounds and
Miss Greta Pomeroy took the brush while
Mrs. Adolph Ladenburg, who also rode,

10th, saying
big
TO CBEANSE THE SYSTEM
ship made a magnificent run
betweeen
Bridgton, September 1.—There was lots Philadelphia and Boston, On this long Effectually yet gently, when costive oi
They
are well cared for and are made
of excitement in town this
trip she averaged fifteen knots and when bilious, to permanently overoome habltu
very commorning because of the arrest of Clerk
fortable. He visited the various
William Mc- the heavy sea abated, the speed ran up al constipation, to awaken the kidneyi > was not far behind. One of the first ridcamps
o sixteen knots.
Cormick of the new Bridgton
and said that the prisoners are not in
and liver to a healthy activity, withou' : ers at the kill was
hotel for
any
fyoung Robert GoolBt,
He
was
liquor
restricted
selling.
irritating or weakening them, to dispe [ who has practically recovered from his inarraigned before
way
beyond confining them to
Stops tile Cougli
at Brookline in the
received
Justice
jury
found
or
Corliss,
spring.
certain limits.
headaches, oolds,
A number
guilty and fined
fevers, use Syrup o f A
and works off tlie Cold.
are daily
$50 and costs and thirty days in jail
large number of spectators followed
He Laxative Bromo-Qulnine Tablets cure a cold Figs, made by the California Fig Syru] *
visitors to the club and are very sociable.
the hunters as far as they were
able in
appealed.
iu oue clay. Bo Cure, Bo bay.
briee 25 cents. Co.
carriages and automobiles.
A BRIDGTON

Hall

States.

LABOR
will give you

Billiard

other

any

England

TURNED

CROWDS

and Clark; Hawley

BROOKLYN WON THE

MADE CROKER MAD.

We

SATURDAY GAMES.

Boston,
New Icork,

the World.

The Finest Display ot Electric Lights in New England.

thirteenth mile, the riders did not display
much speed but Michael lowered the prethirteen
vious best record for
miles,
2.10 4-5, held by Nelson, crossing the tape
in 20 04 3-5. He also made a new record
for 15 miles, 28.03, lowering Nelson’s previous record of 23,27.

Bostons 10 runs.
Umpire Swartwood
had a lame shoulder and retired at the
end of the
Freeman and
fifth Inning.
Garrick finished the game. Attendance
6000. The score:

Largest in

Fourth

time for the 25 miles today was
19.31 3-5. Nelson leal at the finish'of the
first mile but was soon passed by Michael
who finished the second mile in 2.34 4-5,
beating the world’s record of 3 16 1-5
previously held by McFarland. Up to the

Boston,
September 1.—Nine singles,
a
double and one error in the third and
fourth innings of today’s game netted the

MATHIS, Prop.

L. D.

son s

Chlgago,

HALL,

Cor. Congress and Pearl Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa September 1.—Jimthe middle
my Michael today regainel
distance cycling chamDionship by defeating Johnny Nelson in a 25 mile motor
paced race on the Woodside park track
this afternoon. Michael finished about a
minquarter lap ahead of Nelson in 89
utes and 10 seconds, breaking the world s
Nelson on the
record of 39 45 made by
same track about two weeks
ago. Nel-

club, wore long faoes. A
story was published that there was a plan
forming to depose Mr. Croker from the
leadership of Tammany Hall, backed by
John P. Carroll and Mayor Van Wyck.
“It’s rot,” said Mr. Croker, wrathfuljjci miuiuu
auu xuvx aiiauu,
i'ici icn,
at Klip river station, taking 35 prison“Such
nonsensical
stories really McGinnlty and Farrell.
ers.
Brabant's horse proceeded thither, ly.
WON IN THE TENTH.
recaptured all the prisoners and drove makes me feel like never saying a word
Col.
the Boers into the hills.
1 —McCreery
Plumer for publication.”
Pittsburg, September
Street Cleaning Commissioner Nagle, won the
two
dispersed a small commando under Comgame in the tenth when
who
ifi
a ■man
nf hftrmi lfi»n hnilrt
waa
mandant Pretorius east of Plnaar’s river,
men were out by scoring
Ruchey with
capturing 26 Boers, a number of wagons more angry than the Tammany leader. a two-bagger.The feature was Schriver’s
His name had been mentioned as one of
and a quantity of cattle and rifles.
poor throwing to second base, allowing
the men
who were lighting to depose
six stolen bases.
Attendance 4,100. The

challenge,

Shouting gleefully they impaled
queue
him on their bayonets. General Chaffee
remarked, ‘‘That is not war. It is brutal
murder.”
Amerloan officers at Taku, days aftefr
VALOIS DEFENDS PECK.
the fighting was finished, saw Russians
New York, Spetember 2 —Among the
bayonet children and throw old men into
the river, clubbing them to death when passengers on the French line steamer La
they tried to swim. The Russians killed Tmiralne whlrh arrlvori fmm Hum
women
who knelt
before them
States
and day was Arthur V alols, United
begged for mercy.
commissioner of the
Paris exposition,
lie defended Commissioner General Peck
from the cabled charges that he had acted
UEKflANY UIVES IN.
A

Destroy British

St. Petersbuig, September 2.—The Of-

the Russian Minister, M. Do Giers:
“There is an unconfirmed rumor that

Bayoneted and

Force of Boers

Supply

despatch

Children

They Wish.

PALACE BILLIARD

Regains Lost Laurels

and Wins Others.

Prolong It If i

Boers Can

PRINCE MADE REGENT.

ficial

Jimmy Michael

In Pretoria They think the War Is !
About Over.
•

WONEER.

THE LITTLE

WELDINGS.
DAVIS-MITCHELL.

Kruger

Empress Said to Have Moved Still
Farther

FOrIlIGHtT

PREPARING

WESTBROOK.
The Presumpscot baseball team of 1885
the Presumpscots of the present day
were the contestants in a game of baseball Saturday
afternoon.
They had a
large audience to watch the contest. The
and

young team went into the field without
a friend and returned with all the honors
of the day. For seven Innings the game
was close and exulting. In the eighth and
ninth innings
element
the
younger
jumped onto Welch and batted out six
runs, winning the game, name and honwith the score 10 to 8.
The 60ore by

ors

innings:
4 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0-8
1835,
10200012 4-10
lbOO,
The teams were made up as follows:
1885, Webb, p; Harmon, c; Morton, lb;
Burnell, 2b; Gilman, 3b; MoLellan, ss;
Spring, If; A. Smith, cf; West, rf. 1900,
Gilman,
McKenney, c; Shaw, lb;
p;
Stanford, 2b; Walker, 3b; Anderson, ss;
Mann, If; Kivers, cf; Bryden, rf
J. W. Burnell daslres to
Manager
arrange a game with any 6trong amateur
team in tne satte.
The water in the
Presumpscot river
was low yesterday while repairs were
being made at the mill.
Mrs. Frank
Libby, Brown street, Is
critically 111 and Is not expeoted to recover.

The
brook

September meeting of the Westaldermen

will be

held this even-

ing.
A meeting of the Democratic city committee will be held this evening at the
rooms
of the Westbrook Democratic
club.
The Westbrook Democrats will hold an
at
open air meeting Wednesday evening
which Joseph E. F.Connolly of Portland
will speak on local issues, paying particular attention to the conduct of business
at the sheriff’s olllce.
The Cleaves
ltillos will entertain the
members of Co. B., Portland today.
Mrs Nelson Shaw Is at the Maine Eye
and Ear infirmary for treatment.

IN MAINE.

BELONGED
,|(0(enaut

Ror 1*. Fernald
the

Drowned lit

Philippines,

1.—A

Manila* September

j

j She

despatch

The U. S.

theDumaugiia

Thl« Noon With N*v«!

S.

Prairie arrived in port
o’clock and dropped
off Bug
Light
She came here

from

yesterday about

Roy L. Fernald, of
jj0jloannounces
States volunteers, beUnited
26th
,jje
Winterport, Me., was drowned
river this

Goes »o Sea

Reserves.

that

jDginSin

THE PRAIRIE here.

one

anchor
irom Newport

to take the Maine
naval
reserves on a week's
cruise. The Prairie
left Newport
Saturday morning but ran
into a thick
fog off Portland and this
delayed here many hours.

morning.

25 years old, was a I
goj L. Fernald,
adnata of the University of Maine in 1
Tne Prairie is
1896 and for some time was
commanded by Captain
■ie class of
in the West. He William
in
Swift
engineering
and has a blue
engaged
jacket
■nllsted in the regular army in Boston crew of about three hundred men. She
and
war
was
wounded
at
fertile Spalnsh
of San Juan hill.
He came
166 battle
of absence, took the elpome on leave
imination and received a commission as
second lieutenant, being sent to the Philthe 26th volunteers.
ppines with
He was one of the most popular men in
college, noted for his courage and skill in

athletics. He was a member of the Beta
He was the son of
Beta PI fraternity.

is one Of the
handsomest shirks of u
her
hind that ever came
The Prairie will
into Portianri
sail
about noon and
yesterday all who saw her
proceed at once to se a
~ where she will
remain
an.
wnen sue will
pufc into
The Prairie leaves
l0r tMeg*t
Portland sometime
On
about noon today with the
^ 01 Saturday
Portland
di
morning
she
she will agajn
vision.
go to sea again for
Lieutenant H. M. Bia-elo-or
another
1 *
practice ancl will return to
evening that he expected, to ta t
Portia
this cruise the entire
Portland
sometime
Sunday afternoon.
complement of
division which is 16 men and
th<i DaVal reServes
sh°vM be
cers.
John Allen, the policeman
L L. where it mu
st
arr v
arrive
not Jarer than
listed m thi division and
i
has
Friday noon.
lhe
Portland
men will
by Mr. Bigelow chief master
assemble at
at arms
their armory at 7.30
Allen has had considerable
o'clock this
mornservioe in
and
will be on board
ng
the navy
and has served as
the Prairie bemaster at fore nine o
clock with their
arms on several
ships.
provisions
for the week and
entire equipment

WkpMi..,

from^PortlandT

2^?

until

Wn

MISCELLANEOUS.

m

^

P»ctlce’

Fridas ???*

|

Miscellaneous.

Crs'av

Trg
2°
oflT sen^ JTr
tTSPOrt'

Superior Quality.
WHOLESALE

We now have

a good stock of
Lehigh
Coals, such as Hazleton, Honey
Brook,
Special Hard Reading, etc. A full line

j

Made of selected Vuelta
Abajo
leaf. Ask for it
to-day.

Distributers, Portland.
T. J. DUNN 4 CO, Makers
Philadelphia.

WHEN WILL
YOU CIVE

will form at 9.30 a. m. on

Congress

us an

opportunity to show you that
offeied below, are
good goods at

Michinewa Fred H. McDonald.
Platoon of Police.
Chief Marshal and Aids.
American Cadet Band.
Machigonne Tribe, No. 3. 50 men.
Cogaweso Tribe, No. 5, 60 men.
Tolam Tribe. No. 14, 15 men.

Fine

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
A delegation of Cash Corner Indians
in the Municipal Court
Saturday,
intent on the liberation of two of their
were

squaws who were captured Friday morning in company with two young men, in
the Boston &

Maine

yards, where the
cnartette had been carousing for several
hours. In the process the young men
badly damaged, one of them presenting to the court a face which looked
as though recently run through a steam
laundry. They gave their namesas James
Wade and Thomas Tierney, Betsey Pictou and Mary Phillips.
Fined $5 and
wer#

one-fourth costs, each._
Edward Boyce, the Ligonia

man

J_the

held for the Superior court under
$300 bail each.
James Fahey was fined $100 and costs
on a

search and seizure warrant, appealed to the Superior court and
gave $200
bail for appearance therein.
WILL VISIT PORTLAND.
Lieut. Col. Joseph E. Maxliekl of the
United States Signal corps, who has for
over a year been in service in the
Philippines, is a son of Air. Joseph H.
Max11

A

-/

1

.#1

TV f_-O „1 J

tasreturned to the United. States and at
present is in charge of the ^Signal corps
office at Washington, D.
abC., in the
sence of General A. W.
Greely, who is enjoying a two weeks1 furlough,
September 7th Col. Maxlield will leave
Washington for his home in
Salem, Mass., where
ae win meet his wife and
two..young sons
™ are to
accompany him to this city
tor a visit at the home of
Col.
Maxteid s father,
After
a
furlough of
toree weeks Col. Maxfield is to go to St,
"lers, Yirginla, where he is to
have
otarge of the Signal station at that point,

YOUNG LONG DISTANCE EIDERS;
Joseph, the 17 year old son of Mr. Hen*T R. SStickney, arrived home from Searstoount at seven o’clock Saturday
evening,
Wing made the entire trip on his bicycto. a distance of about 125 miles. He left
^karsmount at 6.80 o’clock
Saturday
teaming. A few days ago his younger
brother Charles made the trip from Boston on his
wheel, leaving the Hub at
o’cloek.ln the morning and arriving
at fils home
about live o’clock in the af-

ternoon,

SECRETARY HAY ALL
H., September
m0nSord>
aha
Hay,

Secretary

of

Senator William
graphed
rom
this
toat

Newbury

Silgnt

forenoon, denying

says:
“My
and lam now

A

Night

"Awful anxiey

The

indisposition

in my usual health.”

of Terror.

felt for the widow
Burnham of MaMe., when the doctor said 6he
^le from Pneumonia before mornun
3 writes Mrs. S. H. Lincoln, who
"LeiMed her that fearful night, but she
fagged for Dr. King’s New Discovery,
more than once saved her life,
cured her of consumption.
After
she slept all night.
Eurther use
ntireiy cured her.”
This marvellous
wiiclne is guaranteed to cure all Throat
^ud Lung Diseases.
Only 50c and
Trial bottles free at H P. S.
nj
°°id’8 drug store, 677 Congress Street'
was

■the brave General

saia®i

*

RIGHT.

1.—Hon.
teleState.
E. Chandler

he had been seriously 111.

totary

Vice

harmony
Tries

To

Explain Why

Wanted

President and for the sake c
unity overlooked all mer

and

party considerations

Ratified.
South Bend, Ind,, September 1.—Hon.
William J. Bryan, Democratic candidate
for the Presidency,today made his second
brief visit of the campaign to Indiana.
He arrived at a few minutes
past four
this afternoon, speaking at Da Porte en
route, and here tonight.
He wa3 enthusiastically received at both places.
In
the course of his remarks at Da Porte he
said:
“If a Republican tells you that a
per
manent debt is a good thing,you tell him
that in all the
of
the
campaigns
past the

It

Will Be

$10,000

fh0uld0rs,

Paid

Doctor Who At'
tended William Goebel,
the

good 9

extremel

Ch°iC6 Formosa Teas*
Fme
10

Cooking Molasses,
bars Kirk’s
Soap,

25

30c, 40, 5
and 35c gal
25
5=

95C California Prunes
8c 10 lbs. Boiled Oats,
8, 10 and 12c 100 Common Crackers,
Flanks, 3 to 5c 6 pkgs. Best

fo'lbs ’t
in1h
10 lbs.

2-°

2°°
8 l-2c

Forequarters Spring Lamb,
Corned Hocks and Ribs,
Best Round Steak,

FEE.

ni°n8>
fine Sweet Potatoes,

25
m3

25, :
Baking Soda,
6 to 7c 6 lbs. Carolina
25,
Rice,
7c Sweet Crosby Corn;
10o d“
12c to 15c Best Native
1,
Cukes,
700 bU‘ BeetS’ TurniPs’ Cabbage,
2,
Squash,
2oc Best Ripe
25c to 30c
Watermelons,
25c Native Wild
8c bo: 1
Blackberries,

Louisville, Ky., September

1.—One o:

JOHNSON

i'ke handsomest fees ever
paid a genera'
practitioner for services in a single case
will be received by Dr. J. H.
McCormici
TELEPHONE 393-5
of Bowling Green for his
attendance upon William Goebel after
—-.aug21d3t
he was shot
___
at
abolition, his election means the endin y
-trankfort.
Arthur Goebel, brother of
of human slavery on this
continent. I
the dead Governor and his devisee
the same
under
election of Brya
way the
th® will, has placed a claim
means the
against the
beginning of a new era i estate of Governor
Goebel for $10,000 for
American politics.
The Populist part
■Ur* McCormack’s services. Salt
solution
was the beginning of this movement an j
was used to replenish the blood
lost from
is the impulse which carried it forward
i'i18 mortal wound.
Dr. McCormack and
We
have
until our principle 3
grown
tfl® other physicians worked
have permeated
incessantly
the masses of anothe
to insure a
prolongation of the patient’s
great party and have thus made then 1 life
was
un il he could be sworn In as
designed to remedy the
Govour allies ia this campaign.
ernor of Kentucky.
faults of other furnaces.
When
It is
Arthur Goe“In the name of humanity and for th ,
bel arrived he requested Dr.
McCormack
the latest and best coal furnace
cause of liberty, we call upon every peo
to
remain
in
Frankfort with his brother
pie to rally to the support of the republi
*n the market.
Self
in its hour of struggle between the world
and not return to his practice in
Bowling
old forces of monarchy and freedom.
Green. The doctor
1
Extra
grate.
consented
willingly
“There are only two sides to the con
to do so and until Goebel died
he worked
test,
Tnere is no middle of the road
surface.
flues. Either
Who does not give his full supply to the with him night and day.
cast or brick lined
cause of popular government
Unis its ene
my.
Populism was organized as a pro
HANNA’S MOVEMENTS.
rivaled
for
of
fuel.
economy
test
against th9 encroaching spirit 01
New York, September 1.—Senator HanAnd now
No dust. No gas. We solicit
monarey and mammonism
that success is in sight, we believe tha1 na
virtually closed his work in New York
your careful examination of the
everyone of our two million voters wll for the
present. He will not go to Chiregister on election
day in favor of a
also our Combination
p.‘
Atlantic;
before
Wednesday and on Tuesday
government of the people and the pre- cago
and Wednesday he
servation of the republic.”
will put In a little
Heater.
Results
time at headquarters.
Guaranteed.
Estimates
Free.
Our
2^
expert is at your
He does this beoause of his interest in
MADE A lilCH HAUL.
service.
the Republican state convention.
Cheyenne, Wyo,, September 1.—lieIt is currently reported that he
pre-*ports received from the trail of the Union
fers to
have Odell nominated, because
Pacific train robbers state that the
pos- the
corporations which are contributing
sees have surrounded the bandits in the
so largely to the
Republican campai gn
mountains near the Colorado-Wyoming
fund
are all in favor of
Odell. He deState line at a place known as the Hay- sires to see the programme adopted by
benator Platt safely through before he
cannot
stacks, and that the desperadoes
goes away.
escape.
He also feels that with J
oseph H. ManMakers of
fact
the
that
ley in Maine and ex-Senator Gibbs at
Everything points to the
it
is
better
Saratoga,
for
robbers secured at least $100,000 in curhim to be
around
until Gibbs at least can come
rency of small denomination,
which was back
S.
being sent to the Philippines. They also
Perry
Heath, secretary of the com
which mittee,will be in New York during Sengot $10,000 in unsigned currency,
ator Hanna’s stay in the West.
was
sent
to
First
National
the
Repubbeing
lican headquarters will be closed from
bank of Butte.
noon today until Tuesday
morning.
your
More than 500 men are now on the trail
of the bandits, all intent upon earning
VOLUNTEERS TO RETURN.
the $1000 reward
The chase is similar
our
Washington,
September 1 —So far as
to the famous hunt
for
the
Curry the War
Department has any plans for
about
brothers in this same
section
the return of the volunteer
troops for the
this time last year. The latter blew up
Philippines, it is intended to commence
an express car on the’Union
Pacific and
•
the homeward movement about the’midgot away with $50,000, though chased for dle of November.
No orders have yet
The
ten days by a small army of men.
been issued on
the subject, but it will
The largest Insurance
escape of the Curry gang indicates just take
practically all of the transport serhow difficult the pursuit of outlaw bands
in
the world
vice at the command of the
STATE AGENT
a fire business.
department to
In this country Is.
accomplish the return of the 31,000 vo'AND
ADJUSTER.
unteers
between the date named and
FAVOR LOUISVILLE.
June 30th of next year when their term
conof
the
service
expires by operation of liw. It
Milwaukee, September 1.—In
is the Intention
of the department to
vention of the lire insurance agents today
marl2M,W&Ftf
return the organizations
in the
same
the report of the commitee on resolutions relative order
as they were
to
shipped
The reports the islands, thus
was adopted unanimously.
WHc.N IN DOUBT, TRY
Theyhave stood the test of years,
equalizing as near as
('<vrvr.ii*
and have cured thousands ci
confirms the actions of the officers and possible their terms of foreign service.
cases of Nervous Diseases, such,
OlllUlsU
evlend
to
committees. It was resolved
as Debility, Dizziness,
Sleepless*
OTIS SUCCEEDS WHEELS R,
a Ml tail
ness and
Varicocele, Atrophy, &C.
A fa A IN I
ery possible help to carry out the wishes
clear the brain, strengthen
They
AUnlfl
I
Washington,
the
September 1—General
of the national board and to request
the circulation, make digestion
Otis has been selected to fill the post of
rating authorities to take Immediate acj
whcI® ***“?• All drains and losses are checked
officer of the department or !
patients
arenroDerh
P
tion that more
them Into Insanity, Consumption orDeath,
equitable methods be commanding
H
iy JUD't*e,r co“dition often worries
the lakes to be made vacant next
ir°n-clad leSal guarantee to cure or refund th*
Monday f
and
jnst by the retirement of General
£?*?
*
V
Pr
b°£
tb°XeS'
WJth,
adopted and that proper
Send
for
free
money,#5-oo.
book.
Address.
PEAL
Joseph
MEDICINE CO., Cleveland, 0.
rates be promulgated. The Diace of hold- Wheeler.
Sold only by C, H GUPPY & CO.. 463
Congress St.
ing the next convention was left to the
_-j___
the
jxecutive committee to decide, but
members seemed to favor Louisville. The

&

24 Wilmot Street.
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$10.00
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$18.00
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$18.00

X
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8 Free St.
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might succeed and in its triumph w
will triumph as well.
“While Lincoln did not believe i

LAMBERT,

^
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Republican party has been bragging
about how it pail off the national debt
and yet that today the Republican
party
stands for> currency system that cannot
be permanent, for yoa cannot have bank
notes, secured by government
bonds,
unless
cure

EIGHTY-THREE PLAGUE SUSPECTS

IT WAS SUBLIME.

Neb.,
Lincoln,
September I.—Vice
Chairman Edmlston and Secretary Edgertons of the
Populist national committee, have issued an address appealing for
support of William J. Bryan and justifying their endorsement of Adlal E.
as Vice Presidential candiStevenson
date. The address, in part, says:
“In nominating Mr. Stevenson for the
Vice Presidency, the People’s party gave
a sublime
Illustration
of the renunciaof partisanship. We had already
tion
nominated Mr. Bryan as our candidate for
President. We had nominated Mr. Towne

A

ef

and made both Den:
ocratic standard bearers our own.
VVe believe that by this act we
hav 3
not only strengthened the cause,
but tha t
in tne long run we have also
strength
enei
our own party organization.
W0
have
laid down
much
that the caus

It

way.

Charles Burnham

were

fipld

for

was

of

Martin Donnell and

BRYAN AND TREATY.

Sec-

arrested

Thursday night on the
charge breaking and entering the house
of George W. Gray on Ellsworth street,
was arraigned Saturday.
He waived a
hearing and was held under $500 bail for
the September grand jury.
0n*warrants alleging the maintenance
of [common nuisances, John McGovern.
was

u

Berni
Best
Rib Roast Beef,
Nice Corned Briskets and

prairie.

there are government bonds to sethem. If a Republican tells you it
is a good thing to have a large
standing
army,’ said Mr. Bryan,
“remind him
that when a Republican President went
into office we had
an
army of 25,X)00
soldiers and that that
same President
asked for a standing army of 100,000 soldiers in December, 1898,
and then remind him of the fact that if we are to
have imperialism we will never have a
smaller army than we have now.
“If a Republican tells you that imperialism is the same as the expansion
that Jefferson sought for, you tell him
that Jefferson wanted to expand the lim
its of the Republic and to build up the
territory into states and that he wanted the inhabitants to be citizens and to
share In the guarantees of the constitution while the Republican party has already enacted a law in regard to Porto
Rico that rests upon the theory that out
side of the 45 states the President and
unlimited as
congress cave power as
any despot ever exercised in the history
of the world,” (Applause,)
The meeting at South
Bend tonight
was held upon the courthouse grounds,
Mr, Bryan had a fine audience,
regardess of the
weather conditions.
The
speech was'a general discussion of the
issues of the campaign, but special attention was given to the consideration of
imperialism. Mr. Bryan defended his
course in advocating the ratification of
the peace treaty, saying that he considered it preferable to have the treaty ratified to having another made by the same
parties, believing it better to eliminate
Spain from the question entirely.
“Deny if you dare, the doctrine that
all men are created equal in the Philipfind
pines and you are going to
yourselves unable to maintain It here,”
he
said. “Once destroy the doctrine and
you are all at sea. We are in advance of
other nations;
our
government is the
best in the world. To change to the European method is not progress, tut it is
to go backward,”
Mr. Bryan said he was satisfied
with
the progress that had been made and he
would not exchange
the American government for all the empires that had ever existed.
If the President could haul
down the American flag
In Cuba, 200
miles away, he could
certainly haul i t
die.
down In the
Philippines,
7,000 miles jonvention adjourned sine

who

Sb

SakV^ f
«°rk’f1,

Pearl,

who attend are assured of a
great time.

iSrButtertter’

t ;

riages.

On arriving at the islands a fine list of
sports will be indulged in and there has
been ample provision made so that all

Daky

Lean Smoked

Masconomo Tribe, No. IS,
Rockameecook Tribe, No. 22,75 men.
Susquisong Tribe, No. 29, 20 men.
Sebascodegan Tribe, No. 30, 40 men.
Samoset Tribe. No. 32, 60 men.
Scittergussett Tribe, No. 46, 40 men.
Great Chiefs and Invited Guests in Car-

to

the

low prices.

i./, OU men.
20 men.

Middle,

advan-

price.

NI’ALLISTER.

_

James D. Reagan of Samoset tribe, was
chosen chief-marshal. He has appointed the following aids: James F. Crockett, F. H. Harmon, W. F. Horr and A.
I Pollard.

square, to Congress, to
to the boat.

summer

RANDALL &

MILLIKEN-TOMLINSON CO.,

final arrangements made for
the first annual field day to be held at
Long Islaud on Labor Day.

Tbo parade will pass over tlie following route: Brown to Free, to Congress

Franklin,
CaDnels, PocaGeorges Creek Cumberland.

Offices—76 CO.TLTIERCIAL ST.
70 EXCHANGE ST.

jng,

o.

also

American

Telephone 100.

pleted, and

requiiwjs.ee rriue,

and

Enter up your orders and
take

BED MEN’S FIELD DAY.

parade

burning coals,

tage of

The Bed Men’s field day committee
held its last meeting on Thursday evenwhen the minor details were com-

The

of free

English

hontas and

war.

Brown street, right resting on
and will be made up as follows:

RETAIL.

Taced

Captain A. E. Fernald of Winterport,
was a medal of honor man in the
Civil

AND

1.—The
September
Glasgow, Scot.,
nedical health officer has issued a notifisation to the effect that another plague
this
1 suspect was admitted to the hosital
1
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j
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j
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Insure

prop-

erty with

INSURANCE COMPANY

local agents.

Company

r~7 $70,325,675

j

and Tertiary Blood Poison
\ou can be treated at
home under same guarantee. If you have
taken
mercury, iodide potash, and still nave achei
and pains, Mucus Patches In Mouth
Sore
or

of cures. Capital S500,000. We solicit the most
obstinate cases. We J.hare cured the worst
cases in 15 to 35 days,
loo-page book free.
UOV27dtf

RALPH S. NORTON,

17

Exchange

Jermanentlj^^Unless

oonlv

Xo ilie Electors of sa.td

city:

Notice is hereby given that the Board of Registration of Voters will he in session at room
numbered eleven (11), City Building, nine
days
for the purpose of receiving evidence of the
qua iiicitiou of voters, beginning Monday, August 27th, and closing Wednesday, September
5th, 190). Hours—3 sessions daily:
9 o’clock a. m. io l o'clock p, m.
3 o'clock p. m. to 5 o’clock p. m.
7 o’clock until 9 o’clock in
the evening,
excepting on the last day of said session
(Wednesday, the fifth) when it will not he in
session nfterS o’clock in the aft-rnoon.
During said lime, said Board will revise and
correct the Voting Lists; and the Wardens of
said city shall be governed by said revised and
corrected Lists, and no name shall be added to
or stricken fmm said Lists, on said
day of election and no person shall \ o'e at any election
whose name is not on said Lists; but the
Board of Registration will be iu session September the lOtn, the dav of election, for the correction of errors that may have occurred during said revision.
AUGUSTUS F. OERRISH, 1 B.,ard of
N READ.
Registration
ROBERT E. AHERN,
) of Voters.
Portland, August 21, 1900.

|

Great Britain,

aug2idtsep6

Trustees’ Sale of Valuable Property at Public Auction.

doing

Total Assets,

--------

Q qiTYQF PORTLAND.

ATLANTIC Cooking Ranges.

Edinburgh,

j

©

Foot of Chestnut Street.

Of London and

POkTLrtNO; MAINE.

ani9eodtf

j

on

©
g
Portland Stove Foundry Company, §
g
O

*t

1

© Throat, Pimples, Copper Colored Spots Ulcers
any part of- the body, Hair
Eyebrows
© falling
out, write
© COOK REMEDY CO.
© j 328 Masonic Temple, Chicago, 111., for proofs

pot.

Ventilating
heating

H

■

cleaning ©
primary, secondary
large lieatiug © I Permanently
Cured.

j
P
I

O

ou;hk.,sV*=

©

j

The Trustees for the benefit of the bondlolders of the Portland Automatic Scale Com)any will sell at public auction, at 59 Kennebec
itreet, Portland. Maine, the former office of the
mmpany. on Thursaav the twenty-seventh day
oi September. 1900. at 2.30 o’clock p. m., ail the

St
1

butents,

patterns,

moiels,

manufactured

nachines and stock in process of manufacture
belonging to said company at the time raid
trustees took posessio
thereof for the purbose3
of
foreclosure.
The manufactured
aehines include finished package scales, oil
1 calcs, oil meters, oil closets, and
many frames
1 tnd parts of unfinished machines. The
patents
ire strong and have many years to run.
The
1 batterns are coir p’ete for the manufacture of
1 he several machines.
Terms cash at. time oi
> ale, August 27th. iron.
SETH L. LAKEABEE. )
Tru3teesBRYCE M.

aug29dtd

EDWARDS,)

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK ONLY.

morning. There are now 83 persons un- ! $2.00
ler observation, necessitating the openng of a second reception house. Some
>f the earlier patients are improving.
J ittuies in aiij
GOLFER TAYLOR BEATEN.

Cabinet Photos “Carbon Finish,”

3X>OS£M5:i>T.

^S-!H3Cil“TJI_auf3L3Ft

$6.So

WORK,

style of large Photograph,” MADE FKEE with every sitting. Onr Studio is the largest and
“n,„e JJPW
1
l
n,e Largest m Portland.
We successfully Copy and Enlarge
V10
Old .<nd Faded
”
at Prices >ever Before r?n,es
Approximated in this city.

if5*,0-0 £!l(?to* EJ*hili?»
r/1*..,111 Style, 0?i

Mr. Pleasant-House, N. H., September
the
English golf champion,
beaten
by the best ball of Archie
iraham and Thorn, the local profession, il
this afternoon, the score standing 11 <
up for the best ball at the end of 18 holes. 1

r the mine

"ThfTtouiiWSid

rtr£J Jf

..—Taylor,
vas

SMITH PHOTO

CO.,

27 Monument

Sq yare.

——
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PRESS.
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MOMBAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1900.
TKUAlSt

DAILY PRESSBy the year, $G
the year.
By the

In advance

or

$7 at the end of

*

month, 50 cents.

DAILY PRESS Is delivered at these rates
morning to subscribers in all parts of
Portland, and in Westbrook and South PortThe

every

MAINE

STATE PRESS (Weekly)
;u advance, or $1.25 at the
—

the year, $1
end of the year.

By

For six
SBceius

months, 60 cents; for three months,

papers are not delivered
of
promptly are requested to notify the office
the DAILY PRESS, No. 07 Exchange street
Portland Me.
Subscribers whose

Patrons or the PRESS who are leaving town
temporarily may have the addresses of their

papers changed as often
notifying the office

as

they may desire by

State Election, Monday, Sept. 10.
Presidential Election, Tnes., Noy. 6.
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS.
For

President,

McKinley

William

---

President,

Roosevelt

Theodore

FOR HUNTINGTON’S
M. E.

little good, but it is small compared
with the evil which has come from them.

or

nearly

two

For

JOfilN
For

Governor,

days

The other which was
after his ascent.
last year, was
a letter
buoy, found
thrown out after he had been in the air
seven hours and tifty-five minutes. It will
I
be seen that the buoy just found bore an
earlier date than the proceeding messages
therefore adds nothing
from him and
to our information in
regard to the
aeronaut and his voyage. In addition to
these three messages, one other relic of
This ^is the
party has been found.
empty buoy found on September 11 last,
on the north side of King Charles island.
It is the specially marked buoy called
the “North Pole buoy,:’ which Andre
intended
to throw out when passing
North Pole. As it contained no message it 1b believed to have drifted away
from the wreckage after the collapse of

F.

IIILL.

Representative to Congress,

AMOS

L. ALLC1V.

FOR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.
Large—Joseph O. Smith of Skowliegan;
George P. Wescort, of Portland.
First Dist.-Charles F. Libby of Portland.
Second Dist.—James W. Wakefield of Bath.
Third Dist.—Fred Atwood, Winterport.
Fourth Dist.—Almou H. Fogg, Houlton.
At

CUMBERLAND

COUNTY.

Senators—Harry R. Virgin, Portland,
Thurston S. Burns. Westbrook,
Joseph Y. Hodsdon. Yarmouth,
Winburn S. Staples, Bridgton.
f
Attorney—Robert T. Whitehouse. Portland.
Sheriff—Oren T. Deipeaux, Portland.
Judge of Probate—Henry C. Peabody, Portland.
Register of Probate—Joseph B. Reed, Portland.
commissioner—George P. Plaisted, Gorham.
Treasurer—James M. Thompson, New Gloucester.

REPUBLICAN MEETINGS.
SEPTEMBER 3.
Curtia Guild, at No. Berwick.
Amos L. Allen at No. Berwick.
John Barrett at Harrison.
Richard Webb at Harrison.
Cushman K. Davis at SacoWalter C. Emerson, Saco.
G. W. Atkinson at Springvale,
SEPTEMBER 4.
John Barrett at Raymond.
Robert T. Whitehouse at Raymond.
G. W. Atkinson at Lebanon Centre.
Amos L. Allen at Lebanon Centre.
SEPTEMBER 5.
John Barrett at So. Portland.
Robert T. Whitehouse at So. Portland.
D. E. Moulton at So. Portland.
G. W. Atkinson at W. Buxton.
Amos L. Allen at W. Buxton.
SEPTEMBER 6.
Edward Payson Brown at Baldwin.
Edward C. Swett at Baldwin.
John Barrett at Limerick.
G. W. Atkinson at Limerick.
Amos L. Allen at Limerick.
SEPTEMBER 7.
Edward
at
New
Payson Brown
Gloucester.
Charles P. Mattocks at New Gloucester.
Curtis Guild at Bridgton.
Walter C. Emerson at Bridgton.
John Barrett at South Berw'Ick.
Chas. E. Smith at Blddeford.
Richard Webb at Blddeford.
Horace H. Burbank at South Berwick.
SEPTEMBER 8.
John Barrett at Berwick.
G. W. Atkinson at Berwick.
Edward Payson Brown at Brunswick.
Charles P. Mattocks at Brunswick.
Curtis Guild Jr. at Underwood Spring,
afteimoon,
Cabot Lodge at Underwood
Henry
Spring, afternoon.
Edward Payson Brown at Underwood
Spring, afternoon
Amos L. Allen at Underwood Spring,
afternoon.
Edward C. Swett at Underwood Spring,
afternoon.
Henry Cabot Lodge at Portland.
Curtis Guild at Portland, evening.
Mr. Bryan ie going to
spout to the
labor men at Chicago today.
Here will
be an opportunity to make the trust the

“paramount”

if
he has got
issue,
Imperialism as has

tired of exploiting
been reported.

Stories of trading are always rife just
belore eieotion.
As a rule they can be
set down as the products of
a
heated
Where there is a large
Imagination.
body of voters under the control of a
boss, as is the case in New York city,
trading on a large scale is possible, but In
this state little can be done in the way
of trading.
Certainly no trade can be
arranged which will have any appreciable
effect upon the result of the election.
Thera Is nothing to be gained for the
enforcement of law by electing a Democratic sheriff in this county. It makes
how strong the
very little difference
promises of the canddiate may be or how
sincere Tor the time being. The elements
which will
surround him will be too
btrong for him to resist and they will not
be elements that will want the prohibiWhat the Democrats
tory law enforced
want the sheriff’s office for is to use it
for political purposes. Already some of
them whose enthusiasm has clouded their
are
discretion
toasting that with the

the

expedition.

part with th9 Philippine

s

but we told her she must and she did.
She was of course a party to the treaty,
she signed it, but we dictated every
word of it just as wo wanted it.
There
would have been no
more difficulty in
getting Spain to agree to a disposition of
the Philippines similar to that of Cuba,
than in getting her to transfer her sov-

ereignty over those islands to us. Mr.
Brj m's explanation looks like an after
thought. At any rate it Is a very lame
one,

and

will

relieve

Man,

New York, September 1.—Speculation
to who will succeed the late Collis P.
in the presidency of the
Huntington
Southern Pacific railroad was renewed
yesterday with added zest by the publication of a dispatch from London which
asserted that the new president would be
a man
who had not hitherto been identified with the management,
“When Mr. Huntington was pinched
in the panic of 1893,” it was cabled, “he
was forced to let go a large part of his
securities to raise money. Messrs. Speyer
advanced him large sums. The Southern
Pacifio stock whioh they then obtained,
together with their recent nurohasss. give
these bankers
a controlling interest in
the
road. While Mr. Huntington was
alive Messrs.
Speyer were content to
have him keep the presidency, although
they believed a change in the management of the Southern Pacifio was advisable.”
It was added that while James Speyer
was in Europe the news
came of Mr.
Huntington's death, and that Mr. Speyer
brother decided to off er the vaand his
cant presidency to a man “who is now
president of one of the greatest roads in
the East.”
Guesses at the
identity of the man
were rife all day yesterday in Wall street,
the best information
but according to
obtainable the London story was an irre-

Municipal Bonds,

A
Sid

Water Works Bonds,

him from the re-

sponsibility of securing the ratification
of the treaty in the opinion of no person
who is familiar with the facts In the case.
We imagine that if Mr. Bryan should
tell the whole truth it would appear that a
motive influenced him to
a
political
larg8 extent. He wanted to make the ultimate
of the Philippines a
disposition
question in American politics In this he
succeeded, though at the expense of con-

sistency.
It appears that neither Kussla nor the
United States intends to withdraw
its
troops from China at present, but only
from Pekin. They will probably remain
at Tien Tsln until the Chinese question
is settled, and a stable government established.
Whether the other powers will
also withdraw from the capital remains
to be seen.
As far as we are concerned
it makes little difference.
Our alms can
be as well accomplished with our troops
at Tien Tsin as at Pekin, and we shall
be less likely to be drawn into any Ku-

moultlnc
CONDITION.
condition, makes the plumage grow quickly and gives the gloss so attractive iu show
birds.

ropean complication wnion may arise, we
have little doubt,
that even
however,
tually the other powers will follow the

rowd@r

3
3
>1

.1
i'l

ably only

so

long

foreign bayonets
When they were withas

behind it.
drawn it would fall and treaties made
with it would
not be worth the paper
they were written on. Unless the powers
are to permanently administer Chinese
affairs they must negotiate
with the
were

reigning
dynasty, and in order to do
that they must permit it to reoccupy the
capital. If negotiations fail, if satisfactory guarantees for the future, and indem nity for the past cannot be secured,
the powers then may have to adopt some
other policy.
But under present conditions the proper course
would
clearly
seem
to be that adopted by Kussia and

32
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EQUITY JURISDICTION,

WHITEHOUSE

BY

DAY

LORING.SHORT
auglB

&

C.

give their refined Entertainment iu connection with tho Concert! at 3 and 8 p. tn.
Superb Electric Fountain will play during the entertainment.
Reserved seats for the entertainments
A dmisalon free to patrons of the electric road.
10 cents each. Gars leave head of Elm atreot every llfteen minutes, aiteraoon aud eveuiug.
Excellent shore dinners at the Casluo.

BULL'S

(Lewiston Journal.)
John Bull has lost his wind. He is
wholly unprepared to learn that Russia
is more anxlou3 to prevent the partition
of China than any other nation save the
United States.
It is a distinct victory
for the leadership of Uncle Sam in the
pacification of China. Germany is equaly dazed. That Kussia, the great landgrabber of Asia should thus join in the
effort of the United States to maintain
the open door in
China, is beyond the
English ability to credit. Yet such is the
fact, and the sooner England and Ger-

CATARRH

and Her Troupe of Trained Birds.

MATUS’S ROYAL HUNGARIAN

use.

and
Contains

All Attractions Free to Patrons of tho Cars. Reserved Seats 10 Cents.
Preble Street every 15 mlnutos.

no

J.y-7

MANAGEMENT

It
is
sorbed.

/

GOOD,

quickly

;

CLEAN

:

:

coal:
for cooking purposes saves the
cook and housewife much annoy-

y

baking days, and when
cooking a big dinner for company
or the family.
There is nothing
like our Honeybrookcoal for cook-

<

COLD >N HEAD

Nasal Passages.
Heals and Protect
Allays Inflamm itlon.
the Membrane. Restores the Senses of Taste
and Smell. Large size, 50 cents at Druggists
oi- by mail; Trial size. 10 cents by mall.
ELY BROTHERd, 50 Warren St,, .New York.
M.W&F
the

EVENING

Manager McCullum Presents His Excellent Company in
Comedy Success.

St.,

PORTLAND, ME.

McCULLtM.

a

WEEK.

THIS

AFTERNOON.

Superior Presentation oi the Famom

THE FALMOUTH CHORUS

FINANCIAL-

Jnder the direction of Prof. Rf.ubf.n Merrij.l of Lawrence, will give Its

Mercenlile rprust Co.,

ANNUAL CONCERT
—

*’
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►

iagr purposes.
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i

It

gives

general
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J. C. WHITE COAL 00.,
ii44 Commercial St.

eodlyW.FM,

j
/
„

WM. M. MARKS,

Card

PRINTER,
EXCHANGE,

‘•>7

1-2

Exchange

St.,

Portland

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mail
attended to.

or

telephone promptly
»epi22oedtf

1.—Adjutant

In
forth
the war

definite

terms
department on

attithe questhe

tuHe of
tion of the army canteen.
Gen. Corbin says that according to the
statistics
of the army, the anxiety
of
the
tcmperunoe people is unwarranted.
The
army, he says, is a model temperance society, and a
practical one, where
excesses are the exception.

iu

Boyd

flic

Middle

of

the Company will

endeavor

Specialties:— High Grade Bonds for to furnish its customers every
Investment. Interest Paid on Deposits. possible facility for tlie prompt,
WM. G. DAVIS. Prut.
JAS. P. BAXTER, Vice Prrit.
IIAKRV BUTLER, Tre»».
JOSHUA C. LIBBY, A«»t. Treas.

TRUSTEES.
Franklin K. Barrett,
W m. G. Davii,
Jas. P. Baxter,
Sidney VV. Tliaxter,
CJias. F. Libby,
Win. W. Brown,
A. H. Walker,
Walter G. Davis,
Clin*. O, Bnucroft, Geo. F. Evans,
Frederick lloble, Clinton L. Baxter,
David YV. Snow,
Harry Butler,

jiviadtf
TIIJEJ

efficient

banking

every

accommodation

all
end

business,

consistent

broad and

of

handling

their

extended

will
with

conservative

be

Administrator's Sate of M ch'nerf. Stock.etc
On We ineaoay. Sept. 5th, at 1040 a. m„ ws
slock and tools of the
shall sell ttie
late Allred Evens at 4v» Union street, consisting
In part of one five horse power Little Giant
motor, work benches, pattern makers tools,
band saws lathes, jig saw, counter shafts, belling. lumber. sliafliDg. etc., etc. By order of
CLARENCE W. PEABODY,administrator
of the Estate of Alfred Evans.
sep3d3t

a

policy

fT^oT^bailiey&Tca
Auctioneers and Commission fiereLaiih

of management.

personal
Correspondence
interviews arc cordially invited.
and

Gasco National Bank MONEY LOANED.
.OF.

PORTLAND,

machinery,

Salesroom 4i> t.xcbange Street.
r. o.
roan

c. W.

BAU.Uk.
e

ALLSv
tf

=

MAINE.

1824.

CAPITAL AMU SURPLUS

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

LETTERS OF CREDIT
INTERNATIONAL CHEQUES

September

now*

banking

new

corner

is

it

The ehorus will be assisted by the following
irtists:
Mis* Katherine Ricker, Dr. H. N.
Nickers on, Mr. Albert B. Hall, Mr. James
Admission
L'hompson, violinist, and Olliers.
45 Cents, Reserved seats 35 cents.
A special
car will leave Portland, corner Congress and
Elm streets, at 7 o'-dock.
Tlckeis obtained at
l iessey. Jones & Allen’s will secure admission
to the concert and ti free ride from the err to
the church.
aug27dlw

$200,000
Capital Stock,
AUCTION >.UlKv
Surplus and Protits,
175,000 and Exchange Sts. With its imTotal Deposits,
1,800,000 proved and commodious quart- By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

Incorporated
PRINTERS’

is

Block, at tlie

AND-

JOB

in

lint

situated

rooms
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Book,

located

and
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►

satisfaction to every one.

announcing

—

FIRST PARISH CHURCH. FALMOUTH,

pleasure

Tliis Company lakes
In

AT THE

Hotiday Evening, Sept. 3, at 8 O’clock,

y

ers

anco on

setting

(lives Relief at once.

HARTLEY

5! 11.

AND

Special Extra Matinee MONDAY

>1 87 and 89 Exchange St.

of

ab-

AFTERNOON

EVERY

Sale Deposit Vaults,

Frl&Mon

General Corbin has written a letter to
Senator Sewall of New Jersey, a member
the military committee of the senate,

jurious drug.

Cars leave head of

M'CULLUM'S THEATRE, culSm

OF PORTLAND.

Washington,

to
in-

ORCHESTRA,

Rendering 4 Grand Concerts Dally.

-AND....

POSITION OF ARMY CANTEENS.

Ba’m
Ely’s Cream
Easy
pleasant

ROSA NAVNON

CHEAT

THE

Portland Trust Go,,

will save the government many thousands
of Hollars a year.

is

STARS,

INCLUDING

SWAN&BARRETT,
augl8dtf

CATARRH

JOHN

VAUDEVILLE

GREATEST

GORMAN’S

PERFUMES.

FOREST

MYTH

FRAGRANT

Round Trip ticket* on
Cars leave In front of the United Statei Hotel every 10 minutes.
Reserved Seat* 10 and 20 cents extra. Private
the cars admitting to theatre only 20 cents.
on sale in advauce at Sawyer’s store
boxes, seating six persons, 50 cents each seat. Tickets
Monument square. Telephone No. 535-2.
Is Very Large.
Secure Seats Early in Advance. The Demaud

FOR SALE.

BREATH.

PARTC

RIVERTON

I-N-C-OG.

180 middle

How’s This

AWAY

POLITE

GORMAN’S

J.

m.

VAUDEVILLES

will

Constantinople-. September 1.—The 24th
anniversary of the accession to the throne
USED WASHED STAMPS.
of the Ottoman empire of Sultan Abdul
Hamid II
was celebrated
^ew York, September
Interest Paid on
yesterday.
1.—George F.
His Majesty received the congratulations
cashier for S.
a
S.
Schutfc,
Schuyler,
of
the
the United States. The power that will
dignitaries of state and foreign
DEPUSH'S.
and
special missions broker anti member of the New York TIRE
hesitate the longest in assenting to it is representatives
stock exchange, was
arraigned before
probably Germany, whose war lord has
United States Commissioner Alexander
been apparently cherishing some ambi?
of Internal
today by Deputy Collector
AND
tious designs which he will be reluctant
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
Kevenue James E. Taylor, who charged
to give up.
England is showing some any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by him
with having used
washed stamps
Catarrh Cure.
hesitancy now, but it is due largely to Hall’s
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
whieh he had bought from an unknown
a suspicion that Kussia is
not sincere.
We, the undersigned. have known F. J. man,
Schutt waived examination and
When she is convinced that there is no Cheney for the last 15 vears, an I believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions was held in $1,000 bail.
duplicity in Kussia's programme she and financially able to carry out any obligations
Correspondence solicited from India
Col. F. G. Thompson, deputy collector
by the firm.
will
Banks
and
vldosls,
Corporations,
undoubtedly assent to it. The made
West & Tkuax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo,
Paternal revenue, In speaking of the
otliers^desirlng to open accounts as vrell
English
public have burdens enough O. Walbing, Kin nan & Marvin, Wholesale
as from those wishing to transact Banknumerous arrests made in the
past few
Druggists, Toledo. O.
without assuming any
new
one3 in
ing business of any description through
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken
act- months of young men employed In Wall this Bauh:
China, and public sentiment is sure to ing directly upon the blood andinternally,
surmucous
be against permanent occupation unless faces of the system. Testimonials sent fre e. street, who had defrauded the governPrice 75c per bottle. Sold bv all druggists,
ment by using washed stamps, said today STEPHEN ft. SMALL. Prflsldeif.
it is
absolutely necessary to secure
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
MARSHALL R. GODING. Cashier.
that new documentary
stamps would
of
and
feb7dtf
equality
rights
privileges.
soon be issued by the
government which
it would be absolutely
impossible to wash
CURRENT COMMENT.
without Instant detection.
Col. ThompCURE FOR
son thinks that the use of the new
stamps

TAKES

Sundays at G p.

m.

The best comedy production ever made at McCulIum's Theatre.

extreme

THE SULTAN CONGRATULATED.

WEEK.

corres-

application ;
pondence solicited.

OJIBWAYS.

northwestern part of
Georgian Bay, about 30 miles southeast
of Garden River. This place Is supposed
to have been the scene of many of Hiawatha’s exploits, and a few days ago the
Ojib'ways.who are entertaining the Longfellow party,gave a dramatized version of
“Hiawatha”
for their guests. It was
an out-door production and realistic.
On Wednesday night Miss Longfellow
and Mrs. Thorp, with the other members
of the party, who were descended from
the poet, were adopted Into the Ojlbway
nation,
The
following morning Miss
Longfellow presented her hosts with a
handsome portrait of her father framed
in birch
bark. This will hang in the
council house at Garden River.
the

G.15 p.

HARMON,:

eocltf
--j Particulars upon

THIS

CAROLINE 11. NICHOLS, Conductor.
“Tho Woman’s Orchostra, Par Excellence.”—N. Y. Sun.
America’s Greatest Organization of Women players
Will Give Concerts in the Auditorium at 8 and 8 p. m., aud iu the Cusino at

f age 4 1-2’s due 1925.
Portland & Cape Elizabeth Ry. First Mortgage
’s ((assumed by Portland R. R. Co.) due 1915.
Medfleld & Medway (Mass.) St. Ry. First
] ilortgage 5’s due 1920.
Grand Rapids Ry. Co. First Mortgage 5’s due
1 916.
Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo Ry. First Mort;age 4’s due 1946.
Denver City Tramway Co. First Mortgage 5 s
lue 1919.
Erie Telegraph & Telephone Co. Collateral
Crust 5’s due 1926.
Niagara Falls Power Co. First Mortgage 5’s
< lue 1932.

of Hie Cumberland Bar.

PUBLISHED THIS

ST,

We offer, subject to sale:—

....BY....

ROBERT TREAT

EXCHANGE

Say.

Casco

Breezy

FOR
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■Washington County (Maine) 4’s due 1923-1928.
City of Portland 4's due 1902-1912.
/
City of South Portland 4’s duo 1903.
Town of Capo Elizabeth 4’s due 1901 to 1904.
City of Augusta 4’s due 1919.
City of Belfast 4’s due 1918.
Town of Yarmouth 3 1-2’s due 1902 to 1900.
City of Cincinnati (Ohio) 5’s due 1910-1930.
City of Urbana (Ohio) 4 1-2’s due 1900.
Lucas County (Ohio) 4 1-2’s due 1904.
Poitlano Water Co. 4’s due 1927.
Watertown (Mass.) Water Supply Co. First
’ Iortgage 6’s due 1905.
Framingham (Mass.) Water Co. First Mort-

m FORMS & PRECEDENTS,

►

in

ENTIRELY NEW PROGRAMME

BONDS.

PLEADING and PRACTICE

^

allowed to return and establish itself
there will be no government with which
to treat.
The allies might possibly be
able to set one up, but it would last prob-

A Beautiful Paik on the Share of

H. M. Payson & Go.

will make chickens healthy and keep
Slakes young
them up to the mark.
pullets early layers for October egg
prices. If you cau't buy It near home
we will send one package 25 cents;
live, $1.00; 21b. can $1.20; six, #5.00.
Ex. paid. Sample poultry paper free.
I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. Boston, Mass.

g

SPRING?

UNDERWOOD

-^CONDITION

kines was the father of the Ghief Hub.
policy adopted by Kussia and the United wuk-Jlnini, who gave to Longfellow the \
States and withdraw from
the capital. legends on which “Hiawatha” was based.
The poet’s daughters are accompanied
The fact is that unless such withdrawal
of eight or ten, and for the
a party
takes place, and the Chinese government by
last two weeks they have been campwhich fled on the approach of the allies
near
ing
Desbaiats, on one of the Islands
is

Picturesque Scenes—Thrilling Incidents.
Presented by J. H. Gllinour, Florence Rockwell and tlia entire Tremont Stock Company.
Special Matinee Labor Day. Every afternoon at 2.45. Every evening at 8. Seat* for any performance during tliis engagement can be secured now.
N® Advance In Prices.
Telephone 615—3.
Reserved Seats for stile at Casco Bay Steamship Co. ticket office. Seale of prices as usual.
Adults when buying scats for any matinee will upon request be given a tree adjoining seat
for a child between the ages of four and twelve with eaoit seat purchased. Casco Bay .stoamers will leave Custom House Wharf at 7.30 for evenings and at 2.15 lor matinee performance*.

Sheridan’s

ed in

Sault Ste. Alaire, Alioh., September 1.
—Garden River,
nine
miles from the
“Soo” on the Canadian side, entertained
a distinguished party of visitors todav,
when Aliss'Alice Al. Longfellow and Mr’3.
J. G. Thorp of Cambridge, Alass,, were
guests of the Ojibways, on whose reservation the settlement is situated.
Airs.
Thorp and Miss Longfelljw are daughters of the famous author of “Hiawatha,”
and Garden River is the ancient seat of
the Ojibway kings, who ruled a hundred
years ago, when the nation was supreme
among the aborigines. The last of these

~~“Q XJ

Bank Stock.

one.

ADOPTED BY THE

third wbbk:.
Grand Production of Robertson’s Military Drama,

Railroad Bonds,

or a

the Big
M. E. Ingalls, president of
Four; W. H. Truesdale, president of the
Delaware, Lackawana and Western, and
Wm. H. Baldwin, Jr president of the
Long ^Island railroad, were each report-

turn to be the choice of the Messrs.
There was practically no basis
Speyer.
for these rumors.
A Tribune reporter was informed by
a'person in authority that no definite selection had been made and, moreover,
that a meeting of the directors to fill the
office would not be held for some time.
The
men who had been spoken of as
likely to succeed Mr. Huntington said
they had not been consulted about the
matter.
“You cannot deny this rumor too emwas what Air.
Truesdale
phatically,
had to say, while Air. Baldwin dismissed
with
the
terse
remark, “I have
Inquiries
heard nothing whatever about it.” The
Vanderbilt officials
said
that if Air.
Ingall3 had been approached it was not
in their knowledge.
James Speyer said: “The
new presi
dent of the Southern Pacific has not beeh
elected yet, and until he is I do not
care to mention the name or names of
those
under consideration.
The direc
tors will determine who he will be,”
Mr.Speyer added that no date had been
fixed for the meeting and that there was
no need of haste, as the road was in no
way suffering under the present conditions.
Charles H. Tweed, second vice-president and general counsel of the road, refused to discuss the reports,
except to
that so far as he knew they were
say
baseless.
entirely
Several prominent
railroad
men expressed the belief that H. E Huntington
would succeed to the presidency of the
South Pacific, despite the many rumors
to the contrary.

TREMONT THEATRE STOCK COMPANY,

WE OFFER

as

sponsible

Mr. Bryan Is still troubled by his advice to Democratic Senators to vote for
the Paris
treaty.
Saturday night he
again attempted to justify it, this^time
explaining that he desired to eliminate
As matter of fact Spain was
Spain.
bound
to
do whatever we
demanded
whether she wanted to or not. She did
not want to

Born

FOR

INVESTMENTS

..._

started in his ballooi to reaoh
the pole at 3 p. m. on July 11. 1897, over
The buoy which has
three years ago.
just been found was thrown out seven
mesTwo
hours after'his
departure.
this
sages sent out by him later than
One of them was
were found long ago.
borne by a carrier pigeon, and was dated
Andre

m.,

Maine

a

PL 1CE.

Among Those Mentioned.

the

Of New York.

Ingalls,

some

July 13 at 12.30 p.

—

publican.

the

Of Ohio.

For Vice

demoralizing

TEEEATIIE,"^.

C3r35md:

(Waterville Mail.)

of

AMUSEMENTS.

The Handsomest Summer Theatre in America.

It needed no denial to
convince the
average person that the Hon. Arthur
Sewsali has not deserted the Democratic
party. Mr Sewall has too much political
pride for that. He is In sympathy with
very little that Democracy at
present
and believes in most of the
stands for,
principles set forth in the Republican
but political propriety and
platform,
good taste would forbid a man like Sewall
to turn against the candidate with whom
he ran only four years ago.
Mr. Sewall
has a^son, however, who is a warm Re-

their concomitants was exWe are
also.
Inclined to think that the frequency of
these exhibitions for the past two years
has served to dull somewhat the edge of
public interest in prize lights, and in this
of
been productive
have
way may
one

I

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

SENSE OF PROPRIETY.

question that the “mills” that have
been given under its auspices for two
and
vicinity
years past in New York
The
have
proved very corrupting,
brutality of the exhibitions was not their
The betting which
only bad feature,
was

get into

many

The Horton law—the New York statute
that permitted prize lights under the
guise of boxing matches—has come to an
There is no
none too soon.
end and

ceedingly

land.

line with
the United
States, France and Russia, the better
for
both
England and for Germany.

hands they can
sheriff:s office in their
elect the next Mayor of Portland.

For Women.

Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
happir s to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
tome dioal science, that will so quickly and
safely <1 the work. Have novor had asingla
failure. The longestand most obstinate cases
are relieved in 3 days without fail.
No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no clanger, no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated
through correspondence and the most complete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. I relievo hun-

Heirs and others desiring fo
borrow money on REAL ESTATE, NOTES, household furniture, pianos, etc. Business strictly confidential.

healthful location:
Coeducational,
quiet,
special filling school lor Colby College; right of
certification at Brown, Wellesley and -mith;
splendid academy budding anu gymnasium,
hath, steam heated and up to date in every respect; Sturievant Home the linost girls’ dormitory in New England, steam heat, baths on
every floor, electric lights, etc.: board, rooms,
heat ana lights ib this dormitory $3.50 per
week, catalogue free. Address
W. K. SAUUKXT, Pilti.
Hebron, SI*.

Full Term
li, 1900.

Opens Tuesday, September

J)yl4d2m

Shawmut Loan Go.,
ME68 MARKET ST..

may 5(1 tf

PORTLAND,

V1TH ERICAS Fred Austin Tenney of Port»»
land, County of Cumberland and State of
Maine, by bis mortgage d <ed. dated April 15tb,
1899, aud recorded in Cumberland Registry of
Deeds. Book
G65, Page 434. conveyed to
Leonard F Motley a certain lot or parcel of
land wiili buildings thereon, situated in Portland. formerly called Deering. and situated on
the 'Westerly slue of Mechanic street at Woodfords, in said Portland, County and Slate
aforesaid, and bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a stake in the
Southerly corner of a lot of land ten (10) feet
wide on said street, and being the lot sold by
Charles Rackleff to Henry N. Green, Oct. 26th.
1877; thence running Westerly on the lino of
said Mechanic street sixty (GO) feet to a stake;
thence Northerly to Captain Harmon's land one
hundred and fifty (150) feet;thence Easterly by
said Harmon’s land sixty (60) feet to said ten
(10) foot lot; thence Southerly by said ten (10)
foot lot one Hundred and forty-five (145) feet
I
more or less, to the first named bounds, moaning and intending hereby to convey the same
premises conveyed io said Tenney by Flora W.
Moore by deed bearing even date herewith.
And whereas said Leonard F. Motley on the
15th day of April. 1899, by Ills deed of that date
duly acknowie ged and recorded, assigned
said mortgage to the undersigned Flora W.

STEPHEN

NO. 37 PL.CM

and
attended to;
to
let;
sae utid
estimates given;
houses
mortgages negotiated, also caro of Droperiy,
or
Call
Carpenter’s shop 204 Federal St.
Office hours 9-U a.
write 86 EXCHANGE ST.
m. and from x-5 p. m.
Telephone 434-2.
niar21dH
contractor

The Knack

foreclosure of sai

“

FLORA \V. MOORE.
Dated tills 1st day of August. A. I) 1909.
aug20-law3wMon

Pennyroyal
....

Mention

tills

pills

Original nml Only
SAFI’,, A 1
r:-li,i h1
I.lld It-., u* k 1 >r ucci.1t
for CHIC II KSTKK’S K NO I. Is II
in KK1> urwl Cold metallic boxes. Rea
led
with bln ribbon. Tuk« no ot her. lt,ru»o
Oimecmi.-* S,,l,«tllii<lonH and Imitation,. Kay of your On,KKi,t. or *rn,l -Io. In
slumps for I articular*, TcMImoi’.inU
Kcllct for I.ikIIcm,** in letter, by rcturn Mall. 10,000 IVstitnonimli. Bold br
nil Druggists.
Chichester Chemical Vo'
paper.
Madison Syusre, l*lliJLA.t I»A*

mon,tUu&sat-tf

STT1KKT.

8. DeLong.
NOTICF-C.
builder; Jobbing promptly
for

Of Good

mortgage.

BERRY,

Ml, Job ani Carl Wot,

Moore.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof I claim a

■

dreds of ladies whom 1 never see. Write for
further particulars.
All letters truthfully
answered.
Free confidential advice in all
matterg of a private or delicate nature. Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health.
By
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. K. M. TOLMAN CO., 170 Xreinont St.,
Boston, Mass.

1804-HEBRON ACADEMY-1800

Printing is

insight into the
preservative of all arts.”
us printing is not

the artistic
art

With
mechanical—we treat it as an
art should be treated.
Wouldn’t it be wise for you to
place a trial order with us ?

THE THURSTON PRINT
97 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET
'PHONE 30

PORTLAND, MAINE

‘b0y
tuSuS£at They
,«»
have

to

tlie_
Bi

,

knt>

t0

Keith'. Boston
devoted a lifetime
acting themselves in their art and
almost wonderful. Then we
la'e the UeWolfe
Sisters, who are
aS th° ‘,Colored
Nightingales."
Smff suF0rbly- Tho Fadettes will

Flay “request" programmes

^.ue

announcement will be made
fro
Ume t0 time- This is the last
week
of
seasou and those who are
going
Bboou bo
on hand before the
best seats
ai
A
are
all taken.

Presentation of Facts by
Rev. Mr. Bovard.

(Mrs. John W. BankscmfT^ Linthicum
Montreal with her mother for
Bea0hThe company
"tUC,kotat tho
station to bid her
0

Ij

husband’s grave at

Koyal Cemetery

*r°|nt"with
Jose’s
Uo^-51 Vf

super.”

“

man i

despair Forrest exclaimed:
say it as I
dp?” “No,” said

Ivory
|BUcI,?” than

||

.not more

H*

if I

Soap, being

a pure

*

®etn

An

Unusually

Good

One.

rX’h8 season at the island s is
drawing to
close but there are still
many summer
visitors exoept at Cushing’s
island,which
has begun to show
quite a departure of
people during the last few days. The Ottawa bouse, the beautiful
summer hotel

on

to cost.

this

island,

will shut its doors

to

the

public on Thursday after
having experienced a most excellent business.

-L’he warm weather that has
prevailed
the week has had
a beneficial
effect on all of the other islands
In the
harbor so that the exodus to the
city has
not yet been noticed
at Peaks, Great Diamond and Little Diamond. These Islands
on
iSaturday held nearly as large a number of
cottagers as at any time during the
summer. With the
the
beginning of
schools next week, however, many of the
families will have moved up to the city.
r-!'his has been a most delightful summer in Casco
bay and the season of 1909
will go down in history as one of the best
in ail respects.
Especially noticeable has
been the long run of line weather. There
ha^re been very
few
and

curing

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
THE DEVIL’S

In the cast are the familiar faces
of Dot
Karroll, A. C. Taylor, W. J. McDermott,
Lillie May White and
Edythe Wells who
were warmly received and the
new comers. James A
Devine, Ueorge E. Mello,
Bijou Mignon,Yetta Petes will be favorably remembered. The play went with a
da9h, and a list of specialties In the third
act made a
hit. There were ballads
by
Lillie May White and the beautiful
contralto of Edythe Wells was heard
to ad-

AUCTION.

A point respecting the ‘‘Devil's
Auction" and to Its Infinite credit, is tne abof Its performance.
solute cleanliness
Fran start to finish there is not a soene,

situation,line,song, dunce,joke

or

"gag,’’

that would offend.
The cast, with two exceptions, will be
composed entirely of new faces, headed by !
vantage. A song and dance by Miies and
that clever comedian and mimic, Richard
Miss Mignon caught the crowd and
McI.Brown, who will appear ns the metaDermott is always good m his
tramp act.
norpbosed donkey, Toby, and
In con- The
performance all in all was a good one
junction with Miss Rea trice

j

Clements

as

hero, Carlos. Miss Annie
Lloyd as
snet the milkmaid.
Miss
Josephine
dements as Madeline, the
heroine, Miss
Usage Torrance and William II. Lorella,
tiro old favorites, as the
wicked
Count
Fortuno and the comic
Pere
Anioche
Fill with the other members of the
the

and

pleased everybody.

“AT THE WHITE HOUSE TAVERN."
“At the White Horse Tavern"
comes
to the Jefferson Wednesday and
Thurs-

day of this week. The story is laid in the
Tyrol. In the Austrian Alps almost in
the shadow of the towering
mountains,
large

cist

prove most notable.
.New ballet dlvertlseraents

have been
irranged under the
direction of Alfred
md Madam Phasey,ot the
Phasey School
: dancing of
London, England, coning of a Danse Grotesque In the first
*,averr elaborate Chinese ballet in the
*»ond act, and a number
of
entirely
wmlanclng features In the third
act.
de
Pallet
Itself
Is
liMCorp:?
composed ol
especially selected young,pretty and clevcopy phees secundos and Dallerine,anO
outside of grand opera Is the only
pro
auction of real ballst In
this
oountry.
Amalia Maveroffer
and Hilda Maccarl
Siv* been engaged as principal dancers.
Its “Devil’s
Auction" ^opens
this

er

itterncon at the Jefferson for three
formances.
*

per-

THE GEM THEATRE,

lime flies and two weeks of the
engagement of the Treniont !?tock company
lave passed ana gone.
This week comes a line
old English
comedy that always packs the theatres
whenever It is produced.
The
name
"Ours Is a pet name given to a famous
m

•vg.Miwuv,

nu

vy.i_i_nj*7AO

UUU

lUtSLl

have become so popular with the
people
that they are claimed ns “Ours.” It Is a
of
love and war, of brave men and
ttiry
beautiful women. Part of the scenes are
laid In England and then the

regiment

go« to the Crimea and tne winter camp
kseen making a very truthful presentation of war In that period of
English history There will b8 a special matinee on
Ubor Day. Seats are now on sale for
ftery performancefnext week.

|

t

M’CULLUM’S THKATKE.

Monday

afternoon the last week of the
season commenoes at McCullum's theatre) the special extra matinee
to

serving

and other clever artists
rapidly on
the road to fame and
permanent success.

Incog”

offers every member of the cast

THE BROTHERS

The Brothers Byrne wlth*a clever company of comedians, pantomimists and
young women, present their rollicking
acrobatlo comedy, “Eight Bells'* at the
Portland theatre on 'Tuesday and Wednesday, September 4 and 5, with a special
matinee on Wednesday.
The play is a
musical farce-comedy with a spectacular

pantomime. Mr. John Byrne is a master of the art of planning a play that will
be full of mechanical effects, the sudden
se of which is amusing in the extreme.
The school yard scene In the
first act
brings the leader on the stage,
and the
of the boys in tricking
many escapades
their worthy aster are ludicrous, indeed.
The human ladder is
very well constructed and its combinations are
most

professionally
Mary
Hay, has been especially engaged
by Manager MoCullum for this play and
bo seen in an excellent
part.
Lydia
nott and
Harry Stanley aro two other
Merer-artists who will join the company
for this
production.

jnonfl

^1U

PECK S HAD HOY.
Pecks Bad Boy” was in town Safcur-

ay and out
up his usual oapars on the
to the great
Might of a good sized audience which
°und expression in
uproarious laughter.

stage of the Portland theatre

fct Shall We Have for Dessert ?
Tliis question arises in the
family every
ay.' f-etriis answer it today. Try Jel!-o.
an^
healthful dessert. Prena
a C-°118
No boiling! no
Lli*inff''n ^wo m'uutes.
add
water and
simply
boiling
to cool.
Flavors:—Lemon, OniDge,
®**pbeny and .Strawberry. Get a packat your
grocers today, 10 cts.

t

)

apt; perhaps the

dissolution of the wonderful horse and carriage in the first act
is the most amusing of anytning.
The
by-play of act second is enlivened by a
very pretty dance, as well as some clever
grotesque dancing by members of the
company.
xne Doat

scene, nowaver, caps the climax of this act, and the quick
changes
from stateroom to stateroom makes lots
of amusement.
The revolving and final
collapse of the ship is an effect never
to be forgotten. The grand Roman statuary in the last act is very effective, anti
when they change to the statuesque poses
under the calcium lights they make very
pretty pictures. The acrobatic feats, including some new positions, are well performed. Comic, indeed, is the duel between father and prospective father, and
the perplexing question of “Gussie, who
do I belong to?” might be asked by each

The star feature of the summer at Riverton park will be the first appearance in
Portland of the
Great Rosa Naynon,
and her marvelous troupe of trained tropical birds, assisted by Mr. Clyde Philips,
and introducing the largest
and most
beautiful troupe of Australian and East

cockatoos, African and South
American macaws, and the only flock of
imported genuine racer rantail pigeons in
the country.
This novel feature
will
prove to be the realization of artistic perThese birds have been trained
fection.

to

perforin

series of the

a

most

pictur-

feats
esque and seemingly impossible
uses one,
During the act Miss Naynon
two, three, four, six and eight birds at
single, double and separate displays, fin-

|

Labor

a

and it is

Day,

probable

that the

fine entertainment will draw great numbers of people.
In addition to the conthe now vaudeville
programme will have its first presentation.
There will he the Gloakers, who
are the most skillful baton manipulators
certs

by

the

Fadettes,

in the world.
theatre iu

They have been at Keith’s
New York, and after this en-

of the Voters

Prohibition.

large Congregation Present

at

Yesterday’s Meeting.

A congregation that filled
nearly every
seat was present at the afternoon meeting of the Congress street Methodist
church yesterday to listen to a

temperance

stirring

by the pastor, Kev.
W. S. Kovard. Several days
ago Mr. Bovard had announced that he would
speak
on the subject, “Bum Kule in
Maine,
Can the Tyranny be Stopped?“ His sersermon

At
the

andoah Valley, Roanoke,Natural Bridge,
Old Point Comfort, Arlington, Mt. Vernon and Washington, October 9.
Rate

£76.00 Itinerary of D. N. Bell, Tourist
Agent, 205 Washington street, Boston.

George Riggs (Kate Douglas
Wiggin) gives her annual reading for the
Mrs.

benefit of the church at
Buxton Tower
corner on the evening of September 11th,
on the first fair evening
If stormy,
there after. She will be assisted by Miss
Bell, sopi'ano, a pupil of the
Dorothy
j ;reat vocal teacher, Monsieur Brouby of
or

TWO
Thieves
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“Atlantic.”
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Retailed at
Wholesale

Foundry
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More
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When Mr. and Mrs. Frederic C. Cushing returned from a residence in the
country a few days ago, they found that
in their absence their house at 636
JJCurnberland street, had been visited
by burglars. Mrs. Cushing was the first to
reach the house and she found it in a condition which gave ample
evidence that
the thieves had been
through in their
search for valuables. Every
room had
been ransacked.
Bureau drawers
had
been pulled out and
their
overturned,
contents being scatereu on
the
floors.

iuuuriij

been administered.
We look over the
and obtain statistics on this temperance question. In a city of 80,000 population there were on Saturday night 1075
men In saloons and on the next
Sunday
morning only 75 of them were found In
church It has been estimated that fully
one-halt of the male population In this
state use In some form some kind of intoxicating beverage. It Is a rare thlngto find
% hotel or pharmacy that has not associatad with it a violation of the laws of our
3tate. This law violator behind the hotel
bars and the counters of the drug stores
Is never so happy as when in politics and
\ble to intimidate the voters so that we
'Ike sheep will follow him. These are
but
some
of
the
in
ways
vhich“our liberties are entrenched up in
mr state and city.Some say that we must
] •etreat and repeal the
law,
In Kansas
ve find excellent remits and in our own
itate you can see good results in the
( lountry towns.
Our jails are filled with
he
victims of Intemperance and our
j udges say that there is no room for the
c lealers.
A
of
our
majority
c itizens
are
in
favor of
absolute
jronibition
from a
moral conviction.
laven’t you wondered why the bar assoc iation could meet in its annual
gathering
£ nd have such a
carousing as has been re* lorted, 1 am reliably informed ihat the
tewspaper reports of that revelry and
t runkenness on that occasion were
by no
ueans exaggerated. What does this
thing

--uv

ocwjr

with some of Air
Cushing’s wearA pair of bedside slippers
ing apparel
was also stolen and a
variety or small
articles. Just when the robbery was committed is not known. One of the
neighbors noticed a day or two before Air. and
Airs. Cushing’s return that the back door
of the house Avas open but
that
case

thought

thd family was probably at the
house and so did not investigate. A card
of matches, found on the back door
steps
of one of the houses nearby, would indicate that the b urglary was done in
the
some

of

The police

had

not

notified of the break Saturday night.

212

THE MARGINAL WAY.

that those who are
it
seeking
would give, and I venture the assertion
that the last city government would not
have seriously thought of such a
thing as
many of its members had years of experience in city affairs which
is of great

FRANK M. LOW & CO,,
Men’s

quirements of the near future, which
did not develop as rapidly as desired and
the city
received from
parties but a
nominal rental for many years. Now at a
time when everything points to an Immediate realization of our hopes,
it Is
unwise to hastily dispose of it at a nominal sum. Most corporations look much
farther ahead
than the city. Most all
brains now run from Union station
to
Preble street. Coal pockets are to be built
m

Back

Bay

side, the Grand Trunk

passenger station soon to be removed to
nake room for increasing freight busiless, are to have cold storage plants and
many other developments that are only
waiting for certain things to be accomThe loss of $25,000 is not so
plished.
] arge as to prove disastrous should we
lot sell, Bet us wait and watch the oom3

International

Outfitters,

MONUMENT

SVUSSS

AUTUMN

SQUARE'.

—SELECT

Shorthand

SCHOOL

&

ng events, and reap the
them to another.

benefits and not

i jive

Careful Observer.
THE KEGISTKATION.
The Board of Begistration of Voters at
I ts
sessions
last
past week added

sion

Typewriting

THE

a
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'KL\nEEC.ARTEV,

629 Forest Are., Woodfords,
Will Reopen
Monday, Sept. 10, 1900.

Mils Sarah M.

10.

sep3eod2w

Ilackrr,
Westbrook.

NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION.
The copartnership heretofore
existing beSamuel II. Pike and Otto Marriner, who
lave been engaged in
buying and selling junk
: it Nos. 10 1' and it Center
St., Portland, uuier the firm name of S. I). Pike & Co. has
this
day been dissolved by mutual cohsent of hi
partners. A1 claims and demands clue lo the
ate firm will be collected and
pa d by the said
Otto Marriner.
In tne fntuie the same business
will be
ween

rooms In
received
and eveof

PILES, Principal.
Residence 120 Free St.

St

H. p. c. HKRSEY, Agt

Personal application may be made on Tuesday afternoons at the room, or address

MISS K, A.

Portland, Aug. 25,1900.

©5.50

sep3d&tlm

PORTLAND ACAOEMT
inquire

B.,

Issue.

Spring Slreet

Fall term begins September 9 at the
Baxter building. Pupils of both sexes
Private pupils are received afternoon
ning. lor further particulars

IV

Round Trip,
Round Tilp*
Tickets good to return 30 days from date of

Proprietor,

SEPTEMBER

John, IV. B.,

Andrews,

Calais, Me.,

©4 75

KINDERGARTEN,
RE-OPEN

St,
St.

nu<l

bubec,

augi2deod2m

WILL

September the following excurwill apply 10 points named below:

From PortSand to

Business Department-Miss
Moody does
any and every kind of stenographic and clerical worg.

13‘i

Co,

EXCURSIONS.

Eastport

NO, 80 EXCHANGE ST.

THE

rates

OP—

Will open in this City September 4th.
Pupils
receive individual instruction in Shorthand
Typewriting and all branches of office work’
ana will l>e aided iu
securing employment.

Miss Elinor S. Moudj,

Steamship

Through

GOODY’S

aug27eod4w

a
--~

PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

Ufc

V

KJ.,

VV HU

Will 00

pleased to receive the patronage of customers
of the late firm,
Portland, August 31, 1900.
SAMUEL H. PIKE,
aop3d3t»
OTTO MAKRIKER.

Vaccination,
Per order of the

aug23dtd
237

names

|

|

School Committee.

O, M. LORD, Superintendent.
to

the

lists

X

Portsmouth. N. H., August 30, by Rev.
Henry E. iiovey, John L. Gregory and Miss
Charlotte A. Bassett, both of Portland
in Bangor. August 28. Pearl B.
Wiley and
Miss Thirza McKusick.
In Skowhegan, August 28, Win, B. Pierce of
Miiforu, Mas?., and Miss Josephine W. Smith
of Skowhegan; Henry W. Bosliau of
Waterville
and Miss Beatrice E. Foss of
Skowhegan.
In Newport, August 25, Merton L. Brackett
of Newport and Miss Aurie E. Folsom of
North

In

Hyannis, Mass., September l, Ammi
son

iged

of Frederick I. and
9 years 3 months 7 days.

P

Iva M. Stover,

X

you want—Observatory,
land Head Light,

Most any

Portland
View of

Harbor,
Portland,

X Maine, with any
t bowl.
Thousands of

|
|
|
|S

In this city, Sept 2, Martha W.. widow of
the
late Thomas Clark, aged 85 years 9 months 2
day3.
Prayers from her daughter’s residence, 1630
Forest Avenue. Burial at New Gloucester
Me
In this city, September 1,
Joseph A. Hussev'
aged 64 years 3 months 15 days.
[Funeral Monday afternoon at 1 o' clock from
103 Concord street,
interment at Windham.
In this city, September l. Janies
A., infant
son of John C. and Ellen F.
McLaughlin, aired

Rover,

$
to

X

subject

*

Port-

Bug Light,
Bird’s Eye

X

X

X
X
X tion, Longfellow House, Long- X
♦ fellow’s
Birthplace, Longfel- X
low Monument, Soldiers’ Mon- X
f
J ument, Coat of Arms State of ♦

DEATHS.

I rears.

*

superior

all others.

*

22, Llewellyn M. Libby and

i months.
I» this city, Sept, 1, Agnes Maud, daughter of
Mary L. and the laie Charles Van tassel, aged
19 years, l month, 15 days.
[Funeral services Tuesdav afternoon at 2
o’clock, at her late residence, 84 Grovo street
In this city, Sept. 2, Thomas W.
Rayies, aged
12 years, 11 months.
[Funeral this afternoon at 2.30 o’clock at his
ate residence, 22 Orange street.
In this city, Deering district, Sept. 2. Roval
iVilson, aged 71 years. 10 months.
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock at
ns late residence, 16 Brentwood street.
[Cambridge paDers please copy.
At Grand Beach, Scarboro, Sept.
2, Emma
Jonant, widow of Henry M. Payson. aged 70

Our stock is far

X
X
X

In

Newport.

A Thous-nJ of
t i ver. 50c to $4.59

|

of voters.
and there

M A R R A (J h. 3*

In Albion, August
Miss Sadie Shorey.

!
SPOONS.
|
Them, Ail SlerMng

! SOUVENIR

The public schools will begin Monday,
SeptNo pupils will he admitted who
have not been vaccinated.
Parents are requested to attend to this matter before the
opening ot the term.
ember 10th.

The present city governadvantage.
34 were registered
ment is composed of many new members Saturday
were two changes.
who would no doubt act In accord

with
their [best judgment, but they lack experience, therefore they should not pass
hastily upon a matter so vital as the
In fact no city governMarginal Way.
ment should do so.
The council should consider the state
of affairs past and present.
The Marginal Way was built at a cost of over
$100,000 for purposes of development and re-

Admission.

_

To the Editor of the Press:

Portland, September 1, 1800.
I was much pleased to read your article in Saturday’s Daner in rea-ard tn th«
Marginal Way. I fully agree with you
that it is an unwise thing to dispose of
the Marginal Way at this time at
a

6 and 7, 1900.

Tickets on sale Monday, September 3d, and
so.d un;ll Friday. September 7tii,
good for return uniil s ptember lOih.
Ren.ember the trains of the Maine Central R.
R. are the only ones
runningjdirect to the Fair
Grounds, thus avoidiug all trouble of transfer
across Lewlslon.
Tuesday, Wednesday. Thursday and Friday.
September 4th, 6th, «th and 7th. regular and
special trains leave Portland:
Special 8.'>5 a.
m.. regular 8.30. li.OO a. in.. 12.60, 6.15
pm.
*• P- BOOTH BY,
GEO. F. EVANS
G. P. & T. A.
V. P. & g! M.
sept3d4t

extra bargaiQs that should
iQduce you to assist us
iQ doing a whole day’s
business
half
the
iQ
usual tiri)e.

been

price

country

Including

We close at noon, but
we’ve
got
many little

man

night time,

LEWISTON,

September 3, 4, 5,

$1.25

MISs HELEN M. COBB, Kin dergar tner.
night and that this house too had been
The
School for Kindergartners will
visited, although no attempt to enter It re-openTraining
September 17. Apply to
bad apparently been made.
ABBY N. NORTON, 132
Spring street.
BURGLARY ON CUSHA1AN STREET.
d8t
au£dl__
The family of C. W. Pickard of Cushstreet has been away for the
summer at the Cape. Saturday
they returned
home and found that during their absence someone had entered the house and
stolen a large amount of clothing and
other arcicles.
In every room of
the
house were found burnt matches
showing
that the break had been made during the

AT

Tickets will be sol i at Portland.
w™^'si)0,J
Woodfords aud Westbrsok Junction lor.

liUUVYllH

standing the overhauling the burglari
gave the premises, these were
not
no
ticed. The burglars were not particular
as to the kind of
spoils. They took a pair
of gold bracelets and packed a dress suit

\

ADVERTISEMENTS.

BURGLARIES.

Ransack

|

FOUNDRY 00.

^

Portland.

monster. Mapy efforts have been made to
crush him and I know of no better efforts
than those In the state of
Maine; but although there have been many rounds
fought the fight has just begun.
Some
a committee
years
ago
which
was
called the committee of fifty
attempted to
study the temperance legislation of the

great victory and that Maine Is the best
state in the union to cope with this
gigantic monster, I am by no means blind

j

Range.

exert.”

many headed and with
nuumerous heads in every
direction, began Mr. Bovard. “He receives this earthly power at the hands of the great dragon, called the devil. Well may the public
raise the question,
‘Is there a power fit
to cope with this monster’ ? Our
language
is not sufficient to describe this world

__

tour to Gettysburg, Luray
company, a
and Washington, will leave Boston, September 14.
Rate, $35 00 Tour to Gettysburg, Blue Mountains, Luray, the Shen-

%

money in first
money in repairs.
You get the repairs when
you
need them |p you have #

To me it seems the feign of
insincerity and that men are exploiting 1
moral laws for immoral
purposes. What <
we need today in the state of
Maine is
more conscience on the
{
part of the people
where the individual heart'touches
God! *
lhe kind of atheism we
dread .is the 1
practical atheism.
We want
who will strike a blow now. somebody
We want
an oar of legal suasion and an
oar of morai suasion, ‘‘’hen there i3 a
side
positive
and 1 believe that we must
look to it that
there shall be furnished to
;the people
pi aces tor social enjoyment without this
terrible evil. When the time comes
every
man will be found at his
post as was the
case in Israel when Gideon
was sent by

great monster,

Saturday afternoon Special officer Gil- to the fact that there is much needed to
The excuses about the
bert arrested a man in Lincoln park for assist the law,
an attempted assault on a
seven year old physical system, that the longings must
girl. When taken to the station the man be satisfied by liquor are among the
Then £there is
gave his name as William
Smith, said causes of Intemperance.
that he was 45 years old and lived in Bid- thejsoclal custom of treating. It Is almost
Impossible in some quarters to entertain
deford.
until the stimulant of the social glass has
AUTUMN VACATION TOURS.
Under the personally conducted tourist
system of the Pennsylvania Railroad

5

our

Atlantic

tyranny
yo,u
,VU tindlthaf
will V
be T,bel?
broken
in Portland
as it was in
Israel, for forty years. Then there will
be liberty from this terrible
monster and
what an influence for good our state
will

listened to with the closest attention and at the conclusion of his
speaking of nearly an hour a ripple of applause
was accorded the pastor.
& “The saloon power may be likened to a

a

ACCUSED OF ASSAULT.

i

one

«

mon was

most every year since, temperance
legislation has been enacted. While I believe
that the result of this revolution has been

coming

the Tremont company to
Peaks.
every evening performance
during
past week every seat has been taken.

aa

will of

Store,

state;

of

popularity

Griffen,

CONGRESS

good

of the

the

and Mr. Lemuel Cushilng have vacate! t of a prominent
merobant
of Philadeltheir oottages at Cushi ng's and have re
phia people attending drank freely.
The
tamed to their homes in Montreal.
minister in writing about it said that he
Air. Prentiss Cleaves, who has been on 3 and the
grave digger were the only two
of the clerks at the Ottawa,
goes back t ) persons at the funeral who were not in
Ann A. rbor, Mich., to resume his studie 3
danger of falling into the grave through
at the University at that
Mr. M
place.
intemperance. Vermont a man who had
J
Linden, who lk>s been the head wait beoome convinced of the evils of lntemear, ret urnea to Brown University when ) perance had a barn
raising and sent out
he is a student. Mr. Joseph Wade, who
word that he did not intend to have
any
has been in charge of the bar, will leave
liquors on the occasion.
Men who had
the first of October for Victor,Col., wher< > been invited to attend said
they would
he expeot3 to locate In business with his
not go unless the liquors were
brought
Mr.
Jame3
a
Portland forth
cousin,
Thus it came about that some citDoyle,
went
West only a few years age izens thought that
boy who
something should be
and who has since become a millionaire
done to stop the evil
The method was
through success in the mining business. to pledge everyone to absolute [ intem'T’he chef, baker and cooks who have beer perance. The result
^was ;tbat the ^conat the Ottawa,return to the Conservatory sumption of ardent
spirits was reduced
of Music in Boston,
For several years one-third in the state of Maine and that
they have been at the Ottawa every sum- a marked change took place in the sentimer.
ment of the pepple. Just about this time
The Peaks Island house and the Coro- a man came from Massachusetts to
Portnado will close about the latter
part ol land and within a very few years was
the month, There have been
few days honored with an election to the
legisladuring the summer when every room Id ture. This was in 1837 and the man was
these two nouses has not been Idled.
James Appleton.
As the chairman of
This has been a remarkably good sea- the committee on
temperance he made a
son
for bowling,”
stated
the veteran report that tho prohibition law be estabJames A. Pine, Saturday night. “The lished. This report made a
profound imsport has become more popular than ever pression but the proposed law did not
this year. Ladies, especially, have taken pass. Put it was passed in 1841 and rea great
fancy to bowling and have had pealed in 1846, many rum riots having ocmany parties. Many of these ladies have curred as well as other troubles which
become experts.”
the people thought were oaused
by the
A number of the members of the Tre- law. In 1848 the present law was enacted
mont Stock company, after the matinee and from that time to the
present there
Saturday,went in bathing in front of the has been a perfect maze of legislation
theatre and enjoyed a pleasant time
in either to assist in the execution of the
|
the water.
law or make] its evasion easier.
In .’84
Manager Goding has not yet decided thelfriends of the law tried to anchor it
when the season at the Gem will
close. into the constitution oi the
and alBusiness nas Deen tine since the

Department of Repairs

in the relation it holds to the

cos<;

Mr.Cushing s valuable desk was a wreck,
The members came to Maine the burglars having almost demolished it
country.
been the subject of very general comment and the first
effort begun in this state was when they broke it open. Entrance had
among the many people at the islands at Bast Machias in the year 1837. it was been effected at the rear of the house
this summer.
and in the hallway was
called a serious undertaking on the
an axe which
part
Air. William Gordon, M. P.,
must hive been left by
who has of moral men who wanted to see if
the
intruders.
they
been spending several weeks at the Ot- could arrest the
evils of intemperance. When Mr. and Mrs. Cushing went away,
ta-wa house, left for
his home
Eriday I might cite many cases to show the the greater part of the silver was removed
night. His family will go this week.
tea ^spoons
disregard which many people at that from the hous6 but a dozen
f_Phfainliios nf Mi* nhurlmUr£»r»Q luff nnH

grand aerial flight from the
dome or rear of the stago alighting in BUY YOUR
GROCERIES
EARLY
j
beautiful groupings in the arms of Miss j
MONDAY'.
Naynon, and making one of the grandest j
Monday Is Labor Day and George O.
and prettiest sights ever produced on the I
Shaw & Co.'s stores will be
closed at
stage pertaining to the feathered king- twelve o clock
noon, so be sure to have
dom. During the exhibition by the birds,
your orders in as early as
possible for
UNDERWOOD SPRING.
fruit, bakery goods and fine groceries.
Underwood will be a popular place on
BUXTON.
ishing with

patrons and. the

Indicate?

»

BYRNE.

splendid opportunities and In plot and
instruction It Is one of the funniest
forces ever staged. The lines are
bright,
dialogue short, sharp and crisp and the
action is of
necessity of the most rapid Indian

description. Mr. MoCullum will have
•he best part in this
play that he has
had this season and ho is sure to
delight
fo patrons with his
comedy work in
display. May Thompson, the talented
an®
popular young Portland actress.
»nown
as
Drum-

I

near a river and
lake, is set the tavern
over-whose door hangs the sign of
the
White Horss.

introduce several new faces who have rethe audience
for
such a detsently joined the company to local amuse- one of
lightful jumble of music, nonsense, magment lovers, and the famous
comedy suco®
“Incog” that Is well known to thea- ic and pantomime is enough to turn a
most sober head.
tre-goers as the vehicle
that carried
Carles Dickson, Louis Mann, Clara LipRIVERTON PARK.
man

stormy days

hardly any fogs have obscured the beautifnl’scenery. These characteristics have

important

JEWEI4BR,

island season

»

pure, costs money, but

has

soap

trom bis

the

-*-
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Favor

Noticeable among
c°mbined cross and

Manager
Undon Stock Co., and a pillow
liowers hearing the words,
"Ring

the

could, would I be working
§
for $5.00 a week?” If
you asked a cheap
yellow
soap to do the work of
Ivory Soap the reply
might well be: “If I could, would I sell for half as
i

literally

Majority

cov-

brother actors of the
cl
win-Melville Co.

drilling a stupid

In

<~ant you

tlle

was once

W6re a

was

recognize

Now begins to think of
getting home
lhe vacation Is almost
over. Now
thOUglit, wllat 8hall I take
back with me as a
souvenir? Right
hexe let us advise you to make
it
Something durrable as well as attractive. So many things In
or silver
gold
not
necessarily expensive—that one
undecided why
*?,*• Ufc> to art)
liot allow
make a few sug*»
gestions.

Geo. H.

from the members of

f

DWIN FORREST

flowers.

auol0^015088
10_r

WHITE LOGIC

is felt for

Wo

of the most

Tourist

of Efforts Made In Maine toI
Enforce the Law.

good-

Bpread sympathy
'X?de
t^ankson. Her

Mr

CINCINNATI

I*

as-

S(

1100 §Y THt PAOC TfeH 4 QAM ULk
cO.

^

(The

History

NOTE.

COP»rt'v»nT

LIQUOR QUESTION.

fre

Tt*c-Tn
thi*
and

THE

Union Sta-

subject

in the

♦

Sil-

f

Portland

♦

Hundreds

your friends.

}
J♦

McKEMEY’S

I

vcr

Novelties,

engraved

Sterling

with

on same.

of pretty articles to take home
to

[ LEADING JEWELRY STORE,
<

<

j

L

♦

Monument Square.
aug6dtf

|
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MISSION to HIGH SCHOOL

Candidates for admission to the Hieh Schools
do not already hold the
regular promotion
aras, will be examined for admission at the
[ lhce of the Superintendent of

T fho
(

'Uilding, September 7th, 1900,
Per order of the

aug23;itd

Schools,

at 9 o’clock

City

a.

School Committee.
O. M. LOiiD, Superintendent

m.

*

MISCELLANEOUS.

A Pure Cocoanut Fat
The Purest, Sweetest, Most Heilthful

Theory About
the Logs.

For General Cooking-.

It does

anything Greasy. A
perfect superseder of butter or
lard for frying and general cooking, One trial will convince you
not make

that “KO-NCT” is far superior
to lard or any compound of animal fat.

“ICO-NUT” is so pure it will not go
Rancid. 3 and 5 lb. cans, at all GroIf your grocer does not keep it.
cers.
send us .your name and address and
name of your grocer and we will send a
32-page Cook Book containing receipts
and description of “KO-NUT.”
McnELLAN <fc BRIGHAM CO
N. E. Agents
49, 50. 51 &. 53 Chatham St., Boston

Perhaps

Mudsills of Ancient Block
House.

of

Meetings

Registra-

tion Board.
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COL. GARDNER COLLAPSED.

Albany, September 1.—(Jol. Asa Bird
Gardiner collapsed In Montreal last night,
the hearing was scheduled to take place
today before Governor Roosevelt in the
matter of charges preferred against him
by the City club of New York city,
Lake
had been at
Gardiner
Col.
Rideau, Can to recuperate.
When the notioe of the
hearing today
reached his office, Assistant District Atsent to Canwas
torney Henry Younger
ada to accompany him to this city. They
left Lake Rideau yesterday morning, and
colwhile on the train Col. Gardiner
lapsed.

was
When the train left Montreal he
taken to the Windsor hotel, and is in bed
at that hotel, under a doctor's oare.
Assistant District Attorney John F.
McIntyre, who came to this city to look
after Col. Gardiner:s interests before the
Governor this morning, received the following telegram from Assistant District

Strengthening

Williams

of Fort

Armament.

very tenConversion'1

delightful selection and

der and sweet.

Another

Cooking Material Mao'e

Irill and that amount was returned to
1 be local committee which furnished all
* he prize money.
was very good, and caused great applause.
The supreme lodge will
oontinue in
Mr. Lucas was here a year ago, and it is t ession until next Wednesday No action
if
<
general importance was taken today.
hoped he will come next year.
-—Mr, John McKay of New Haven has arTRICK
BADEN-POWELL’S
Mrs
rived for a short visit,
McKay
Pretoria, August 30.—Gen.Baden-Pow(Miss Ethel Roberts), has been spending
ill, three or four days ago, attacked Gen.
some time at her girlhood home with
Jrobelaar, near Warm Bathe, and then
her mother, Airs. Arthur Roberts, on j
jrepared to bivouac for the night. As
( oon as it
Brown street.
was
Baden-Powell’s
dark
Miss Lottie Redlon of Buxton
is a vhole force made a detour and at dawn
vas 16 miles in Grobelaar’s rear. Badenguest of her friend, Aliss Sadie Thomas, Powell tapped the Boer telegraph line
at Ligonla, for some days.
1 io
Petersburg and sent an urgent reThe Boer comResidents on Evans street, near the 1 luest for reinforcement.
nandant wired that a train would leave
residence owned by
Air. W. F. Robb, ]
mmedlately, whereupon Baden-Powell
the genial proprietor of the Chase House,
prepared to waylay the train. But the
Boers
are pleasingly
learned of, his presence. Badenentertained on pleasant
Powell then^summoned Grobelaar’s fore
evenings by the large graphophone,
;o surrender.
whioh sends out delightful
selections.
The negotiations were proceeding when
The instrument Is a large one and can ;he British command was last heard from.
be heard distinctly at the Crossing.
WILL GO TO
Miss Alae Ethel Nutter has been spendWashington, September 1.—The War
ing some days at Bowery Beaoh as the
has been informed of the arguest of her sister, Mrs. Louis A. Davis, Department
rival of the transports
Garronne and
who was Miss Nina Francena Nutter.
Paokling, with two squadrons of the first
Aliss Mabel Fickett of Boston is visiting cavalry aboard at Nagasaki, on August
relatives and friends here. Aliss
Alabel 10. Lieut. Col. Le Boe in command reports the health of the troops good. No
is a native of the Cape, and
has hosts casualties occurred
during the voyage.
of friends who are glad to welcome her These transports will proceed to
Manila
In
accordance
the
with
to her girlhood home.
departments’ decision to send no more troops to China.
Miss Ida Swetzer and Mrs. Annie Locke
was a

SOUTH PORTLAND.

“Merioa’s

|

MANILA?

Boston are guests of Air. and
James Kennison on Brown street.
of

In relation to the heavy timber lately
unearthed on East High street, another
theory which seems most probable, and
fact partly substantiated by “ye
is in
that these logs
oldest inhabitant,” is,
are the windowsills of an ancient block
house
built
by the early settlers of
Purpooduo as a defense against the
Indians. The aged resident says when
Falmouth some of
Mowatt bombarded
these timbers were yet above the surface
and the citizens held a meeting to conthe feasibility of rebuilding the
sider
old work from which to give the English

Attorney Younger:
“Telegram received. Found Col. Gardiner had been dangerously ill, but convalescing. He left sick bed this morning at
but mortal battle.
Lake Rideau to start for
Albany,
had to stop
had a relapse on train, and
JLU
ID
YY Oil

JVUUYYU

Vi.xi.tv

uii

mu

Airs.
Airs.

Kennison is Airs. Locke's mother.
Miss Maude Perry was a guest of her
oousin, Miss Mae Skillings, last week,
before leaving for Haverhill, Alass., via
Old Orchard
Mr. and Mrs. Perry and
Miss Perry will shortly return to their
home in Chest Springs, Pa.
Aliss G Evelyn Elliott of the Maine
General Hospital has been a guest recently of her sister, Airs, Fred Arthur Leitoh,
Evans street.
Dr. and Airs, L. S. Lombard are in
Green for a short visit with
Mr. and
Airs. Robert Thomas at Airs. Lombard’s
home.
Mr. Guy Tarbox of Hill street is at
on

ernor

hnt an

informal

dismission

took

place, In which Attorney General Davies,
There seem to be
acting attorney general
Judge Coyne,
McIn- cholera morbus or
and Assistant District Attorney
tyre, participated.
plain thereabouts.

a

great many

severe

cases

of

summer com-

Miss Pourill who was a guest of Miss
Annie Jones for some time has gone to
her home in Boston.
Word has been received of the arrival of

Mr. William Barker
who works in the M. U. repair shop has
Mrs. Harry Taylor, at Oneida,
FORMER DEMOCRAT PRESIDED.
111,,
been laid off several days with an attack where
she will visit her sister,
Mrs.
au1.—The
September
largest
Bangor,
and others have been similarly attacked. Saluda
attended any political
dience that has
Calkins, whom she has not ssen
blaokberrles never were so
Probably
meeting of the campaign thus far here,
forover thirty years.
and
hall
hear
this
in
to
are
as
season,
tonight
City
gathered
they
plentiful
in behalf of the
Republican scores of people from Portland as well as
speeches
cause, by C. D. Jewett of Inaiana and from this
oiiy, toll, perspire and fill their
Hon. J. Hampton Hoge of Virginia. The
meeting was presided over by P. H. Gil- llesh with thorns that rankle, in daily
Arrivals at the Jose house for the week
lin, Esq., a former Democrat, who repu- quest of the luscious fruit.
diated the Chicago platform in 1896, and
The farmers are digging and marketing ending August 31 are C. P. Sawyer,
who now has joined the Republican parThey get 65 cents a Duck Pond; F. E. Woodman, Highland
potatoes.
Mr. Gillin spoke for 20 minutes, their
ty.
devoting his time chiefly to an explana- bushel, but they are small and few in a Bake; Walter Douglass, Boston; James
tion of why he and 300 other in
Bangor hill.
Wallace, Boson; Charles H, Allen, Gorrefused to accept the Chicago platform.
James B.. Hoyt, Bigonia; Mr. G.
Col. Jewett’s speech was well received. It INCREASED ARMAMENT AT FORT ham;
G.
consisted of an account of his experiences
Symonds, Gorham; H, W. Allen.
WILLIAMS.
in the Philippines, where he went on a
Portland; Geo. Harmon, Boston; James
Fort Williams is now a very strong formission of inquiry for the government at
Walter S. Hanscom,
the time of the Spanish war, Mr. Hoge’s tification but its armament will be in- Dooley, Gorham;
Allen S. Hamblen, East Parspeech was one of the most eloquent creased and strengthened by the addition Gorham;
discussed
S. Welch, East Parsonsefforts ever heard here. He
sonsfield; J.
all the leading issues of the campaign of two 12 inch guns, three six inch guns
field; H. D. Ward, Portland; Bufus
and held the closest attention of the au- and two 15 pounders.
Captain Field
Small, Hiram; W. E. Porter, Gorham;
dience throughout. He devoted much of who has d one such efficient work In
the
C. B. Butler, Portland; W. E. Bussell,
his time to a dissection of the Chicago
Preble
at
Fort
mortar batteries
will'supand Kansas
City platforms, and to the
Gorham; Mrs. W. E. Bussell, Gorham;
tariff’, closing with an eloquent defense erlntend the mounting of the “big fel- Mrs. C. M. Stone, Gorham; Frank B
of the course of the administration in the lows,” work on which will begin at an
Whitney, No. Gorham; E. H. Soule,
Philippines.
early date.
Gorham; Miss G. B, Stone, Gorham H.
MANY MILLS CLOSED.
BERT UPTON’S SERIOUS ACCIDENT H. Maxwell, Westbrook; A. K.
Boveitt,

GORHAM.

Fall River, Mass., September
1.—ForAlbert Upton, son of Horace Upton, a
ty-five out of the 48 mills operated by
man about 20 years old, met with
the 27 corporations, signers to the curtail- young
ment agreement which expires Septem- a most painful and serious accident late
ber 17th, will be shut down Labor Day Saturday afternoon, while at work at the
the end of next week, 39 Portland
week. By
He was enCompany’s shops.
mills, operated by 30 out of the 27 corpomodelling a piece of steel on
rations agreeing to the four weeks’ cur- gaged in
tailment plan, will have completed the a lathe when
suddenly a chip flew
full four weeks’ shut down; five of the
struck him in the right eye
up and
seven
three
remaining
corporations
the white coat quite deeply.
weeks and the remaining two, two weeks penetrating
South
Portland and coneach. The output of the mills will be He went to
praotically entirely shut off next week, sulted Dr. Brown who advised that he
the two corporations running, producgo at once to the Eye and Ear Infirmary
Next
ing about 12,000 pieces of cloth.
On arrival
week’s
curtailment
will be the most in Portland for treatment.
6ince
the plan was begun there it was thought best not to perform
complete
and will take 238,000 pieces of goods from au
upexaiiiuu until me miiiiuimauuii suuthe
market, a figure in excess of the sided and it is
regarded just about an
sales
in the print
cloth market during
the past month.
Under the influence of even chance as to whether the eye can be
saved or not. ]
improvement in the market conditions
may be looked for next week.
The committee on laying out new streets
will give a hearing at the corner of Broad
ARREST IN AKRON.
way and Mariner streets Saturday, Sept.
Akron, Ohio, September 1.—The auat 3 p. m.^on the petition for the
thorities of this city have finally begun 15,
one leading
making arrests of persons alleged to have laying out of two streets,
taken part in the riot of last week.
from Pine street or Old Ferry road to the
Twelve men
were taken into custody
line and one leading from Broadduring the night and locked up charged Mussey
way and called Mariner street.
with rioting.
A
Miss Etta Gregory has returned from a
squad of police
guarded the jail
throughout the night and Co. F, O. N. visit with friends in Augusta and AuG,, was held in its armory to suppress burn.
any possible trouble arising as a result
Miss Flagg, one of the teachers in the
of the arrests.
When arraigned In
court today, the public schools, Is at Kent’s
Hill on a
prisoners all pleaded not guilty, except short visit.
wno admitted
one,
having; assaulted
The Samaritan society will begin its
Jailer Washer,
and his hearing was set
for next Thursday.
winter meetings next Wednesday at the
MR. DOLLIVER AT DAMARISCOTTA home of the president, Mrs. George F.
Henley, Preble street.
Damariscotta, September 1.—Victor B.
Mr. Albert Miller of Lewiston has seDolliver of Iowa addressed a large and
entbusiastlo audience at Lincoln hall last cured employment with a wholesale shoe
concern in Portland and is boarding at
evening on the Republican issues of to
day. He was warmly
greeted as he the home of Mrs. R. G. Moon, corner
stepped upon the platform and was fre- of
High and Sawyer streets.
quently applauded during his address.
N. F. Trefethen and family are visiting
Weston M. Hilton presided and seated on
the platform was Hon. Eben Haggett, at Monhegan.
Artell A. Hall, Captain Frank SmithMyrtle assembly, Pythian Sisterhood,
wick, H. W. Metcalf, Hon H. E. Webster
and Captain Thomas J. Woodward. The will resume its meetings for the winter
Bremen band furnished music.
next Wednesday evening. All members
are requested to be present.
CHAMPION WOMAN GOLFER
OF
BOARD OF REGISTRATION.
UNITED STATES.

Southampton, L. I., September 1.—
Miss'!Frances Gri scorn of
the
Merion
Cricket club of Philadelphia,
wou the
Woman golf championship of the United
States today, by defeating Miss Margaret
Curtis of the Essex County club ol' Boston, 6-up and four to play.
MAINE PENSIONS.

Washington,August

pensions have been

people:

81.—The following
to Maine

The South
tration
will

Portland board of regisbe
in session at
the
city offices, Knightville, four days beginning September 4th, for the purpose
of qualifying voters. Hours from 9 a. m.
to 1 p. m. 3 to 6 p, m, and from 7 9 .p. m.
each day excepting the last day the closing hour of which will be 5 p. m.

granted

IRCREA.SB.

Seth B. Taylor, Winslow, $8; James H
Knight, Richmond, $10; Hollis T

Burnham, $14;
Washington
Bornheimer, North Waldoboro, $24.
Gowin,

Working Night

and Day.

The busiest and mlghtest little thing
that ever was made is Dr. King's New
Life Pills. These pills change weakness
into strength, listlessness into energy,
brain-fag into mental power. They’re
wonderful in building up the health.
Sold by H. P. S.
Only 25c per box
Goold, 577 Congress street.

BOERS DISHEARTENED.

|

Ylackfontein, August 31.—Reports

re-

ceived here shows that the Boers are disbefore his
heartened. General Botha
[light, replied to the burghers reminding
make a last
them of their promise to
stand at Machadodorp butt they would not
of
out
tight again,
running away
shame.
SENATOR FRYE AT MACHIAS.

Maohlas, September 1.—Senator William
P Frye addressed a large meeting of the
citizens of Machlas at the Phenlx
opera
house this evening on the issues of the
received
His
present oampalgn.
speech
generous applause.

WIT AND

WISDOM.

uwx

at Montreal for treatment. He is opLong island, where he is at work for the
were conrest, of f,h« spa.snn.
posed to any adjournment, as case was fortifications of this country
closed and practically dead, and his coun- structed of wood. It is also well known
Mrs. Hugh F, Flynn,
Mr. lngomar,
He
Known.
sel is abroad, as is well
has
hill
that the Meeting house
gravel-pit
Master Edward and Miss Alice will rematter for
wishes Governor to take up
supplied material to cover many ancient turn today after a pleasant visit with
immediate determination.”
Gov- historical relics in South Portland.
There was no hearing before the
relatives in Boston.
over

PLEASANTDALE.
The Ladles’ Aid Society connected with
the First M. E. church will hold a lawn
party at the parsonage on Evans street,

Important to Mothers.
Examine carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
a safe and sure remedy for infants and children,
and see that it
Bears the
Signature of
Tn

Ese For Over 30 Years.
The Kind You Have Always Bought.

when the soloist had concluded.

“Oh, yes, indeed!”
"It’s very remarkable.”
“His voice?”
“Yes.
If he has studied, music, I
can’t understand why he should persist

iu

trying to sing.”—Washington

Star.

The best remedy is Pond's Exold and obstinate cases, use Pond’s
Extract Catarrh Cure, 75 cts., and Xasal
Syringe, 25 cts.
Catarrh.

tract.

For

PE.UALB HEI.P

WASTED.

L.
Files, Mrs.
most respected woman
and will be missed by the community
She leaves one daughter and £one son.
The funeral took place Sunday at Sebago.
Master Ernest
Main street,
Morrill,
celebrated hl6 ninth anniversary by givlittle
ing a party to a number of his
friends.
Games occupied the afternoon
and before the little folks departed
to
their homes, refreshments
were served

Douglass

was

Lewis

a

and fruit
consisting of ice cream, cake
and nuts
It was an enjoyable occasion.
Rev. Mr. Millett will oooupy the Congregational pulpit this Sunday morning.
Miss Gertrude Stone of
the Normal
school and mother have returned to Gorham, after a five weeks’
sojourn at
Kent’s Hill,
Mrs. L. J. Lemond has returned from
West Buxton and is now at their home
on Main street.
Mr, Warren Hall and family, who have
been passing the summer in Gorham, returned to their home Saturday. The family will be very much missed in Gorham.
Mrs. Irene Douglass, widow of the late

\\r ANTED—At

100 North St., experienced
3:-l
girls to wrap up chewing gum.

girl fer general house
\\ANTED-Capable
*T
work. Good cook preferred
Apply 40
HIGHLAND ST., Peering DistrlcL
3i-l

Congress

few

waitresses

experienced
WANTED—A
at the SEA SHORE HOUSE, Old Orchard

IT IS OYER.

at No. 2 Ocean
\\0 LET—A house and stable
Street, Deerlng. Will let separate or to6 ether. Address J. H. READ, 2 Ocean street.

mangle girls.
Appiy at GLOBE STEAM
LAUNDRY. 20 to 36 Temple street.
jyl4-tf
WANTED- SITUATIONS.

WANTKD-By a reliable, experienced lady as matron, housekeeper,
care of invalid or some place of trust, where
honest, conscientious efforts would be appreciated, references given and required.
Address

SITUATION

ior one

weea, uua 215, uia urcnara, i\ie,

1-1

IT ANTED—Situation as private
»’ used to care of Dories and

references furnished.
Office.

coachman:
furnaces; best of
Address G. A., Press
1-1

/V.OOD—temperate unmarried

man would like
M a steady job as coach
driver; understands
horses tine, and is kind to them. Adress J. W.
SPRINGER, 363 Foro st„ Portland Me. 31-1

WANTED By a young man
SITUATION
with some experience as book-keeper or
assistant. References. Address, E. C. JACKSON, Chebeague, Maine.
28 1
MT AN TED—Work by the day or hour by a
Call or address 223
competent person.
CONGRESS ST,27-1
IkrtUG

CLERK wants position (native ol
Maine), 3 years’ experience, also college
man, (reliable, will work for $9 for 3 months’
trial or make satisfactory contract. Address
D. MARSDEN, Malden P. Office, Mass
21-2
& Wilson,
auctioneers, removed to 164 to 160 Middle St., corner of
Sliver St.
dtf

NOTICE—Goss

LET—Lower
n HO
L

^

tenement

street; Grooms,
[AN

No. 156 Clark
No. 8CU8H-

at

Inquire

at

ST.3-l_

ri PO LET—Upper tenement. 7 rooms, bath
JL
and shed. Sunny exposure. 18 wilmpi
s treet, Inquire at lower BELL.
3-1

ITANTED—A situation

as custom pressman,
years of experience, best of reference.
Address PRESSMAN, 279 Water street. Aurusta, Me.
28-1

HELP

WANTED.

IT ANTED—Specialty salesman to place de* *
partn outs of perfumes and toilet articles
n all classes of stores.
Very Attractive adverting features. High casli commissions and
iberal
contract
to the right
man.
The
SLYSIaN Meg. CO., Detroit, Mich.
1-1

31-1

RENT—On Danforth, near High St.,
lower tenement, In excellent repair, $15
] ier month; also small tenement in same house,
>6 per month: detached house In rear, $10 per
i nonth. BENJAMIN SHAW & CO., 51 1-2 Ex< diango street.
31-1
CtOR

LET—House 404 Cumberland street, eight
Also new
bath, new furnace.
Woodford street, eight rooms, bath,
aundry, hot water heater, open plumbing, open
] ire place, line pantry, piazza, very choice.
1EO. F. JUNKINS, 270 Middle street, near
Monument square.
30-1
I

rO rooms,
lonse on

1

LET—Furnished house 71
rO rooms,
bath, furnace and

State street, 10
laundry, utcely
famished, with or without piano. Also to be
et Oct. 1, nice lower rent 29 State street. 7
•oonis. bath and furnace. GEO. F. JUNKINS,
!70 Middle street, near Monument square. 30-1

LET—Very choice upper rent 87 Gray
rO street,
7 rooms, bath, steam, laundry In

ine order. Also
itreet, 7 rooms,

choice lower rent 40 Ellsworth
bath, furnace and laundry.
JEO. F. JUNKINS, 270 Middle street, near
Monument squarp,10-1

house
Brackett street,
TO LET—Pleasant
Br&rnhall. ll rooms, bath and furon

near

excellent order, very sunny and convenient. Also lower rent 55 Myrtle street, 7
rooms. GEO. F. JUNKINS, 270 Middle street,
near Monumen t
30-1
square._
nace, In

TlO LET—New house 55 Kaekleft street, cor.
A
Stevens avenue, 8 rooms and bath, sunny,
convenient, and will be let very low. Also
pleasant upper rent 180 Grant street, 7 rooms,
812.
GEO. F. JUNKINS, 270 Middle street,
near Monument square,
30-1
TO LET—Lower rent 19 Boyd street, 6 rooms,
$10; lower rent 57 Smith street, 6 rooms,
$il; lower rent 205 Oxford street, 5 rooms, $11;
upper rent rear 76 Wilmot street. 5 rooms, $8.
GEO. F. JUNKINS, 270 Middle street, near
Monument square.
30-1
O LET—Furnished rooms with or without
board, 200 feet from corner of Park and
Congress streets, pleasant open situation, with
shade trees and grass. MRS. SKILLINGS, 6
Congress Park.
30-1
IT
1

fTO LET—Upper and lower
A
eacn, newly papered and
mot street.

Price very low
Mr. USHER, care

Address

Portland, Maine.

rent, five rooms
painted, 87 Wilto right parties.
Hines Brothers,
29-1

LET—Upper

and lower rent, very convenient and pleasant for small families;
bath room for each rent. Apply at 17 Pleasant
Ave., Woodfords.
29-1

LET—Lower rent of 8 rooms. 63 Parris
street, hot water, bath room, separate cellar, good yard, sunny exposure; a nicely finished house, $16.
to
EDWARD
Apply
mo
A

HASTY,

62

High

street.

29-1

LET—Three nicely furnished
TO very
pleasant, up
fliuht,

front rooms,
steam heat,
without meals.

one

With
gas and use of bath.
124 PLEASANT STREET,
Park.

or

between High and
3-1

LET—The fine modern residence 89 North
rpo
1
street, 11 rooms, bath and laundry, steam
heat, excellent location, every convenience.
Low rent to right party.
H. II. SHAW. 92
North street,28-1
LET—A first-class
T’O corner
Gilman. Plate

corner store. Congress
glass, steel ceiling,
good location for drug or grocery store or shoo
store: almost new. P. ice $25.
L. M. LEIGHTON, 63 Exchange street
28-tf

FOR

28-1

LET—A stable at 124 Pleasant street conTV) taining
three stalls and plenty of carriage

room.

Enquire

at 4

UNION WHARF.

2F1

RENT—Lower rent of 7 rooms and bath,
hot and cold water, steam heat, excellent,
location. Inquire morning or evening. NO. 120
EMERY ST.
aug7-tf
rib) LET-^flpu'ge, furnished front room with
1
alcove, steam heat. gas. bath room urtvileges. Inquire torenoons at 19 ELLSWORTH

FOR

STREET._i-tf
rrO LET—House No. 10 Gray street, 10 rooms
1
and bath,
newly papered and painted
throughout; also house No. 3 Dana Block.
Pearl street. Enquire of C. H. RANDALL, 210
Commercial St., or 112 Stab- St.
auglcitf
LET—First class rent
TtO 223
High St. Price $25.

of

eight rooms at
of GEO.
C. HOPKINS. 88 1-2 Exchange St.
jeldtf

Inquire

IHISCELLAN EOTJS.
to LOAN—On first
and
second
■ mortgages on real estate; also on stocks
and bonds or any other pood collateral securities. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2

Exchange

on

policies, or any good collateral security. Notes
discounted at low rates.
W. P. CARR, Room
4, £86 Middle St.
sep3-4
GOOD WATCH needs careful attention and
best of workmanship wtien it is cleaned or
lmsKmaot work is my specialty;
repaired.
my 20 years experience with W. F. Todd is the
best guarantee of good work.
My prices are
reasonable.
GEO. W. BaRBOUK, 388 Congress street, opposite City Hail.
1 tf

A

_

—

1-1

&

CO.,

Exchange

93

v

T

eelve
sate

INGALLS BROS., Agents.

auglO-4

WILL BUY household good3 or store
fixtures of any
description, or wLl rethe same at- our
auction
rooms
fox

commission.
GOSS
& WII.SON
Auctioneers, 154 Middle street, corner Silver
itreeC
feba-tf
on

1DIECIIANICAL Massage, rooms at 778 Con
LTA gress street.
It cures neuraigia, rheu
natism and nervous diseases of ail kinds.

aug29-4
E handle real estate on
commission; also
”
buy and sell, have some now in the besl
mrt or Deerlng and Portland.; people
looking
or an investment will do well to see us. DEERfNG REAL ESTATE CO., Woodfords.
31-1

Vtf

THJOSE deslrlous of obtaining competent help
*
tor hotels, restaurants,
boarding houses
md private families can Hud the fame
by callat
399V*
ng
Congress
street.
MRS.
PALMER’S OFFICE,_
80-l
_

[DISSOLUTION—By
of
Iton

mutual agreement, the
Sisson & Osborne. Is this
consisting
dissolved. The business will still he con! lay
inued by Henry 8. Osborne, under the name
1 md *ty'o of the
Maine Trading Stamp Co
iIENTT* S. OSBORNE.
Portland,
Aug.
15. 1900.

New three fiat house, all
modern
FORsepSALE—
irate heaters, extra large lot. Will

street.
31-1

10 per cent net; price $0000.
G.
DEK & CO., 93 Exchange street.

SALE—We have some extra nice trados
in houses, all rented, paving lo to 12 Per
LEERING REAL
Cent, if taken at once.
ESTATE CO., WOOLFORD8.
31-1
SALE—Nice family jliorse, kind and
pretty, 9 year old, good roader, dark bay;
will sell cheap as we have no use for him.
LEERING REAL ESTATE CO., Woodfords.

FOR

314

1jW)R

oak folding bed
FORlentSALE—Large
condition, has been used less

in

____31—1

excel

than

a

Enquire, between 10 and 2, of MRS
LEAVITT, 601 Congress St., cor. High. 30-1

year.

L' OR SALE—We offer for sale 20 of the finest
A
lots in Leering, Pleasant and Concord st.
at 25 cts. a foot will be worth 40 cts.very soon.

LEERING

n&v

F. Al.EXan

SALE—Genuine bargain In three family
house, good sized lot and stable. Will pav
investor 10 per cent net, all new. built three
years, bath rooms, set tubs, open plumbing etc
G. F. ALEXANDER & CO 93 Exchange. 314

FOR

A thoroughbred St. Bernard
8ALE
dog. 4 weeks old. Call at 19 MIDDLE
STREET.
gpq

FOR

REAL ESTATE CO1 Woodiords.
31 1

—

City._

ana fixtures of
meat marSALE—In the western part of city, a two
FORketSALE—StocK
and retail grocery,
fi'ORfamily
of the best situ
house, 7 and 8 rooms, good lot.
a

one

at ons in Portland, an unusual opportunity to
secure a desirable place for business. BENJ.
SHAW & CO., 511-2 Exchange St.
31-1

For

SALE—Islands
FORproperties
at the

Foreside, land

on

FOR SALE—I have five good
E> wheels the
prices of which have beenduring the season respectively, $23, $25, $31. *35
I will deduct from these prices from $5 to $10
each for quick sales G. L. BAILEY, 203 Middie street.
304
FOR SALE—First class detached reslitenc*
a
9 rooms and bath, with all modem conveniences ; steam heat, 5003 feel land and fruit,
superior location west of State street, handy
to Longfellow
Will sell at a great
square.
bargain. W. II. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle

Casco Bay, shore
Cape and Falmouth

in

Chebeaguo

Bailey’s

aud

is-

lands; all these suitable to cut into cottage
lots; the right party can make fortune; prices
low.
G. F. ALEXANDER & CO., 93 Exchange street
311

FOR

city,

near Congress street, $3500;
it’s no
to our regular customers that we sell the
bargains in real estate in Portland. G. F.
ALEXANDER & CO., 93 Exchange street. 31-1
SALE—At Deering Centre, two story
house, liip roof, eight rooms all finished,
cemented cellar, built five years, lot 60x100:
house In fine condition and a bargain, S23 0.
G. F. ALEXANDER & CO., 03 Exchange

acres of
situated for

OVEN FOR SALR-One No. 3
BAKER’S
Middle by baker’s oven and cooking imOne baker’s wagon and one depiements.
Call onoradlivery pung w;th b iker’s topdress t\ A. SMITH. Waterville, Me.
Trustee
of the estate of J. W. Lemont, bankrupt.

31-1

___au7-8w

SALE—At a bargain, on Forest avenue,
near Coyle Paik. house containing 8 rooms
aud bath, steam heat, house all finished in natural wood. cemented cellar, perfect drainage,
fir-1 class in every way.
G. F. ALEXAN DER
& CO., 93 Exchange street.
31-1

FOR

Stationery

and 30

ST._2u-2

FOR

a

barn

land at Frye burg, Me., finely
all year residence; good fishing or
gunning; very pleasant; old iolks gone; owner
says sell; price only §1500; call between 8and
10 o’clock forenoons. DALTON, 53 Exchange

best

SALE—Periodical and
Ij'Oli
centrally located, doing

SALE—House,

summer or

news

street.

29-1

street._

SALE—Brick house, 10 rooms and
FORbath,
furnace heat. located in western part
of

particulars address D., 1‘ress omce. 30-1

ijICYCLKS

T50R SALE—We are offerinir nr a rniiiw
price the valuable building lots, westerly
side Grove street, elevated land, excellent
situation, on line ot electrics and near Deering
Park. BENJAMIN SHAW & CO., 611-2 Exchange street.
31-1

SALE-- Elegant musical goods, pianos,
FORmusic
boxes, “violins, mandolins, guitars,

banjos, cornets, harmonicas, popular sheet
music, instruction books, superior violin and
banjo strings; please call at HAWES’S, 414

Congress

Store

street.

au7-4

SALE—Fa:m of 35 acres; large two,
story house, situated on the Bridgion road,
8 mile-* out, near Duck Pond; large elm trees
around the house; hits been ruu as a summer
Pleasant location for sumboarding house.
m r guests.
Inquire of C. B. PRIDE, Duck
Pond.
ai'«7-4

FOIi

good business.

This is one of the oldest established business
in the city and is an excellent opening for the
FREDright party. Good reason for selling.
ERICK S. VAILL, Real Estate, First NatT
Bank Bld’g.
30-1

SALE OR EXCHANGE—Near PortSALE —The only available lot of land
land, cosy old fashioned country homeon
stead, with four acres of land. barn, large shade tween the Western Promenade, located bethe
residences of Messers. Cartland and
trees, excellent spaing, water in house. 3) fruit
Conley. Also* first-class furnished cottage,
trees, etc., near depot. Offer wan let.
FRED- stable
and land at
Willard Beach.
Apply
ERICKS. VAILL. Real Estate. First NatT
to THUE BliOS No. 394 Fore street.
31-tt
Bank Bld’g., Portland.
30-1
estate for sale at south
SALE—A good paying fish business,
PORTLAND—There never was a time
about 300 customers.
Address FISH
when such trades could be bought In South
28-1
ROUTE, Box 1557.
Portland real estate as at present.
Will sell
SALE—Cumberland street. First class houses with good lots in good neighborhoods
with
mosn
modern
Improvements
at
10
far
rooms
aprices
and bath, hot and odd
V
house,
The best below anything ever offered before. House.liigh
water, hot water heat, good yard.
street
Shawm
ut
bouse.
81200;
§1000
in
Portland.
Must bo sold.
street,
bargain
W. 11
house, Front street. $1000: house, Parker Lane
WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle
street._28-1
$:>oO; lot of land, Broadway, $100; 1o* at Cash’s
UOR SALE— A 2Va story bouse of 13 rooms, Corner. 100x490 ft., 8150.
I also have some of
two tenement, situated in East Deering on the most desirable building lots at south Portlino of Yarmouth electrics, large vard and good
land. the prices ranging from $100 to §200. all la
orchard. Apply on premises, 33 VERANDA best part of village where property is linurov28-1
STREET, or 158 Cumberland street.
lng in value each year.
Any person wishing to
b iy a building lot cau pay one dollar per week
SALE—Light, stylish ccune rockaway. If uesired.
This is a rare opportunity for on»
made by Zenas Thompson & Pro.
But
w ishlng to secure a
lot that will ii cre-ise to
little used, lias rubber tires, toilet case and value each year. The undersigned will, if despeaking tube, Will be sold at a bargain as 1 sired. give the names of parties who have withthe owner has no further use for it. Can be In the lust dozen years made from one to two
seen at the WHITMAN SAWYER STABLE
hundred dollars in one year on lots that cost hat
little above one hundred dollars.
28-1
The puhlio
CO., C97 Congress street.
must remember that in buying lots at South
SALE—Elegant seashore site for sum Portland it is not like going
of town where
out
mer cottages,
■
containing 16 acres, ha' some speculator has bought up a farm and
water front of 769 feet extensive ocean views
divided the same into building lots at a point
ou electric car line 5 miles from Monumeni
removed from stores, post office, church, neighSquare, bui ding lots are already engaged but bors, sidewalk, sewers and
many other privimust all be sold to one party first
W. II,
leges that arc enjoyed by a resident at 8ou;li
WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street aug24tf
For plans, etc., call on F- H. HARPortland.
marl4-tf
FORD, 81 Vi Exchange street.

IjVOR

IjtOR

FOR

Real

IjtOR

FOR

IjsOR

SUMMER BOARD.

Forty
one

with li

words lasrrtcd auilrr this Iit

week for 25

SALE—House
FORtwo
of laud

Also

cents, cash In advance

TJOaRDEUS can be accommodated at Higl 1
Road Farm through September and Oc
tober at reduced rates.
MRS. ROSCOE G
3-2
SMITH, Cornish, Maine.
**

■

■

AIJANTED—At Elm Cottage, W’est. Poland
»»
Me., good board at reasonable rates. Yoi
wm mane no mi rase to investigate tne place
and the prices will be right. Apply to MRS. H
E. ALLEN, West Poland, Me.
25-2

CLIFF COTTAGE
Oil

Cape Electric Etue.

W LL BE KEPT 0?EN TO SEPT- 15

Prout’s

Neck, Me.

NOW

OPEN.

For terms anil circulars apply to
IUA C. FOSS, Prop.,
Front’s JVcck, Me.
Jel4d3m
WANTED —MALE

HELP.

—Government Positions.
Don
prepare for the post office! or any othe

WANTED
civil

service examination without
Sent free,

catalogue of Information.

seeing
t

ou

OLUM

lUANCORRLSPONDENCEOOLLEGE, Was!
26-2
iugton, D. C.
man to manage branch; silar
IpNERGETIO
J

$126 month; extra commissions.
Olde;
tabli'hed Imu-m.
Must be well recommende
and furnish $800 cash.
MANAGER, Drawe
28, New Haven, Conn.
20-3
LOST AND FOUND.

Forty words Inserted under this hea
on* week for 25 cents, cash In advance
T OST—A mackintosh cape, garnet and blac
Ai velvet
trimming, on Hearing, State or Por
land streets Saturday evening.
Suitable r<
ward it returned to 103 HIGH STREET. 3-1

Peaks Island, black pocket bool
LOST—At
silver mounted, with monogram J, W. S

pocket book valuable

to POLICE STATION
and receive reward.

to

owner

or

Hotel

only. Rotur
CORaNAD
31-1

27. Two
FOUND—Aug.
and white one, aud

cows.
re
one
one jersey witn
crun
have the same iiv pro

pled horn. Owner can
ing property and paying charges, calling
J.f8. McGOWEN, Duck Pond.
80-1
^

MAINSPRINGS, 75c.

The best American
Mainsprings, made b
tlie Elgin and Waltham
Warrant*
for one year.
McKIiNNEY, the Jewele

companies.'

j Monument Square.

Jly20dtf

rooms and about

filled with fruit trees.
acres
house lots adjoining, In East Deertng. at a
108 Exchange
W.
GEO.
ADAMS,
bargain by
St.
Executor of the estate of the late llenjaman

nr

MCHECKLEY

cause that robs men
of freshness and beauty, producing
premature
Df old age.
Half a day of new life in every

FOR

FOR

__31-1
THE WONDERFUL NEW DRINK, GLORIA
the
often unsuspected
of manly vigor and women

SALE—House containing 12r'omsaiid
for two families, located central p.,rt of
city, three minutes from City Hall, now rented
to select tenants and paying 10 per cent on
price asked. G. F. A LKXAN DER & CO. Ileal
Estate, 93 Exchange street.
'314

SALE—New modern house, eight rooms,
bath, ail modern conveniences, location
central, three minutes walk from Congress
stroet; nothing cheap about It only the price.
For bargains in real estate Jin Portlaud or in
the Leering district call at our office.
G. F.

/r DROPS—The great remedy for Neuralgia
and Rheumatism in its many forms; also
Catarrh and Asthma; sure, pleasant and
economical; ;0) doses for fl.oo, seirt for circular. N. P. GOULD, Agent, Port-laud, Maine.

Is

Willard, two and half storv
rooms finished in natural
wood
small stable, in fine repair, ona halt acre
land’
Will be sold at a great bargain. G. F at.fy'
ANDER & CO., 93 Exchange street.
314

FOR

Accommodates 100.
Regular hotel service. Prices moderate.
Address DALTON & CO. Willard, Me.
augi5eodtf

Iudigestion

_31-1
SALE—At
IJ'ORhouse,
12

SALE—11-2 story house, containing 8
rooms, fitted for one family, good sized
lot; price $1200. situated No. 6 Laurel street.
Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange

ORTGAGB8 N EGOTI ATKD-Furcbasers
of real est he who desire a loan to complete their purchase or owners having mortgages maturing or past due, can obtain libera]
loans at a low rate of Interest by applying to
FREDERICK 8. VA1LL, Real Estate. First
Natloual Bank Builulng.
aug31d4vv

—

FOR

business, reason for selling owner is going to
leave the State. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO.,
42 1-2 Exchange St.
1-1

\f
lTI

for

for sale
call and
We have a large list of out of town
buyors. What you have may just suit them
Give us your business, if we do not make sale'
no expense to you.
G, F. ALEXANDER &
CO., 93 Exchange street._
3^4
SALE—Central
location, two family
house, 13 rooms, bathrooms, water closets
steam beat, cemented cellar, brick stable 4oon
ft. laud, assessed for $5100; will sell or 'suwon
G. F. ALEXANDER & CO., 93
Excliange'st.

on

ALEXANDER

arnTseU

We buy

having property
FOR SALE—Tlioso
find it to tlietr advantage to

a

street._

Estate.

will
see us.

SALE—A periodical store, situated
FORExchange
St., and doing
good paying

street._septld4w

to LOAN—On
first and second
MONEY
real esrat*. life insurance
mortgages

FOR SALE—Real

real estate or handle on commission
and
take entire charge of properties for
non-resi
dents, collecting rents, etc.
Our facilities for
prompt attention to your wants uusu passod
G. F. ALkxan’
Correspondence solicited.
DER & CO., 93 Exchange street.
3P!

TjiARMS

MONEY

I

__

vac-.nt lots “dirt” cheap. Farm lands we can
sell lower than they have sold In tne
last
We have a uumDer of desirable
years.
farms
for sale in Cumberland County. G. F. ai fy
ANDER & CO„ 93 Exchange street.
3i-i

house,

lodging

and

TO LET—Lower tenement, No. 52 Danforth
l
St., four rooms. For key or particulars
£ pply to J. H. BLAKE, Widgery’s wharf.
f

Me.!
Detroit, September 1,—The tenth bienWednesday evening next. Ice cream
TRAVELING SALESMAN of ability for high
will be for sale, the proceeds to go to nial encampment, Knights of
Pythias,
»
grade line, appropriate to nearly every deUniformed Rank, formally ended late
rarfment of trade. References. Bond and enthe improvement fund.
BROWH-POR SALE AND TO bET.
this afternoon alter the presentation of
ire time required. Commissions $18 to $36 on
Mr. W. W. Lucas, who gave some very the cash prizes awarded winners of the
jacli sale. P. O. BOX Three, Detroit, Mich.
1 TO LET—In a most beautiful loeatlon~on
excellent readings at the “Church on competitive drills
the camp
Tonight
Prospect Hill, overlooking the city, eight
_1-1
the Hill” on Brown street, Wednesday was fast being dismantled. Major GenWANTED—A yomig man 17 or 18 years of j oom tenement; hot and cold water hath,and all
nodern eonvenlences.
11
eral Carnahan presented
which
Apply to 1,.' M. LEIGHprizes
age. High school graduate preferred. Ap- I
night, is a very entertaining gentleman were in the form of drafts endorsed to 1 >'y iu person. FRANK B. CLARK, B.xter TON or GEO. W. BROWN, 53 Exchange tit.
Bock.
and his selections were greatly enjoyed. the lucky captains, The winning
28T
jly3Q-tf
__
comFor the benefit of the little folks, he gave panies were assembled for the csremony
just completed, beau)>°»S6
AN
i
ED
A11
IT
and
tiful
in close formation near the Major Gener
expert stenographer
location In Coyle Park, overlooking
“The Bald-headed Man.” “The Little al's
typewriter of considerable experience I no hay; to rooms with bath-,
an t nil modern
headquarters There were no oom- , md quick at figures. Address A, B.,
Aaburn, ( nnveiiiences
Blaok Baby with the Sparkling Eyes,” petitore for the $500 prize for battalion
Apply to L. >j. LEIGHTON or
5 de.
< JEO. W.
26-i
BROWN, 53 Exchange Ht.
jly30-tf
on

T^OK
A

SALE—Boarding

FOR SALE—Wo now have 75 farms
A
listed on our books at prices
ranging
from one thousand to eight thousand dollars,
many of which are ordered sold at reduced
prices; now is the time to examine them. W.
11. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle St.
1-1

_1-1

DO LET—Two rooms in private family, cen«trally located, references required. Ad1-1
l_ ress M., this office.

YVTU

ords._31-1

in City Property thatFORwillSALE—Bargains
pay 12 per cent on the investment ami

TIORSE FOR SALE—One good and sound
working horse, weighs 1300j perfectly
kind; will sell cheap; reason for selling, no
work for him.
Apply at 10-12-14 Centre street.
S. H. PIKE & CO.3-1

r

drink.

''
among them is some extra trades for
lomes and investments;-don’t 1 all to see us if
iiou want to sell, buy, lure or lot any real es:ate. DKEKING REAL ESTATE CO., Wood-

FOR SALES.

containing 15 rooms, bath and steam heat.
The very best location in the central section of
city. Receive from room rental alone, (5 rooms
being relained for owners use) $80 in summer,
Best of reasons for selling.
$90 in winter.
FRANK B. SHEPHERD & GO., Real Estate
Office, 45 Exchange street.l-l

room, large and
[1 OLET—Nicely
airy, in good quiet location, near first-class
15
house.
GRAY
ST., between Park
carding
a nd State.
furn'slied

r

WANTED.
WANTED-Two rooms, heated by steam, in
*1
private house, in central part of city. Adfress INQUIRER, 384
Cumberland street.
Portland, Me.
1-1
like a home: he has no mother
|)oy would he
is a good boy. Address S. M. S.,
living;
Post Oflice, Portland Me.
3i-i
W ANTED—Wo want to sell 13 houses and

SALE.

Forty words inserted under tills Read
one iveelt for 25
cents, cash in advance.

3-2

*l.tf
TIT-ANTED—Fancy Ironers, starehers and

,,

Seth Douglass, a very worthy and much
respected woman, died at her late home
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis H. Files’s, Friday,
August 31, after a long illness.
Mrs.
Douglass leaves a daughtor, Mrs. Lewis
H.'Flles who kindly cared for her during
her late illness.
The funeral will take
place Sunday at Sebago.

ri
JL

RENT—Furnished cottage at Little Nebago Lake, containing 7 rooms: broad piazzas,etc exceptionally desirable location; rental
preference given to one who understands short- $1.00 per day or $3) for balance of season. For
hand.
A. B., Press
Oftice.
Address giving further information apply to FREDERICK S.
reference.
1-1
VAILL, Real Estate, First Nat’lBank Bld’g.
WANTED—A young lady who thoroughly
»•
understands double-entry Dook-keeping;

Miss

daughter, Mrs.

FOR

1

TO
Hard to Understand.
“Did you say he has studied music?”
uaid the gentleman with the long hair

Portland; Gao. Huntar, Portland; Wm.
WANTED—At once.
Young man at soda
J, Couthell, Gorham.
”»
fountain; one kitchen woman; one dishMaster Ernest Morrill, Main street, was' er. ana two table girls, at good wages.
30-1
celebrated his ninth anniversary by giv- Apply to p. B. SMITH, Itiverton Park.
girls wanted at Morion’s Cafe. Ining a party to a number of his little
TABLE
quire of MR. WHITTAKER after li a. m.
friends. Games occupied the afternoon
29-1
and before the little folks
ice
separated
TirANTFP—
A
one
who
is
young
lady
clerk,
cream, cake and nuts were served. It
"»
willing to work. A chance for advancewas a pleasant occasion for the little ment. Eefeiences required.
Apply between 1
and 3 o’clock at R. H. DOWNING’S Lining
people.
27-1
Store, 553
St., Cor. Oak.

Gertrude Stone of the Gorham
Normal school and mother have returned
to Gorham, after having
spent a few
1 weeks at Kent’s Hill.
Mrs.
B. J. Bmnond who has been
passing the summer in West Buxton
has returned to her home on Maine street.
Mr. Warren Hall and family who have
been spending the summer in Gorham
have returned to their home in Portland.
The family will be very much missed by
their Gorham friends.
Mrs. Irene Douglass, widow of the late
Seth Douglass died after a long illness
Friday, August 31, at the home of her

TO LET.

t

Adams.

SAtdS—A
ijOR
Jr

_8 a

fine cash business in live manufaevuring town, all fresh goods and the
kind that don’t go out of stylo, no competition.
This is a line opportunity for one
men. Price twenty-five hundred
M. STAPLES, Brldgton.

or

Me._

A

two Uva

dollars.

W,

_8M_

LSO Two other nice residences in Fcssen-

#n»?,wJ!V1(yine, bonelass
SSe4 c°

Geogs

ood 73,4 for

me

stePh<*n
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HcBoston.
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Newport News
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dtations of Staple Products in the

13 lot

Leading Markets.
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Money
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Hamburg

Charter.,

^following are recent charter*.
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.l°rf- Liverpool...
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Sept
«o’am»ton..S<mt
me.£ew York..
v°? Havre.Sent
Hamburg ..Sept
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ON FITCHBURG

Boston,

LEASE.

of the act
burg to the Boston & Maine railroad provides that any holder of
preferred stock
who is dissatisfied with the
terms of the
lease may have a valuation
put upon his
holdings by either a commission ora jury
in the same manner as other
civil cases
are tried before the court
having jurisdiction and oblige the
Boston & Maine
corporation to purchase his shares at that
price. It is understood that
a number
of
Fitchburg stockholders have already
obtained an expert analysis of th 3 condition of the road,with a view to
ascertaining whether any advantage is to be obtained under this section, and that
they
have been so impressed at this
report that
thay are working to interest other holders, On their success in this line
depends
the likelihood of any action.
They will
probably encounter a good deal of scepticism, however, as to whether the advanages are real or merely apparent.
The ninety days set by the bill as
the
limit after which appeals cannot be made
expire October 1, and until that
date
there will be considerable
Interest to
know just what proportion of tha
stockholders wiirtake advantage of the
section, which was inserted.it is understoo d
at the Instance of Governor Crane.
WAR TROPHY STOLEN.

Attleboro,

Mass .September 1.—A brass
cannon
which saw service in the Civil
War and was afterwards presented
by an
aot of Congress to the William
A,Thresher post, G. A.
K,, has disappeared from
its position near
the KolriinT-s’
ment
at Woodlawn cemetery. It Is believed that It was stolen by junk thieves
The
gun weighed 800
anc

Jlhe

pounds,

veterans, who prize it highly,
ly exercised over the theft.

are

RAILROADS-

T~

September 1.—Section three
ratifying the lease of the Fitch-

In Effect June 25,

Oldtown, September 1.—A disastrous
Are occurred in Bradley
Friday evening.
The Oldtown fire companies were called

The 365 island route.

WJfiSTKllJV DI\k*sION.
leave Uniou Station tor Scurhorc
7.10. 9.05, 10.00 a. in., 12.00 noon
1.15, 3.56, 5.25, 5.45, 0.60 p. in.; Scarboro
Ueacb. Pine Point, 7.00,
7.10, 8.20, D.u5, 10.0C
2.00 noon. 1.15. 3.30, 3.55. 5.25,
5.45, 6.20,
b.50, 8.00, 11.22 p. 111.; Old Orchard. 7.00
7. !0
8.45, 9.05, 1O.00 a. in., 12.00 noon, 1.15, 1.40
I’2®i
3.30, 3.55, 5.26, 6.45, 6,05. 6.20, 6.50, 8.00 11 22 1)'
Saco
and
111.;
Biddeford, 6.00 8 20 8 45 9 05
10.00 a. 111., 12.00 noon,
12.30, 1.15, 3-30 3.55’ 5.25'
**
8 00, 11.22 p. m,; Ken neb link.1
I. ou 8.45, 10.00 a. in..
12.30. 3.30, 6.25, 6.05 6.20 p.
7-°°. *•«. 10.00 a. m.,
1^.30, 3.30, 6.05 p. m.; Wells Beach, 7.00 8.45
1 rains

Trains Leave Portland II
For Lewiston,
7.C0, 8.16, a. m
1.30, 6.15 *8.3 )
p. in.
For Island Pond, 8.15 a.
in., 1,30. *8.31 p. n
For Montreal, QuebcC,
Chicago. 8.15 a. rn.
and *8 so p. m„
reaching Montreal at 6.5!
p. in., and 7.2o a. m.

Trains Arrive Portland.
From Lewiston, *6.10. 11.30 a.
m.. 3.15
aun 8.00 p. in.
From Island Pond,
*6.40, 11.30 a. in.,
p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal, Quebec.
a. m., 6.45 p. m.

а.

J1*1*’

54'

4f

Othei trains week days.
excursion train leaves Portland every Sunaajsfor Lewiston,
Gorham and
Berlin at 8.30 a. m.
Keturning leave Berlin at
4.0) p. m every Sunday afternoon for
Lewiston and Portland.
i uIIina\i Palace
Cars
are
Sleeping
run on
nurlit trains and Parlor Cars on
day trains.
Ticket Office, Depot at foot of India
•Dally.

Sunday cheap

p.m.

.m

EASTERN

DIVISION.

Leave Uniou Station for Boston and Way
a.
ni.; Biddeford, Kittery,
Newbury port,
Salem,
Lvnn, Boston, 2.0o, 9.00 a. m., 12.45, 6.00 D. m.;
arrive Boston 5.57 a. m
12.30, 4.1,0, 9.00 p‘. m.;
Boston Express stopping at Old
Orchard,
Kittery and Poi-lsmoutli only. 1.40 p. ni
arrive Boston 4 20 p. m. Leave Boston for
Portlnnd, 7.30. 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.60, 9.45 p. m..

Stations, 9.00
Portsmouth,

arrive Portland 11.45
m., 12.40 midnight.

a. in.. 12.0s

A an 111.1 a

n

SUNDAYS.
Underwood Spring and Yarmouth half
hourly from 8.15 a. in. to 9.45 p. m., with additional 15 minutes service to Underwood
Spring
from J.00 a. m.
Last car from Underwood
Spring gt 10.10 p.m.
jnel5tf
For

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER
RAILROAD CO.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

Leave Union Station for Biddeford, Ktttery, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem,
Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. m., 12.45 p. m., arrive
Boston 6.5T a. m., 4.00 p. m.
Leave Boston
for Portland, 9.00 a. m„
7.00, 9.45 p. m„ arrive
12.10, 10.15 p.m., 12.40 midnigfit.
t—Daily.

J1V

EFFECT,

JUNE

25,

1900

FOR

Bridgton, Harrison,
ion, West Sebago,

North
South

BridgBridg-

lon, Waterford and Sweden.

W. N. & P. D1V.

July l. 1900, steamers will leave
nBeginning
p<>rtlan<l
Pier, Portland, week days, as
Po1' 1-ong island, 5.50, 9.00, 10.40 a. m. 1

follows*
45 •

*

6.00 p. ni.

Island, 5.50, 10.40

n/°r

a.

m.;

1.45, 6.00 p.

Little Chebeague. Jenks, Gt. Cbeboague.
B:tiley’9 a“d Orr’s Islands,
n,-> 1-45- 5-u°P- »»•
t°; J .?•. 3.?-4?,as*
<Jliebea8ue. ,J 0°. 10.40 a. m.,
^«,Vel(
1.45, 5.00 p. m.
RETURN FOR PORTLAND.
Leave Orr’s Island. 5.30,
8.00, u.io a. m.. 2.00
For

Ksn
6<

?nnpsineii'

0.00 U. 111.

Lol|K Island, 7.10. 9.30. 12.20 a, m.
,
3.40
5 1,. p m
Arrive Portland, 8.00,10.00 ani., i.io, 4.20, 6.00. p. m
22 miles down the
Bay.
I'are round trip only 50c.

'ff.e.

6 4'

SUNDAY TRAINS,
Leave Union Station lor Scarboro Cross- Street.
ing, 7.10,9.35. 10 15 a. m., 2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.10,
б. 15, 7.15 p. 111.; Scarboro Beach,
Pine
Point, 7.10, 8.36, 9.36, IO. 15 a. in., 12.55, 2.00 | Portland & Yarmouth Electric Ily. Co
3.40, 4.15, 5.10, 6.15, 7.15 D. m.; Old Orchard’,
For Underwood Spring, and Yarmouth at
7.10. 8.35,9.35, 10.15 a. m.. 12.55. 2.00, 3.40, 4.16
0.15
a. n., half hourly till 10.45
5.00, 5.10, 5,30, 6.15, 7.16 p. ill.;
Leave Yarp. m.
Saco, Btdde- mouth 5.40 a. in. half
till 0.4.) p. m.
8315. 9.35, 10.15 a. in., 12.55, 2.00, 3.40.
hourly
4.15,
5.00, e. 10, 5,30, 6.15, 7.15 p. m.; Kenuebunk, Leave Underwood Spr.ng for Portland so' minutes later.
Additional cars between Portland
North Berwick, Dover,
Exeter, Haver- and Uuderwoo 1
Spring every 15 minutes from
hill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 12.55
mFast car from Underwoou Spring at
6.00, 5 30 p. m.; arrive Boston, 5.18. 8.30 9 42
10.10
p

STEAMBOATcoT

HARPSWELL

1900.

in.. 3.30. 6.25 p. ill.; North
Berwick, Holllnsford, Somers worth, 7.00. 8.45 a. in
12.30, 3.30, 5.25 p. m. ; Hochester. EarmtngrAlt011
W olf boro, 8.45 a. Ill 12.30
3.30 p. m.;
l.akcport, Laconia, Weirs,
Plymouth, 8.45 a. in.. 12.30 p. m.; Manchester. Concord and Nonhcrn counetious.
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.;
Dover, Exeter, llaverLawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.45 a. m..
12.30, 3.30, 6.05 p. in.; Boston, 74.90 7 00 8 45 a
111., 1230. 1.40, 3.30, 6.05 p. m.Leave Boston
for Portland,
6.00, 8.00, 7.30, 8.30 a, in.. 115
4.15f B OO p. m.; arrive Portland, J0.07 10 50*
II. 50 a. in.. 12.10, 5.00, 7.50. 9.30
p. 111.

STKAMKKS.
__

Crossing,

great-

FIRE BUG AT BRADLEY

1

RAILROADS.

__UUUi

BOSTON & MAINE B. B,

w.1™ iL2!!i0.uf8,on?

SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland for So. Harpswell and Inter,
landings, 10.00, 10.40 a. in., 2.00 o m
Sunday sailing trip down the Bay, Lave
Portland 215 p. in.
Return from So. Harp
swell via above
landings, arrive Portlands 5
a. m., 1.15. 6.30 p. in.
Fare to So. Harpswell and return
Sundays
3oc, ojdier biddings an 1 sailing trip 25c.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
Mgr,
mediate

3n3)(ltf_Gen’I

Porllan,

Ml.

Deseri_& MacRias

COMMENCING
VV steamer

Friday,

S b« Go

April 20th.

the

FRANK JONES

will,

weather
permitting, leave Portland
iuosdays and
at
Fridays
11.00
p. nr
foi Rockland,
Bar Harbor and Machias-

port and intermedia e
laudinss.
turning leave Macbiasport Mondays

Sft,15aram'Ior
GEO.
EVANS.
F.

Mgr.

_aprl8ati

Reand

all,andiu«3’ arr1™*
F. E. BOOTHBY
G. P. & T. A.

MCDONALD STEAMBOAT GO.
Beginning. Aug. 27lh, 1200, steamers leave

Portland I ler, Portland, at 10.00 a. m. and
4.00
t>. m., for CoU'ins’,
Littlejohn's, Great ciie-

beaaue, (Hamilton’s Landing), Bustin’s
and South

is'a.id

breeport, for Mere Point 10 00 a m.
Leturn, leave South Freeport, 7.00 and 1145
a. m., Mere Point 1.00 p.
m„ Busttn’s 7,15 a. m.
and 1.20 p. m., Great
Chebeague, 7.65 a. rn

aud 1.35 p. m., Littlejohn’s, 7.50 a. m. aud
p. m., Cousin’s, 7.55 a. m. and 1.55 p. m.

l 50

SsnaSI Point Itoute.
Leave Portland at 2 00 p. m„ for Orr’s Island.
Last Harpswell. Sebasco, Small Point
Harbor,
Cundy’s Harbor.
Return, leave Cundy’s Harbor at 6.00 a. m,
via above landings.

A. M. P. M. P. M.
Station foot of Preble street.
D
out.
Leave Portlanu
*or '' orcester, Clinton,
Ayer. Nashua,
mcrk._s.so 1.05 5.50
PORT OF PORTLAND.
Ar 1st.schs WmPickFloat
The residences of Daniel
Windham,
Leave
ConKpplng,
F.
Bridgton
Manchester,
O.
Junction, 10.08 2.28 7.15
Parlin,
enng, Bangor lor New Haven (mid sailed); M A
cord and Points Norill 7.31 a.
Arrive Bridgton,
m„ 12.33 p. m
11.0G
•surflm-»nd low grades.2 85 c 3 13
3.23
8.10
for Portland; Annie 1, Leavit and James A. Rich were destroyd. Rochester, Springvule,
Water•L d. SIcDOJfALD, Ulan
Wheat
HMidfr's.m8
iik80nVille
Alfred,
bakers.3
65
Harrison,
4.)
11.37
3.40
oo
Henderson .Brunswick for
8,37
(pang
SATURDAY. Sept. 1.
tger.
Boston; Bertha V Loss $11,000; insurance on property and boro. Saco River, 7.34 a. 111., 12.33, 5.33 p. in.
je22dtfJ. A. Bennett, Supt.
.4 40 a4 75
firing Wheat patents
Tel. 4G-3.
E
Gloucester;
Office, 158 Commercial St.
Arcularlus, South Am- furniture
Gorham,
Cumberland
u'w...
L
Westbrook,
Mills
Arrived.
roller.4
*JM.hadhU.ouisst.
to*4 16
about $0,000.
This fire follows Westbrook Jet.,
Ancrew Peters. Providence
B°ckland;
Woodfords, 7.33. 9.45 a.
_______aug27dtf
( ala‘a: Andrew
Mb. and St Louis clear.3 Do *4 uo
Steamer State of Maine,
Nebluger, Port Beading for one of J uly 16, when four structures were m., 12.33. 3,05, 5.33, 6.20 p. m.i Scar boro
Colby, St John. NB, Bangui
STEAMERS.
Jailer Wheal patents.4 40 g.4 50
; Nimrod.
via Kantport for Boston.
Beach, Pine Point, 6.45, 9.50. 11.46 a m
Eltzabetliport for St John, N
B:
It
is
also
the
destroyed.
third
Sch
fire
Vina
Ilia
in
less
Robert McFarland, Sweetland,Brunswick,
ven for New London;
1.08. 3.16, 3.45, 6.40, 11.15 D. m.; Old Orchard!
harvester,
Corn aud Fcel.
\
C.a, with 500.0 0 feet pitch pine lumber to Rich- (mige I J hi Hips, Rockland for New York.
than six months. The fire is
Biddeford, 6.45, 8.35, 9.50, 11.46 a m
supposed to Saco,
Sid, sch
insiow Morse.
in, ear lots.
ardson, Dana & Co.
12.25, 1.08, 3.16. 3.15. 5.48, 6.40, 11.15 p. nil
«50Vi
have
been
the work of incendiaries.
Passed selis i> D Haskell, Perth
Trains arrive from
Sch Lassie h Bronson,
ibntbac low.
,a63
for
Amboy
Worcester, i 05 p m
Benuett, Philadelphia,
Rochester 8.25 a. m.. 1.05. 6.48
coal to Mo Cent HR.
u r« i
ke*L has lots.
Boston^ Northern Bight Edgewater for Portp. in., Gorland; a A Stuart. Nova Scotia for New York
ham and Way Stations, 6.40, 8.25, 10.47 a
Sch Hope Haynes. Lewis, New York.
au.ear low.
31 Vi.432
ir,
SEARCHING FOR A CREW.
TRI WEEKLY SAILINGS.
Annie Gus and Helen. Calais lor
Sch Cumberland.
lit.bag lots.
1.05, 4.15, 5.48 p. in.
34.®
35
do; Fred C
Perth Ainboy.
Littiej<niu,
Holden, do for Pawtucket; Annie M Allen. St
Jiuu oced. oar lots.00 00 426 60
SUNDAY
TRAINS.
1.—The
London,
September
gunboat
John
for
1
lu
From
Cleared.
of
On and Alter June 25tli,
iiftton Seed. ban lots..OO OO.a 27 oo
adeiuhia; City
For Old Orchard Beach,
Augusta. Bath which has been
Bldde1900,
for Baltimore; Charles \Y
searching for the missing ford, 6.45, 9.28, 10.05 a. in., 1.50, Saco,
MMJJrao. ear mis.ih (>o« lo oo
Church, do far WashSteamer Horatio Hall, Bragg, New York—J F
3.30, 4.05, 5.00,
will connect daily with 8.45 a. m. and
Fiom
ingtou; Mark Pendleton and W II Oier, bound boats with part of
acted Bran, bag, low.oo ooa l» oo
1.0-5 p. m.
the crew
5.05, 7.08 p. m. Rochester and Way Stations,
of
Liscomb.
the
train over Maine Central Railroad
west.
5.20 p. m.
(White Mt.
killing. car low.18 0(, *20 oo
Sen Bradford C French, Hammett Philadelwrecked British steamer lndra,
and
has reUiy.) touching at Naples, Bridgton, North
Milling, bag. lots.
o. J. FLANDERS, G. P. &. T. A.
0<**20 60
phia—.1 S Winslow & Co.
Bridgton and Harrison, connecting at Harrison
Koreiirii
Port*.
turned
to
Aden
KiMdieeu.18 50*10 50
without
Prom
Central
Sch Major Pickands,
meeting any suc- Je27dtf
Wharf, Boston- 3 d ul Kmm with stage for
Lalthwaite, Philadelphia
Waterford, and at Naples with
Pine street Wharf. Philadelphia^ at3p in.
Snear. Coffo*. To*. Molasses, Ualatns.
—J s Winslow & Co.
Ar at Newcastle
cess. An empty boat
p
AUr
s coaCl1 lino for Ldes
Aug 31, steamer Aberfeldy,
belonging to the InFalls, Casco,
y? etc.
surance effected at office.
Bangor.
Otisfield.
6 34
figw-Biandara granulated.
dra
was
found ashore at Rasalula and it
Ar at Funchal Aug 30, Massachusetts
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R. and
SUNDAY, Sept. 2.
steamers leave Harrison every
b 54
nautical
Mpg-hitra fine granulated....
Returning
South
forwarded
by connecting lines
Arrived.
training ship Enterprise, cruising; leaves Sept 6 is now believed that the occupants have
day (except Sunday) at 7.45 a. m. aud 1.30 p.
•-or-Extra C.
6 00
for Marblehead.
Passage $13.00.
Rounu TrJp'$ia.3Q.
U S training ship l’ralrie, cruising.
m.; North Bridgton at 8 a. m. and 12.45 p. m.i
been rescued by some
toffee— K10. roasted.
13
<*10
Meals and room included.
Ar at Shanghai Sept l,
passing vessel and
Bridgton ai 8 30 and 2 p. m., aud Naples atu.15
Steamer
AmesTheresa
barque
Puritan,
(dfee-Jara and Mocha.
Heymau (Br), Key, Louis- buiy. New York.
For freight or passage
27 ®3Q
are
to
F.
P.
a.
carried
m. and 2.45 p.
to
apply
WlNCk
being
m., connecting at Sebago
Bombay or Colombo.
burg, CB, for orders.
lew-imoysw.
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
25,*36
Cul at St .John, NJJ, Sept 1, sch Winnie
Rake
Station with 11.45 a. in. and 5.25 p ni
Steamer
Lawry,
Manhattan,
New
York—
Bennett,
K B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
IfW-Congous..
27*50
General
Haven.
Vineyard
Steamboat
Express Train for Portland and
NO DISAGREEMENT.
and mdse to J F Liscomb.
passengers
itn—Japan.
00
State
Manager,
36*40
St. Flake Building, Boston, Boston making the most
In port at Wellington, NZ,
Tug Tamaqua. towing barge Kuphrata, from
Aug3. bqe Edward
delightful inland trip
In Effect August t*7Hi, 1 {>00.
Mass.
Mf fhnnosa...
36a. 65
ocL22dtf
m New England.
1 liUadelphla. witncoal to RanuaH & McAllister. L Mayberry. Collins, for Auckland aud New
Washington, September 1.—Mr. Adee,
!fthnw—Porto Uu-o.
3>;«4o
York.
Round trip excursion tickets, good for day of
the
Sch
Geo
K
Walcott.
of
aoting Secretary
does not
CRAINS LEAVE UNION STATION. RAIL
Hunker, Newport News,
32 *35
State,
Kosues—Barbadoes.
Ar at St l*ierre. Mart, Aug
elate only, $2.00, Ask for our tourist's guide
coal to Randall & McAllister.
31, barque Vidette, hesitate to set the seal of his
Muses—common.... .......
20n2»
WAY SQUARE AS FOLLOWS:
disapproval
at Union Station.
Sch Charles Davenport. Pinkham,' Newport Hall, Philadelphia.
It* Kajslns. 2 crown.2 00*2 25
upon the stories that have been put afloat
In port at Syduey. NSW,
7
00
a.
m.
C. L. GOODRIDGE,
For
Aug l, ship Shenan- to the effect
Brunswick, Lewiston (Lower!
News, coal to Randall & McAllister.
3 crown...2 26*2 50
do
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves East
that there has been
J iath. Boothbav. Popham Beach.
for San Francisco.
a disadoah,
Harvey,
Sch
Manager.
Francis
K
Baird,
Rockland,Au- Booth bay at 7 a. m.
_]ue28dtf___
4 crown. 2 60 *2 75
do
Greenlaw, New York.
Ar
at
of
Old
greement
between
and
;usta.
to
the
Monday,
Calabar, previous
policy
Wednesday
President l
Sch Sarah C Rope-*, Kmger, New York.
Waterville, Skowliegan and Belfast
Aug 9, barque
htois. looreMuseaus. 7Vk;*9
Friday for Portland, touching at So, Bristol,
Justine H Ingeraoll, Moore, New York via Ber- and
8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc., Rutnford
as to China,
Sch duly Fourth. Calais for New Yorft
Secretary
involvHay
Falls, Heron island,
Pork, liesf. Lard aud Poaitry,
muda and Bonny.
Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
eims, Lewiston, Farmington, Rangeley and
1
Sob Napoleon. Rice, Orr's Island.
ing possible changes in the cabinet. Mr. \1 Vatervnle.
1IslandI per!s-Heavy.16 00*16 25
Adee snvs the cfnvlua
Sch Catalina. Piper, Lynn for Rockport
...—..........
.ii.uium
JU.IU
ui.
?«k—Medium.15»;0.®16 25
a.
"‘mi, jroruanu,
urunswicK, Bath, Lewiston
Sclis Alice and Lizzie Hagan,
In foundation.
a. 7 a. m. Tuesday. Thursday and
He
ttsblug.
lug
feels
l!e*-hfc.ivv.
able
to
en;.10753)1125
MANY
Gardiner, Augusta and Waterville,
Saturday for
BUILT.
ter the broadest denial of the
Squirrel Island. Boithbay Harbor, Heron isl11.00 a. m. Express for Dauville Jc., Lewis
.10 OOailO 75
accuracy
PROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
of the statements for the reason that ha
rcneiess. naif bbls
* 6 60
ton, Waterville, Alooseliead Lake via Foxcroft and. So. Bristol and East Boothbay.
Washington,
a
September
1.—Complet
Steamer.
From Montreal.
ALFRED Race. Manager.
From Quebec.
JONES PORT. Aug 31—Ar, sclis Highland official returns for the fiscal
aug2dtt
Ure—vc; ana nao tbl. mire....
Bangor, Washington Countv R. R., Bar Harbor
8Vgt®8V8
almost hburly
year ende 1 has been In daily and
urd-ics and nali bbl.com....
Aroostook County and for
Queen, Jobbln, Boston; A T Haynes. Kelle#, June
Dominion.
Aug. 25, uaylight. Aug. 25, 2 p. in.
a7v4
Houlton,Woodstock
communication
show
with
the
that
30,
1900,
vessels
f
o
ol
1,446
Secretary
Addison.
St-. Stephen, St. Andrews, St. John and ilali
Ltrd-Paus mire.
Cambrornau,
Sept.
L 2 p. m.
1,
daylight.
9Vfc»9:j'a
Sept.
State by mail and wire
tons were built and docu
at the latter's
fax via Vaneeboro.
Sid, sch Charley Buck!, Jenkins, Two Rivers. 393,108. gross
Urd—Fails, compound.
7 Vi as
♦Ottoman,
Sept, 2d, daylight, direct.
mented in the United States.
Since 186 (5 home and is perfectly
12.35 0. m.
with
for Brunswick, Llsbot
Urd-Pure. leal.
9 Vg .310
♦Roman,
acquainted
MT DKSERT, Sept 1—Sid, sch James
Express
Sept.
8,
direct.
daylight,
Young, this record has been exceeded
ihekens.. 15®
Vancouver, Sept. 15, daylight. Sept. 15 .2 p. m
ie
only twice the Secretary's views respecting pendinc Falls, Augusta, Waterville, Newport, Bangor
Bulger, New York.
in 1804, when
Bar Harbor, Oldtown and GreenFowl.
12» 14
♦This steamer does not carry
416,740 gross tons weri > issu63. Therefore he is able to say that Bucksport,
ROCK PORT. Aug 31—Ar, sclis Mary Eliza,
passengers.
ville.
St.
Fokevs.
In 1874 when 432,725
13*16
ton 3 Mr Hay is thoroughly in accord with the
Allen. North Haven; Susan Francis, Rice, Port- built and
gross
in.
12.50 p.
For Danville, Jc.,Rumford Fails
Buns.a.. 11 Vi * 12
were
built.
President
In
The
his
Chinese policy, while on
land ; Forester, i eriiald, Eilsw orth.
construction may bt
MONTREAL TO LIVERPOOL.
Bemts. Lewiston, Farmington.
to
hxmlders..
Carrabasset
8 Vi
classed according to the toliowing
types: the other hand, the President has given Raugeley, Bingham, Waterville, Skowbogan.
Calling at Moville.
Produce.
1 00 p.m. For Freepori,Brunswick,
Schooners, schooner bartres and sloops his unqualified approval to every step
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Rockland,
Steamer.
'rails, Pea
2 S5@2 40
K.
A.
L.
_From Boston.
points, Augusta. Waterville. Skowhs499, of
109,605 gross tons; Great laki , In the negotiations which were directed
Jerri. Ca Korina Poa.
2 603 2 65
From
New England,
STEaMKiiu, Belfast, Dover and Foxcrott, Greenville,
steam vessels, 25, of 97,847
to Mr. Hay.
Sept. 12th, noon.’
fetus. Ye low Eyes.
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Ponland, September 1.
1900,
Portland, Maine.
e rn, which
E. A.
at *2 filP’dtl; ana Fnglisii cured do Portland; R T Rundlett, Wiscasset,
goes into the hands of a reboiii.
0CJC an(1
5
K. L. LOVRJOY, Superintendent,
C. VV. T. GODING, General Manager.
w* fJu,
ADDERS ON, ADAMS A CO.
< el ver.
scarce.
je2dtf
Sid, sch Francis R Baird, Portland,
dtf
Bumford Falla. Maine.
Jei8
juao
aa
sepltiiw

Stur*i3‘

—

n°i-V

it’cbago Lake, Sougo

Kiver

JiPHILADELPHIA. aud Bay of Naples S. S. Co.

BOSTON
Boston

Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday.
Philadelphia Monday, Wednesday
Friday,

Portland &

Eoothbay

Steamboat Co.

Tine.

dominion

........

Montreal

VESSELS

to

Liverpool.

_

ALLAN LINE
Lawrence

Service.

Boston

Liverpool via. Queenstown.

■

■

*•

1

__

PtAKS ISLAND STEA!BOAT
AMUSEMENT GO.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

free.__

International Steamship Coi

jwtl&nd

Maine

fer,6s-1905-1
2?5}^*-19°7.

Steamship Co.

DAY STEAMER FOR BOSTON.

....

STEAMER GORINNA.
Direct Between

Portland^

Rumford

Fall$Ry.

Portland.

IopaoIIhip” notice.

kl>]

l^uote

BAKER, Manager.

_
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ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

WOULDN’T PAY HACKMAN.
A

Couple of Drunks Who Got Much tlie
Worst of

Owen, Moore & Co.
J. F. Libbv Cc.
Frank M. Low.
The Kindergarten.
Dissolution of Copartnership.
Maine Cenfral Fxcursion.

Let,

New Wants, For Sale, To
and similar advertisements will
page 6 under appropriate beads.

Lost, Found
be found on

Soothing Syrup.

Mrs. Winslow’s

Has been used over Fifty Years by millions of
anthers for their children while Teething,
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
toftens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best
emedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
For sale by Drugteething or other causes.
Be sure ar.d
gists in every nart of the world.
a k for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cte
a bottk.

CASTORIA

In

use

signature

for

more

of Chas. H.

than

Fletcher.

thirty years, and

The Kind You Have Always Bought.
CASTORIA
Bears the

In

use

signature of

for

more

than

Chas. H. Fletcher.

thirty years, and

The Kind You Have Always Bought.
CASTORIA
Bears the
In

use

signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.

for

more

than

thirty years, and

The Kind You Have Always Bought.

BOARD

OF

Adelbert

Baker, tlie Truckman, Thrown

to Ground and

Argument.

LABOR DAY TODAY.
Will Be

Badly Injured.

Generally Observed

Although

No Public Celebration Has Been Ar-

REGISTRATION.

While unloading a lot of trunks beLast evening a couple of men hired a
longing to a theatrical oompany, at
hack
to take them from Washington
Swett’s hotel, at a few minutes
before
street to the Grand Trunk depot. After
two o’clock
yesterday afternoon, Mr.
they had arrived at the station they re- Aaelbert
Baker, the well known truckfused to pay the hackman, James Ross.
The team was
man, was badly injured.
The latter referrred the matter to Officer
an express and baggage wagon owned
McGrath who started out to investigate.
by C. E. Bibby ana was backed up In
Both of the men had been drinking and
front of the hotel
While taking^out the
seemed to be acheing for alfight. They retrunks one of them In the front part of
sisted the officer and in the tussle which
the wagon
slipped down and hit the
ensued Officer McGrath dropped his billy
horse. This frightened the horse and he
and was obliged to fight the men with his
at once started on a mad run down the
fists. But he proved equal to the task and
street. Mr. Baker ran out and grabbed
soon had both men under control
The hold
of the horse but was thrown to the
patrol wagon was called i^d the prisonground and two of the wheels of the
ers were taken to the police station, They
wagon passed over his body. Both of the
said that they belonged in Berlin, N. H.,
knees were also badly scarred, and considand
had intended to go home on the
erable of his clothing was torn. One of
evening train. One of Officer McGrath’s Chase's hacks was oalled and Mr. Baker
hands was scraped, a part of his coat
was
taken to his home at 78 Portland
was torn and a button was pulled off.
Dr.
street where he was attended by
The men did not give their names.
Mr. Baker will be laid up
Thompson.
for about a week.
PERSONALS.
The horse continued on down Temple
street and turned around into Middle.
Among the cottagers to return to
Then
he ran the team against a teletown this
are
week
Mrs. A.
R.
graph pole at the oorner of Plum street.
and
of
Grand
Mr.
Wright
family
Beach,
The horse was caught
by bystanders
and Mrs. William H. Clifford and family
not muoh the
worse tor his escapade.
of Glen Cove
and Mrs. Philip Henry
The wagon was not greatly damaged.
Brown and family of Glen Cove.
Miss Katharine Hale, daughter of Hon.
HARROIl NOTES.
and Mrs. Clarence Hale will be a pupil
at the Misses Masters’
Sohool, Dobbs Heins of Interest Picked
Up Along the
N. Y.

Jberry,

Miss
Yassar

Alice

Barrows

will

return

This Is

will
be
generally observed throughout the city,
although there will be no public celebration as there has been in some years
The most of the places of business
past.
will be closed ail day and the usual holiday hours will be observed at the
post
office. The Longshoremen will spend the
iay at Sebago Lake and expect a large
number to participate in the celebration.
An attractive list of sports has been ar-

and it

ranged and prizes will

in all
be awarded
the contests. The Portland band will
go to the lake with these
excursionists
who will return to the city early in the
oi

evening. The Red Men will meet at their
hall in the Farrington block this morning and escorted by the American Cadet
Band
will
sail down to Long Island
where they will enjoy the day in contests

of sport.
This evening an exemplification of a
degree by the members of the Portland
Council of the Knights of Columbus
will take place.
At the conclusion of
this business refreshments will be served.
The regular monthly meeting of the
city government is also due to take place
tonight but it may be postponed.
All
of the municipal and
county offices will
be closed.

Registration will be in
days to take on voters, beof

The sealed proposals for 60,000 square
feet of
turf, delivered at Fort Preble,
were opened at the Unit8d States engineer's oilice at 12 noon, Saturday. There
were four bidders, Henry Sawyer, South

Portland; George B.McGregor, Portland;
George Place, Albert H. Pratt, South
Mr.

Pratt

was

the lowest

The police and firemen met for the sectime in a baseball game on the Deer-

woi’k when
The bids were:

will

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Thomas

and

son

of

Sawyer, 2 cents
Philadelphia who have been guests of
per square foot; McGregor, 2 1-4; Place, Mrs.
Harvey S. Murray at Pond Cove
2 1-2; Pratt, 1 1-2.
left

Tuesday.

Charles

F. Tobie and
Clinton L,
Mr, J. B, Clancy has returned to Monhave been drawn for grand
treal from a ten days’ vacation spent in
and
Wm.
Jj.
and
Fredjurors,
Bradley
this city. Mr. Clancy returns in Novemerick O. Turner for petit jurors at the
ber with the Allan Line. During his
September term of the United States cirvisit in this city he was a guest at the
cuit court.
Portland Golf Club.
There
19 deaths in
were
Portland
Mrs. Frederick G. Fassett has returned
the past
week, three resulting from from
a six weeks’ visit at Bridgton Highcholeral infantum; 2 from nephritis;
lands.
2 from cancer, and 1 each from accident,
Miss Persls Jordan is among the nurses
congestion of the brain, enteritis, gastro
at the Maine General Hospital to graduheait
enteritis,
disease, hemiplegia,
ate this fall.
hepatitis, paralysis,
senility, tubercuis the guest of
o Miss Brown of Bangor
losis, spinal disease and typhoid fever.
Mrs. F. H. Fassett, Pine street.
Thursday evening at Foresters’ hall,
Mr. and Mrs, Robert Bexdale and chilCongress street, the degree team of Court
dren of Rock Island, 111 who have been
Falmouth will
exemplify the new devisiting Mrs, Bexdale’s parents on Elm
first time in
gree of the order for the
street, leave for Chicago tonight.
Portland with full regalia. The team has
Mr. Drew, actor and press agent of the
done
considerable work In preparation
first
Gem
company, is visiting at the
for the event and expects to make a good
Howard cottage. Peaks island.
fggg
appearance that evening.
Frank M. Low, of F. M. Low & Co.,
The linn of S. H, Pike & Co. has been
dissolved and the business will be carried leaves today for New York, where ho
on hereafter by the new firm of
F. O. will spend a week looking for novelties,

Tewksbu-y

Marriner & Co. at No. 10 Center street. and the latest Fall fashions in clothing.
Mr. and Mrs. Jas. Miller of this city
Persons In Portland and vicinity who
and Mrs. John Doscher of Jerare going to attend the sessions of the and Mr.
Christian Endeavor society in Eastport sey City have just returned from a week’s
will arrive in time for the opening meet- outing at Seboomook cottage, Moosehead
ing by taking the steamboat for Eastport lake. They report game very plentiful
Mr. A. Carles of 518 Congress
oix which they can return Friday.
street
to
At the regular meeting of the trustees has taken passage
Europe on the
of the Park street Pi’esbyterian society Ivernia,
sailing from Boston on Saturheld last evening a vote of thanks was day, September 8th. Mr. Carles will retendered 1.
W Fitzpatrick, Esq., in be- turn about the end of November.
Mrs, Dean and two daughters from Worhalf of the society for his generous donation of a receipted bill fx%om the Port- cester, are r.ecent arrivals at the Chase
land Sewer Pipe and Artificial Stone Co. cottage.
Mr. A, J. Walsh and Brother and A.
for cement work done on the Park street
Bide of the church. Mr.
FitZDatrick has L. Chase of Brooklyn, N.Y., have broken
frequently shown his interest in the pros- camp at Long Island and returned to

Z

perity of the society by rendering of
assistance when much needed.
Yesterday was one of the finest days of
the summer and the beautiful weather
which prevailed was greatly enjoyed by

Brooklyn.

everybody.

One of the very noticeable exhibits at
the New England Fair last week was the
beautiful
display ol oil paintings done
by Miss M. J. MoCrlndle of 179 Clark
which took the first
street, this city,

and

prizs

cars.

spend

Crowds Hocked to the Islands
to the suburbs and a big business
was done by the steamers and electric
A large number of people arrived on
the Boston boat yesterday morning to be
on hand to spend Labor Day in Portland.
More will come on the boat and trains
this morning.
Mrs. Irene

Carrie Wyman. While In command of
the Mary Goodell in 1862 he was captured

Mr.

H. J. Lehan of Gray street will
the next ten days in Boston and
Providence visiting friends and relatives.

Steamboat

Simonton
Saturday evening Clinton
of South Portland, “child ot the people,’-'
and Agent Andrew McFarland of the Atlantic Coast Seamen's Union, boarded a
Yarmouth eleotric car and went out
to
Yarmouth where they held a
meeting.
Both were in fine fettle, their voices were
at the proper pitch and for a
couple of
hours they held forth and addressed a
good sized orowd on the issues of the day.
Candidate Simonton has just returned
from a visit to the
eastern part of the
state and he says that he has been hold-

ing some great meetings in that section
of the country. He will put in some hard
work this week in preaching the peculiar
tenets of socialism. Agent MoFarland is
never better pleased than when
discussing the live questions of the day.
He
will probably join the socialist candidate
for congressional honors in a few speeches
during the week.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
The Knights of Pythias of Portland and

vioinity are anticipating a very pleasant
oocasion at the reception to be given the
supreme representatives on their return
from Detroit the early part of this week,
the exact date of which cannot be stated
at present but due notice will be given
in the dally papers.

Rev. John M. Harrington. formerly of
Portland, is about to erect a new Catholic church at Orono.
Former

Speaker Thomas B. Reed is at
R. I., on a visit to Mrs. E. H.
G. Slater, who gave a dinner In his honor at the Cliffs Friday night.
Newport,

Proprietor Nunns of the Falmouth hotel Saturday purchased the beautiful picture of a view of The Ledges at Cape Cotstorm. The picture has
been on exhibition during the summer in
the Cape Casino and has been greatly admired. It is painted by O'Brlon, the
Knightville artist, and has been much
admired. The pioture is 8x4 feet.
Mr. Robert E, Clark, who for the
last
year has been the efficient night clerk of
the Falmouth hotel,has retired from that
position and today leaves for his home in
Island Pond, Vt., to spend a few weeks.
Mr. Clark has been connected with
the
Falmouth since
it was reopened two

tage

as seen in

a

years ago and by his
gentlemanly and
oourteous
bearing has made many
friends. He leaves the Falmouth with
tho best wishes of all.

often

It’s

at this

so

l'acht Offered at

■

MUSTY ?

season.

CO.

afternoon

Bay

party of men
anchored in a good looking yacht just off
Peabody’s cove near Trundy’s reef on the
Cape Elizabeth shore and going ashore in
their small boats offered to sell the yacht
to some lobster fishermen, for $50.
Saturday

The

lobster

a

Disinfectant.

Phenol.

tar-carbolic
that
deodorizer
destroys and over-offenCOmes all
A

A colorless and
odorless disinfectant that destroys
disease germs.

As this is the first time
degree team.
be done under the new
the work will
ritual it will draw a large crowd from
Half rates have been
all over the state.

25c

a

quart bottle.

it’s the

If

to

the

“Hnyler”
is only put on
one
grade—the

It’ g

name

Huyler’s
v

b"6t-

h

more

than

other

candy

oosls

of its

cause

any
be-

qual-

The
box
ity.
makes a dainty
souvenir. If you
want a box of

candy
a
gift

SPEAK.

to

there

is

sure

to

give pleasure

as

so

over

tlio

Franklin

streets,

store

corner

of

of

Fryefire

Fore

and

caught fire at a few
o’clock yesterday after-

minutes past two
The alarm was rung in but the
blaze was extinguished before the arrival of tho department.
The loss will
noon.

You should go to the Fair via Maine
Central R. R., for all trains run direct to
the grounds, avoiding delay and trouble
of transfer.

Round

ing admission
M.

C. R. R. Fair

ervice.

trip tickets IncludFair, $1.25. See
ad. for special train

to the

lot

A

dervests,
ru, at

fine

leather covered
at

27c, special

A lso

value.

lot of

a

Dress

tiseptic

Children

One

lot

women’s

wash-leather
two-clasp
Gloves, gray, mode and

A lot of women’s

fine

Skirts, full umshape, with deep
lace

drab,

Swiss

or

Drawers,

18 to

A

fine

Skirts, with
accordion
deep
plaiting,
and ruffle, at 98c, been
Also

Suits,

♦H!>♦♦ »♦♦♦♦ »»<»<>♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦ »

ithe

♦

4
♦

X

everything

six

nel

tine

most

complete

Come

to our

stock in

the

♦*£

Bathing Suits, at half

Six

And

lot of

long feather Boas, black
and grey, at $1.00, were
Counter.

fine nainsook

year old, at $1.89,
marked from $2.62, and
one

Ad

same

counter,

a

city.

♦

bies,

at

X
2

Also

of women’s
children’s
Outing

you everything usually
a first class jewelry
establishme nt.

•

X

!

Square.

m mmii ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ * mi

and

Hats,

Alocassins, for ba19c, were 25c.

a

at

lot

39c, been 50c.

Shirt IVcz ists Counter.
A
Shirt

JEWELER,

Jly20dtf5tlioi'8Uip

lot of

two-tliread

lot of

white

men’s

Waists,

One lot of Beacon Hill
Linen

worsted

at

white

$1.89,

marked

Neckwear

lawn

One lot of Bath

ored

Ties

attached,

25c.
One
“Little Beauty”

price,

at

25c, been 50c and 75c.
One lot of

Soap,

muslin

cloth,
been

yard,

An

88c.

Silk,

39c,
colors,

fine
Bath

dinieres,

a

60c, marked
One lot of

39c, marked

at

An odd

standard Golf

of

lot

Clubs, at
bargain.
Japanese

lot of

Cloths,

yard

19c,

Jar-

fancy

down from 50c.

square, with
white and colored border,
at

at

Baskets,

quality unbleached
Towels, at 19c,

same

at

green baize-lined Silver

size

marked down from 25c.

one

Night Shirts,

from* 88c.

large

of

marked from 50c.

One lot of

$1.50.
Linens Counter.
One lot of

lot

Basement.

at

from

marked

a

assorted

Men’s

Laces Counter.

all

Toilet

a

Haberdashery.

and

58

50,

a

of

at 10c.

on

42c

at

lot

box, (three
box.) One
Ciothes Brushes,
in

lot of

fine* Swiss

5c

at

cakes

Muslin Embroideries

Tab-

lets, (for perfuming the
bath,) at 17c, regular

One lot of white P. Iv.
Stocks, with fancy col-

vidual Butter
19c

a

Great
of

50c.

lot

One

Screen Fans,
One lot of indi-

at 8c.

been 29c.

dozen,

Plates,

were

at

25e.

Ribbons Counter.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

An assorted lot of part
pieces, short lengths and
ends of broad

fancy

bons, which

have
to
45c
75c a
from
to

at

go

Ribbeen

CLEANSING
TOURISTS

yard,
half price to-

promptly done

morrow.

ns

Room.

An assorted lot of
ured and

spotted

well

ns

for

for home people.
of Silk Waists

Dry cleansing

fig-

white

♦

A
«

OWE^T, MOORE & CO.

AVriting Paper, at
pound, regular

a

Toilet Goods Counter.

Counter, Women's.

A

i4

Stationery Counter.

one

and

blue

Draperies

tucked and

25c.

price, 48c. One lot of
“Jockey Club” Playing
Cards, at 20c a pack,
regular price, 30c.

counter,

counter,
linen
Table
pure

hand-made Dresses, for
children six months to

$3.

10c,regular price,

of

At

J

store we can show

Monument

a

£

I McKenney,
a

black

and worsted Gimp,
85c a yard, marked

from 5Ge.

An assorted lot of fancy Jeweled Ilat Pins, at

lot

$1.15,

of

close them

to

Jewelry Counter.

marked

19c,

One lot of corded Taf-

styles

at

same

feta

Counter.

Pictures

At

price.
Trimming-s

glass

out.

flan-

in

found in

ITHE

quality

Al-

the

new

We have

$2.25,

at

our

Photographs

half price

Embroideries Counter.

marked from $3.50.

A lot of

with

at

$1.00.

/nfants* Outfits

septid3t

Jewelry line.

Skirts,

satteen

$1.50.

Prescription Druggists.

packed

of

lot of white braidtrimmed navy blue Mo-

at

Established 18G6.

is

lot

A

agents.

Schlotlerbeck & Foss Co,,

•

a

offer

of

25c

Bathing Goods.

so

and

Shirts

down from $2.50.

mer-

25c,

marked down from 50c.

stripe,

lot of

25c.
were

lot of Jer-

a

at

were

we

stock

mounted
and small

Hosiery, fancy colstripes, at 25c,

navy

hair

entire

two-piece Bathing Suits,

(punter.

at

Tomorrow

lot of

lisld*

10c,

Fancy Goods Counter.

Metis Hosiery Counter.

ored

were

yard,

a

down from 25c.

89c, marked down
frm $1.25.
Also a lot

79c,

12 l-2c

ribbed

sey

at

50c.

Men's Underwear Counter.

25,

black

inch

moried

Perealinc,

5c,

One lot of Belt Buck-

Another lot
3G

at

10c.

Leather Goods Counter.

les,

of

$1.00. Also

98c,

at

sizes

$1.50.

Jersey

O^e lot of silk lustre
Shirts and Drawers, at
79c, marked down from

cambric

hemstitched

were

finish,
special value.

Underwear Counter, Muslin.

brella

One lot of men's color-

lot

at

69c, been 89c.

at

white,

black

49c, marked from 75c.

ed bordered
of

cov-

Pillows,with tassels,

Handkerchiefs,

lot

One

09c,

Handkerchiefs Counter.

at

Counter.

Linings

of

at

down from 19c.

Gloves Counter.

at

One lot of cretonne
ered

ec-

ribbed Vests and Pantalettes, at 12 l-2c, marked

white, (very
waterproof, at 18c.

knitted

Slippers,

Underwear.

One

an-

Shields,
weight)

low

s

of

Pieces, stamped
embroidery, have
been 25c,50c
and09c,togo
at half price tomorrow.

been 50c.

29c,

lot

Centre

Jersey

Pants,

white

cream

steel

fine

marked down
Also a lot of

19c,

a

for

white and

from 25c.

of

Scissors,
handles,

silk

not exceed $10.

MAINE STATE FAIR OPENS TODAY.

$2.98,
$4.25.

39c

marked down from 1.00.
One lot of pure linen

Lisle-thread Un-

ribbed

Notions Counter.

We
Iluyler’s.
are
Portland

A SMALL BLAZE.

awning

at

of

A lot

use as

‘‘These meetings

Harb, at the

fancy bordered,

One

give.

knows

none

An

in

too)

garnet, green and blue,

Skirts

correct

candy

street.

and

sunshades

One

Underwear Counter, Knitted.

cerized cloth

stations
secured from all
line of the
M. C. R. R
After the work which
will begin as
soon after 6 o’olock as possible, is over,
a social session and refreshments will be
held at Hibernians’ hall on
Congress

gan Saturday evening.
have been at Bangor, Oldtown, Bradley
and ac the Etna oampmeeting grounds.
All of them were fine meetings. I have
also been invited to speak
at Lagrange,
a town in Penobscot county, befo re tne
campaign concludes.

A lot of fine all silk 24
inch Rain Umbrellas (fit

printed
at

been 50c and 58c.

Boudoir

and

14c

at

plain,

of

Needleivork Counter.

been 25c.

16c,

33c.

3 Cornered Pharmacy, Middle St.

on

PETER CHARLES WILL

and

Umbretlas Counter.

fancy silk Corset Lacings, four yards long, at
25c, marked down from

25o
sjve 0dors.
for an 8 oz. botile
of extra strong,
for dilution with
water.

She
Portland oouncil, Knights of Columbus, is to have an exemplification of the
third degree tonight at City hall.
The
work is to be under the direction of Deputy David W. Murray of Massachusetts,
who will be accompanied by his personal

attract you.

for

yard,

Hosiery Counter

s

lot

Florentine silks,

A lot of russet and tan
cotton stockings, ribbed

of

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS.
Evening.

cannot fail to

at

Compound

Hygienic

declined
the
if some crooked
work had been done inasmuch as the
boats
which the men came ashore in
themselves were worth from $30 to $40.
Failing to make a sale the men rowed
away leaving the yacht at anchor off the
cove where she
now
remains,
being
looked after by the lobster fishermen.

Hall This

Children

offered at

to be

prices that

and

Hay’s

Hay’s

|

as

Exemplification of Third Degree at City

list

One

stitch

plain
drop
boot
fancy
pattern cotton Hosiery, (women’s)
at 27c, marked from 36c.

have selected the follow-

ing

of

lot

assorted
and

A lot of "Warner’s “Coraline”
Corsets, white

REMEDIES.

2

fishermen

offer, for it appeared

regular “Monday
Bargain Sale” will be
put forward one day.
For Tuesday, then, we

15c.

Silks Counter.

An

Our

Muslin, for curtains, at
10c a yard, been 12 l-2c
to

Hosiery.

closed.

Corsets Counter.

Low Price.

a

the store

be

from

$2.50.

a

marked down from $1.50.

plumbing?
a

will

embroidery,

And are not some of the rooms stuffy?
Do you notice an odor from the

will be opened in a short time, when somo
of the choicest patterns ever exhibited in
this city will be displayed,
Mr. T. P. McGowan has arrived home
from a very delightful pleasure and busi-

Evangeline.

IS THE
CELLAR

DIDN’T WORK.
Lobster Fishermen Did Not Care to

TODAY
holiday,

flounce of

crowded
with
passengers on her early afternoon trips.
The English steamer Therese Heymann
arrived light from Cape
Breton and
will load for Europe.

th3 counties of
He will probably
address a meeting at Blddeford on Tuesthe
day evening and at Westbrook on
It is also likely that
following evening.
he will speak at Brunswick.
“I have been speaking at some
meetings in Penobscot county,” said Mr. Kee-

of

WELL KNOWN YACHTSMAN
DROWNED.
London, September 1.—Captan Malcom
Hogarth, who assisted his brother, Capt.
of Sir
“Archie’1 Hogarth, the skipper
Thomas Lipton's yacht Shamrock to sail
that boat in the
the
last contest for
America's cup, has been drowned at Mil- ,
ford Haven.

the Alice Howard were

Hon. Peter Charles Ke9gan of Van Buren, a prominent Democrat of Aroostook
Portland
county, arriveu in
Saturday
and is at the Preble house. He will participate this week in the campaign In this

trip to the Land

Holmes Circle and Fern lodge of Odd
Ladies will hold a basket picnic in Greenwood Garden, Peaks island,next Wednesday If stormy Wednesday will go the first
fine day. Taxe the steamer Alice Howard
which leaves Portland pier at ten o'clock,

the Islands
was largely patronized [and the Harps
weU steamers got a big share of the patronage.
The usual Sunday concert was given
at Greenwood Garden and the decks of

Messrs. Walter Corey of the Walter Corey Company and Kobert L. Whitcomb,
manager of the new rug department, returned from New York Saturday night,
where they have been for the past week,

ness

THE ODD LADES.

among

company

Douglass, widow of the late
Seth Douglass, died in Gorham, August purchasing novelties and the latest things district, speaking in
in rugs for their new department which Cumberland and York
31st, aged 79 years.
THE SOCIALISTS.

An enthusiastic crowd of rooters was in
attendance.

by a Confederate cruiser, commanded by
Captain Semmes, but was permitted to
neighboring places. They will be gone proceed to Portland. He retired from sea
ten days.
early in the seventies and had lived in
Mr. and Mrs, Morris of Kansas City are Bucksport since.
the guests of Mrs. John B. Coleman of
Yesterday was an ideal day for a sail on
Pine street,
the waters
and
the travel, thou gh of
Mrs. Benjamin F. Harris
Miss course not up to the high mark of midand
Louise Harris are spending two weeks at summer, was sufficiently large to
give the
Kennebago Camp near Indian Book, several seamtboat lines a good business.
Bangeley, guests of Hon. Galen C. Moses The sail arranged by the Cacso Bay
Smith

being

at

fronts,

marked

$1.69,

Portland, Sept. 3, 1900.

ond

Mr and Mrs. Fred N. Dow left Wednesday for a carriage drive to Fryeburg and

bidder, but no decision was made in
regard to the matter as Mr. Pratt was
the only man to submit a sample. The
of Bath. Miss Harris returns to
others will be inquired to exhibit samples
College this fall.
a
of the
decision
be
made.

on

embroidered

won.

a

children have returned to their home
Pine street from a visit at Newport.

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

Portland.

College taking

1 he weather to-day
is likely to be fair.

marked down from

:the coppers

Water Front.

to

Day

Labor

lng grounds Saturday afternoon.
Once
post graduate
again the coppers showed their superiorisession nine
course.
Miss Eleanor Wright and Miss
Captain James McGllvery, whose death ty, winning by the one-sided score of 21
ginning Aug. 27. Hours from 9 a. m. to Mary Merrill return to Yassar beginning oocurred at his home In Searsport recent- to 4. From beginning to end the policetheir second year.
ly, commenced following the sea at the men plaved at a speed far beyond that of
1 p. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
Evenings from 7 to
The Misses Cram cf Spring street, are age of 23, and In a short time became their opponents and won in a canter.
1
XT
U
9, except the last day, when the session of. fha U/nnmhnlr
master
He
commanded the brig J. Larrabee and Phillips were the battery
for the polios while Burke and Webster
closes at 5 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F. Dyer and Harris and the barks Mary Goodell and
were in the points for the fire fighters.
The Board

MOORE

OWEN,

ranged.

Geo. 11. Griffen.

Bears the

AN EXCITING RUNAWAY.

OWEN, MOORE &

CO.

SPECIALTY.

Wo have tailor’s pressmen.
FOREST CITY OYt HOUSE and
LO I lH 0 gfe3m
ca,p8; cleansing Works
13 Preble St.. Opp. Preble House.
QjT’Kid Gloves Cleansed Evory Day.

